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AN EMPIRICAL, GRAPHICAL, AND ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VEGETATION INDICES
Lyle F. Lautenschlager and Charles R. Perry, Jr.
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Statistical Reporting Service
The aim of science is to seek the simplest ex-
planation of complex facts. We are apt to fall
into the error of thinking that the fact:; are
simple because simplicity is the goal of our
quest. The guiding motto in the life of every




Since the launching of Landsat I in 1972, investigators have derived
numerous formulae for the reduction of multispectral scanner (MSS) measure-
ments to a single value (vegetation index) for predicting and assessing
vegetative characteristics such as plant leaf area, total biomass and gen-
eral plant stress and vigor.	 This report summarizes the origin, motiva-
tion, and derivation of some four dozen vegetation indices. 	 Empirical,
graphical, and analytical techniques are used to investigate the relation-
ships among the various indices. 	 It is concluded that many vegetative
indices are very similar, some being simple algebraic transforms of others.
1
1. INTRODUCTION
Current and accurate information on a global basis regarding the extent
and condition of the world's major food and fiber crops is important in
today's complex world. Traditional sampling techniques for estimating crop
conditions, based on field collection of data, are time consuming, costly,
and not generally applicable to foreign regions. An alternate approach is
remote sensing - the science and art of obtaining information about an ob-
ject, area, or phenomenon through the analysis of data acquired by a device
that is not in contact with the object, area, or phenomenon under investi-
gation [Lillesand and Kiefer (1979)].
A series of earth resources technology satellites (Landsats) have pro-
vided a way to monitor worldwide crop conditions since 1972. The sensor
system onboard the Landsats, the multispectral scanner (MSS), measures the
reflectance of the scene in four wavelength intervals (bands or channels)
in the visible and near-infrared portions of the spectrum. The spectral
measurements are influenced by the vegetation canopy, soil type, and atmos-
pneric condition.
Investigators have developed techniques for qualitatively and quantita-
tively assessing the vegetative canopy from spectral measurements. The
objective has been to reduce the four bands of Landsat spectral data to a
single number for predicting or assessing such canopy characteristics as
leaf area, biomass, percent ground cover, and plant population.
This report summarizes and references the origin, derivation, and
motivation for some four dozen of these formulae which are referred to as
vegetation indices (VIs). The VIs are categorized on the basis of statis-
tical correlations and algebraic similarities. This analysis reveals the






2. LANDSAT DATA CHARACTERISTICS
Three Landsats have been launched since the summer of 1972, with Land-
sats 2 and 3 still operational. Each satellite is capable of providing 18-
day repetitive coverage of the earth's surface. Each Landsat's onboard
four-channel MSS system measures reflectance in four bands (fig. 1). The
measurements are converted to digital counts and transmitted to receiving
stations. Landsat MSS images cover an area of 185 by 185 kilometers and
are composed of 7,581,600 picture elements (pixels). [Watkins and Freeden
(1979)].
Typical reflectance patterns for herbaceous vegetation and soil are
coaapared in figure 1. Dead or dormant vegetation has higher reflectance
than living vegetation in the visible spectrum and lower reflectance in the
near-infrared. Soil has higher reflectance than green vegetation and lower
reflectance than dead vegetation in the visible, whereas in the near-
infrared, soil has lower reflectance than green and dead vegetation [Tappan
(1980)]. Jackson et al. (1980), Tucker and Miller (1977),, and Deering et
al. (1975) provide an extensive discussion of reflectance properties.
Three papers of historical interest are Jordan (1969), Knipling (1970), and
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Figure 1. Typical Reflectance of herbaceous vegetation and soil from 0.4
to 1.1 micrometers.
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF VEGETATION INDEX FORMULAE
Numerous vegetation indices have been used to make quantitative esti-
mates of leaf area index, percent ground cover, plant height, biomass,
plant population, and other parameters (Pearson and Miller (1972) and
Wiegand et al. (1974)]. The formulae are based on ratios and linear com-
binations of the MSS bands.
The individual Landsat bands (CH4, CH5, CH6, CH7) have been used to es-
timate percent ground cover and vegetative biomass [Wiegand et al. (1974)
and Seevers et al. (1973)]. The correlation coefficients reported ranged
from 0.295 for CH7 with crop cover to 0.877 for CH6 with leaf area index.
Similar correlations were reported by Tucker (1979).
Ratios of the Landsat bands have been used to estimate and monitor
green biomass, etc. (Rouse et al. (1973, 1974), Carneggie et al. (1974),
Johnson (1976), and Maxwell (1976)]. The obtained coefficients of deter-
minations were slightly higher than those for the corresponding band dif-
ferences. The twelve pairwise ratios (six of which are inverses of the
other six) will be denoted by R45 = CH4/CH5, R46 - CH4/06, etc.
Rouse et al. (1973, 1974) proposed using the normalized difference of
Landsat channels 7 and 5 for monitoring vegetation, which will be referred
to as ND7. Deering et al. (1975) added 0.5 to ND7 to avoid negative values
and took the square root of the result in hopes of stabilizing the vari-
ance. This index is referred to as the transformed vegetation index and
will be denoted by TVI7. Similar formulae using channels 6 and 5
were proposed.
ND6 = (CH6 - CH5)/(CH6 + CH5)
ND7 = (CH7 - CH5)/(CH7 + CH5)
TVI6 = (ND6 + 0.5)1/2
TVI7 = (ND7 + 0.5)1/2
4
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Our experience has been that the addition of 0.5 does not eliminate all
negative values. We suggest the following computationally corroct formu-
lae:
TVI6 - (ND6 + .5)/ABS(ND6 + .5)(ABS(ND6 + .5))1/2
TV27 = (ND7 + .5)/ABS(ND7 + .5)(ABS(ND7 + .5))1/2
where ABS denotes aboolute value, and 0/0 is set equal 1. In oection 6, it
is shown that these formulae are equivalent for decision making to the bas-
is ratios R65 and R75. Therefore, their use can only be justified if eith-
er they improve t $, e regression fit or they normalize the regression errors
(Draper and Smith (1966)).
Kauth and Thomas (1976) proposed an orthogonal transformation of the
original Landsat data space to a new four-dimensional space. They chris-
tened this transformation the tassel cap transformation and named the four
new axes soil brightness (SBI), green vegetation (GVI), yellow stuff (YVI),
and non-such (NSI). The names attached to the new axes indicate the char-
acteristics the indices were intended to measure.
SBI -	 .332 CH4 + .603 CH5 + .675 CH6 +	 .262 CH7
GVI - -.283 CH4 - .660 CH5 + .577 CH6 +	 .388 CH7
YVI = -.899 CH4 + .428 CH5 + .076 CH6 -	 .041 CH7
NSI = -.016 CH4 +	 .131 CH5 - .452 CH6 +	 .882 CH7
Wheeler et al. (1976) and Misra et al. (1977) applied principal com-
ponent analysis to Landsat data. The structure of the resulting transfor-
mation and the interpretation of the principal components are similar to
those for the Kauth-Thomas transformation.
MISBI =	 .406 CH4 + .600 CH5 + .645 CH6 + .243 CH7
MGVI - -.386 CH4 - .530 CH5 + .535 CH6 + .532 CH7
MYVI -	 .723 CH4 - .597 CH5 + .206 CH6 - .278 CH7
MNSI =	 .404 CH4 - .039 CH5 - .505 CH6 + .762 CH7
5
Miora et al. (1977) proposed another linear transform, based on the
idea of spectral brightness and contrast. Generalizations of spectral
brightness and contrast were defined in spectral density space, then trans-
formed back to count apace. The first two components of the resulting
transformation are similar to the first two components of the two preceding
transformations.
SSBI w	.437 0114 + .564 CH5 + .661 C116 +	 .233 CH7
SGVI . -.437 CH4 - .564 CH5 + .661 C116 +	 .233 CH7
SYVI w -.437 CH4 + .564 CH5 - .661 CH6 +	 .233 CH7
SNSI o -.437 CH4 + .564 C115 + .661 CH6 -	 .233 CH7
Richardson and Wiegand (1977) used the perpendicular distance to the
"soil line" as an indicator of plant development. The "soil line", a two-
dimensional analogue of the Kauth-Thomas SBI, was estimated by linear re-
gression. Two perpendicular vegetation indices were proposed.
PVI7 - [(.355 CH7 - .149 CH5) 2 + (.355 CH5 - .852 CH7)211/2
PVI6 . [(-.498 - .457 CH5 + .498 CHO 2 + (2.734 + .498 CH5 - .543 CHO 211/2
Evidently a minor error was made in the derivation of PVI6. The formula
for PVI6 should be:
PVI6 = [(-2.507 -.457 CH5 + .498 CH6) 2 + (2.734 + .498 CH5 - .543 CH6)211/2
These formulae are computationally inefficient and do not distinguish
right from left of the "soil line" (water from green stuff). The standard
formula from analytic geometry for the perpendicular distance from a point
to a line solves this difficulty [Salas and Hille (1978)).
PVI6 = (1.091, CH6 - CH5 - 5.49)/(1.0912 + 12 ) 1/2
PVI7 0 (2.4 CH7 - CH5 - .01)/(2.4 2 + 12 ) 1/2
6
The difference vegetation index (AVI), suggested b y Richardson and Wie-
gand (1977) as computationally easier than PVI7, is o9auncially a resclling
of PVI7.
DVI • 2.4 CH7 - CH5
The Ashburn vegetation index (Ashburn (1979)) was suggested as a mea-
sure of green growing vegetation. The doubling of C117 is to make the scale
compatible; CH7 is 6-bit data and has one-half the range of the other three
bands which are 8-bit data.
AVI 4 2.0 CH7 - CH5
Colwell et al. (1979) proposed a vegetation indicator called greenness
above bare soil (GRABS). This was another attempt to develop an indicator
for which a threshold value could Ne specified for detecting green vegeta-
tion. The calculations were made using the Kauth-Thomas tassel cap trans-
formation applied to sun-angle and haze-corrected data. The resulting in-
dex is quite similar to the GVI, since the contribution of SBI is less than
10 percent of GVI.
GRABS . GVI - . 09178 SBI + 5.5F959
Kanemasu et al. (1977) regressed winter wheat leaf area measurements on
MSS band ratios and produced the following regression equation.
GLAI - 2.68 - 3.69 R45 - 2.31 R46 + 2.88 R47 + 0.43 R56 - 1.35 R57
+ 3.07(R45 - (.5 R47)(R45)]
Pollack and Kanemasu (1979) later used a larger data set plus stepwise
regression and obtained another regression equation.








Separate regression equations were also obtained for CLAI values above
and below 0.5.
LAI - 1.903 - 1.136 R56 - .071(R45 - R47)R45 - .016 PVI6,
if CLAI is less than 0.5
LAI o -5.33 + .036 PVI7 + 6.54 TVI6,
if CLAI is greater than 0.5
The Foreign Crop Condition Assessment Division (FCCAD) of the Foreign
Agricultural Service (FAS), Houston, Texas uses another leaf area model.
We have been unable to find any reference to the development of this model.
OLAI v 41.325 R45 - 42.45 R46
Badhwar (1981) proposed a ratio of GVI to SBI as an indicator of crop
discrimination. It will be shown in section 6 that this index is a genera-
lization of a normalized difference.
OVSB ® GVI/SBI
Craic Wiegand (personal communication) suggested converting reflectance
vn'.:,s to radiances. Linear transformations were used to change from re-
flectance to radiance values. Ratio and normalized difference formulae
were also created using the radiance values.
RAD5 - 0.0157 CH5 for Lan^sat 1
e 0.0134 CH5 + 0.06 for Landsat 2
- 0.0139 CH5 + 0.03 for Landsat 3
°	 RAD7 w 0.0730 CH7 for Landsat 1
. 0.0603 CH7 + 0.11 for Landsat 2
v 0.0603 CH7 + 0.03 for Landsat 3
RADR75 a RAD7/RAD5
NDRAD (RAD7 - RAD5 /(RAD7 + RAD5)
Y
Thompson and Wehmanen (1998) proposed a technique utilizing transformed
Landsat digital data to indicate when agricultural vegetation is undergoing
moisture streas. The screening nuO,ar or green number (GIN) was proposed
to estimate the percentage of land in an area with a "healthy" cover of ve-
getation. A "&ail line" is determined by inspecting the channel data and
discarding data not considered reasonable for agricultural data. The "soil
line" is then evaluated as the minimum value remaining in 0115 and subtract-
ed from GVI to obtain GIN.
GIN a uVI - soil line
The data sets included in this study did not permit the computation of
GIN, However, GIN is a linear transformation of GVI.
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4. EVALUATION OF VEGETATION INDICES
4.1 BACKGROUND
Richardson and Wiegand (1977) correlated eight VIs (GVI, DVI, SBI,
PVI6, PVI7, TVI6, TVI7, and R57) with four plant component variables (crop
cover, shadow cover, plant height, and leaf area index). The correlation
coefficients obtained by plant component with the VIs (excluding SBI) were
very eimilar. Later, Wiegand et al. (1979) correlated leaf area indices
for winter wheat fields to five VIs (TVI7, TVI6, PVI7, PVI6, and GVI). The
correlation coefficients by field and even between fields were similar.
Aaronson et al. (1979) studied the similarities and differences among
seven VIs (AVI, DVI, GVI, OLAI PVI7, TVI7, and KVI). The obtained correl-
ation coefficients ranged from 0.8 to :.0 and were stable from spring
greenup to harvest. Aaronso-•i and Davis (1979) later used a large data set,
which included vegetation me.isurements and several VIs, to studyinterrela-
tionships. The VIs (AVI, DVI GVI, OLAI, KVI, PVI6, PPVI7, TV16, and TVI7)
were correlated against each other and against vegetation measures such as
plant height from tillering through harvest. The correlation coefficients
between the VIs ranged from 0.81 to 1.00, and those between VIs and vegeta-
tion measures were similar.
4.2 CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF VI
The similarity between the VIs was first studied using the BMDP program
P1M, cluster analysis of variables (Dixon and B):own, 1979) and the data set
described in appendix A. The absolute value of the bivariate correlations
was used as the measure of distance between VIs, and the average distance
between elements was us:,d as the between cluster. , distance. Similar results
were obtained using other standard distance measures.
This procedure separated the VIs into two large clusters plus a number
of small clusters. One large cluster contained VIs based on MSS bands 5
and 7, which included AVI, PVI7, R75, TVI7, and ND7. The other large clus-
ter contained VIs, based on MSS bands 5 and 6, and a few VIs involving
three or all four bands, which included GRABS, CLAI, OLAI, R65, TVI6, ND6,
GVI, MGVI, PVI6, and SGVI. The VIs within these two clusters had absolute
10
simple linear correlations greater than 0.90, with most greater than v.95.
The elements of these two large clusters are correlated at 0.8 or higher.
Three smaller clusters readily apparent were: (NSI, R76), (R64, R74), and
(SBI, MSBI, SSBI, SNSI). This clustering is applicable to the period from
spring greenup to harvest. There are some clusters, however, which have
high correlations for the whole season, especially those involving bands 5
and 7. The cluster trees on which this discussion is based are attached as
appendix B.
Some VIs were not used in the cluster analysis because of their known
relationships to others. The inverse ratios R54, R46, R47, R56, R67, and
R57 were not used. DVI was discarded because of its relationship to PVI7,
as were RAD5, RAD7, RADR75, and NDRAD because of the linear relationships




5. VEGETATION INDICES EQUIVALENCE
In this section, a definition of VI equivalence will be developed.
This permits a natural categorization of the VIs. VIs are functions which
associate a real value to the four-dimensional Landsat reflectance measur-
ement vector, (MSS4, MSS5, MSS6, MSS7). 	 Thus, it will be convenient to
employ standard function notation: f:S 1 --S 2 denotes a function from the
set S 1
 into the set S 2 ; f(X), the value of f at the point (X) of S1;
Dom(f), the domain of f; Ran(f), the range of f; and f -1 :S 2--S 1 , the in-
verse of f when it exists. The inverse exists if, and only if, f is one-
to-one and onto. The composition of two functions has an inverse if, and
only if, both functions have inverses; in which case
(f o g)-1	 g-1 o f-1.
It might seem that VI equivalence should correspond to function equal-
ity; i.e., V 1 = V 1 if, and only if, V 1 (X) = V 1 (X) for each Landsat reflect-
ance value X. However, this requirement is too restrictive because it in-
volves only the VIs output and ignores the decisions made on the basis of
this output. Since vegetation indices are formulae used in making deci-
sions about crop characteristics and conditions, it seems appropriate to
say that two VIs are equivalent if the same decision results regardless of
the VI employed. This means trlt two VIs, V y and V 2 , are equivalent for
making the set of decisions D if, and only if for every decision rule---
d 1 :Ran(V 1 )--D, there corresponds a decision rule d 2 :Ran(V2 )--D such that
the decision, based on d 2
 and V 2 , is the same as the decision based on dl
and V1
 for all Landsat reflectance measurements X; that is, d 1 (V 1 (X)) =
d 2 (V2 (X)) for each X. It is easy to see that the two vegetation indices,
V1 and V 2 , are equivalent if, and only if, there exists a one-to-one onto
function
` T:Ran(V1)--Ran(V2) such that T o V 1 = V2 . This implies that a decision d
results from the same set of Landsat reflectance regardless of which VI is
used; that is
V1-1[T-1(d)]=(T o V 1 ) -1 (d) = V2-1 (d)	 (Equation 1)
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for each decision d in D, where the superscript -1 indicates the inverse
image of d under the given function. The rel,.cionship defined is an equi-
valence relation on the set of vegetation indices; that is,
i. Each VI a,s equivalent to itself: Reflexive property.
ii. If V1 is equivalent to V 2 , then V2 is equivalent to V1 : Symmetric
property.
iii. If V 1 is equivalent to V 2 , and V 2 is equivalent to V 3 , the V 1 Ls
equivalent to V3 : Transitive property.
These properties are important because they permit one to avoid many
tedious computations.
A number of studies have investigated the transformed vegetation indi-
ces TVI6 and TVI7 and the corresponding ratios R65 and R75 as predictors of
bi(,:..ass, leaf area index, plant height, and percent ground cover. The pre-
dictive ability of TVI6 and R65 or TVI7 and R75 are similar as evidenced by
the estimated correlation coefficient. We now show that the transformed
vegetation index and its generalizations are equivalent to the corres-
ponding ratios. This example makes clear not only the algebraic and geome-
tric meaning of VI equivalence but also demonstrates the utility and appro-
priateness of this definition.
Let a and b be positive constants, and define the functions f, g, and T
by
f(X5' X 7 ) = (aX 7 - bX5 )/(aX7 + bX5)
g(X5' X7 ) = X7/X5
T(y)
	 = (b/a)[(1 + y)/(1 - y)]
for X5 and X 7 positive and ABS (y) less than one. Observe that T is invert-
ible; in fact
13
T 1 (z) m (az - b)/(az + b) for z positive
Thus, f and g are equivalent and the values of f can be computed from the
values of g and vice versa.
(T o f)(X5 3X 7 )	 ® g(X5,X7)
(T
-1 o g)(X5 ,X7 ) ° f(X5)X7)
Let k and p be real, and define th q functions G:(-1,1)--(k-l,k+l) and
H:(k-l,k+l)--(L,U) by
G(v) = v + k
H(w) = w[AB.;(w)]p-1, for
w between k-1 and k+l, L = (k-1)[ABS(k-1)]p-1, U = (k+l)[ABS(k+1)]p-1, for
ABS(v) less than one, and 0/0 defined ay 1. It is easy to verify that G
and H are one-to-one and onto and that
(H o G o T-1 o g)(X5 ,X 7 ) _ (f(X 5 ,X 7 ) + k)[ABS(f(X 5 ,X 7 ) + k)]p-1.
Taking k = p = 1/2 and a = b = 1 shows that the transformed vegetation
index, TVI7, is equivalent to the seven-five ratio, R75.
(H O G o T-1 ) R75 = TVI7
Equivalence of VIs means their response surfaces*determine precisely
the same partition of the reflectance measurement space (equation 1). Ele-
ments of this partition are referred to as decision classes. Representive
h	
response surfaces and equivalence classes associated with R75, ND7, andis
TVI7 are illustrated in figures 2a, 2b, and 2c. Similar graphs for other
popular indices are attached as appendix C. The nonlinear algebraic rela-
tionships exhibited among R75, ND7, and TVI7 are illustrated graphically in
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Figure 3. R75, ND7, and TVI7 versus time using data listed in Appendix A.
All VI values have been rescaled 0 to 100.
As a further illustration of the utility of VI equivalence, GVSB is
shown to be approximated by ND6. Thus, the more complicated GVSB can be
expected to provide approximately the same information about crop condition
as the simple ratio R65.
Using Landsat data d,.scribed in appendix A, the following estimates
were obtained.
GRANT AREA DATA / N = 6084
Variable N Mean Std.	 Dev.
CH4 6084 23.2 7.2
CH5 6084 26,7 10.0
CH6 6084 41.4 15.9








CH6 0.73 0.64	 1.00
CH7 0.67 0.50	 0.96	 1.00
From these estimates, one easily obtains the regression equations
CH7 - .4100 CH6 + .5100
CH4 - .6236 CH5 + 6.564
Naively substituting into the formulae for GVI and SBI gives the following
formulae.
EGVI - .74 (CH6 - 1.14 CH5 + .03)
ESBI = .78 (CH6 + 1.03 CH5 + 2.96)
These approximations are illustrated in figures 4 and 5. Using the
information in the above tables pertaining to the expected range of the
data, it is easy to see that a rough approximation for GVSB is:
EGVSB = (CH6 - 1.14 CH5)/(CH6 + 1.03 CH5)
which is approximately ND6. In fact, let
h(v)	 = (b + vd)/(a - vc)
k(x,y) - (ax - by)/(cx + dy)
r(x,y) - x/y,
then h(k(x,y)) = x/y = r(x,y)
Thus, the estimate, EGVSB, is equivalent to R65 and ND6. These relation-
ships are illustrated graphically in figure 6. Graphs similar to figures
4, 5 and 6 for other sites are contained in appendix E.
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	 0	 50	 100	 150
	 200
Figure 4. GVI and EGVI versus time using data listed in Appendix A. All
VI values have been rescaled 0 to 100.
v1 values nave been rescaled trom 0 to 100.
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Appendix A. All VI values have been rescaled 0 to 100.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Other researchers have studied the relationships among a few of the VIa
considered in this report. Past work has been based exclusively on corre-
lation analysis. Aaronson and Davis (1979) showed conclusively that, dur-
ing the spring greenup to harvest phase of the crop season, the VIs used
operationally by The Foreign Agriculture Service (FAS)/Foreign Crop Condi-
tion Assessment Division (FCCAD) were highly correlated and had similar
correlations with various plant components such as biomass, plant height,
etc.
This study extends analysis to include all VIs found in the literature.
Techniques used to investigate relationships between the VIs included var-
iable clustering by correlation, graphical presentations, and functional
equivalence for decision making. Variable clustering separated out two
large clusters of VIs. One cluster contained those VIs which used channels
5 and 7 data. The other cluster contained VIs using channels 5 and 6 data
plus some VIs using all four channels of data. The variable clustering
technique also showed that these two clusters were highly correlated. The
relationships were stable during the spring greenup to harvest period of
the crop season. Graphical presentations reinforced the clustering re-
sults, illustrating the relationships over time and through response sur-
faces. Mathematical techniques were used to formalize the idea of VI equi-
valence. This equivalence was used to confirm relationships observed earl-
ier and to investigate less apparent relationships.
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The data set consisted of Landsat acquisitons from six different
sites for the 1977-78 crop year. The six sites were Finney County, Kansas;
Grant County, Oklahoma; Greeley County, Kansas; Keith County, Nebraska;
Washington County, Colorado; and Yolo County, California. The Finney
County site consists of an area 40 pixels by 26 lines or 1040 pixels of
data. The Yolo County site consists of an area 40 pih,.ls by 40 lines or
1600 pixels of data. All other sites consist of an area 26 pixels by 26
lines or 676 pixels of data.
One field within each area was also selected, since it had already
been defined for another project. The Finney, Grant, Greeley, Keith and
Washington County fields were winter wheat and consisted of 85, 79, 67, 100
and 53 pixels of data respectively.
	 The Yolo county field was a bailey
field and consisted of 500 pixels of data.
The data sets are identified by county, acquisition date and Landsat
satellite as follows:
Finney Keith Yolo
9-22-77 (2) 10-12-77 (2) 10-07-77 (2)
9-23-77 (2) 11-17-77 (2) 11-12-77 (2)
10-11-77 (2) 12-04-77 (2) 1-23-78 (2)
11-16-77 (2) 3-22-78 (2) 2-28-78 (2)
1-08-78 (2) 3-31-78 (3) 3-27-78 (3)
3-04-78 (2) 4-28-78 (2) 5-02-78 (3)
3-31-78 (3) 5-15-78 (2) 5-11-78 (2)
5-15-78 (2) 5-16-78 (2) 5-12-78 (2)
5-23-78 (3) 5-25-78 (3) 5-20-78 (3)
6-01-78 (2) 6-11-78 (3) 5-29-78 (2)
6-11-78 (3) 6-21-78 (2) 6-16-78 (2)
6-11-78 (3) 6-29-78 (2)
6-19-78 (2) 7-27-78 (2)
6-29-78 (3) 8-13-78 (2)
7-26-78 (2) 8-14-78 (2)
24
Grant Greeley Washington
10-08-77 (2) 10-11-77 (2) 10-12-77 (2)
11-13-77 (2) 11-16-77 (2) 11-17-77 (2)
12-19-77 (2) 3-22-78 (2) 3-24-78 (2)
3-09-78 (3) 3-31-78 (3) 4-11-78 (2)
3-28-78 (3) 4-27-78 (2) 4-28-78 (2)
4-06-78 (2) 5-15-78 (2) 5-16-78 (2)
4-24-78 (2) 5-25-78 (3) 5-26-78 (3)
5-30-78 (2) 6-11-78 (3) 6-12-78 (3)
6-17-78 (2) 6-29-78 (3)
The data were calibrated as follows to all look like Landsat II LACIE
segment data. Data from Landsat 2 EROS full frame CCT's were calibrated
using the calibration below (NASA (1976) and RICE (1977)).
CH4 = CH4 * 1.275 - 1.445
CH5 - CH5 * 1.141 - 2.712
CH6 = CH6 * 1.098 - 2.950
CH7 - CH7 * 0.948 + 0.446
Data from Landsat 3 were calibrated using the following calibrations
which were developed by Wehmanen (1978).
CH4 = CH4 * 1.161
CH5 = CH5 *	 1.230
CH6 = CH6 * 1.246
CH7 = CH7 * 1.062
The field data were adjusted using the X-STAR haze correction pro-
cedure developed by Lambeck (1979). Pixel data screened as shadow, water,
haze, cloud or garbled through this procedure were deleted from further
use. Sun angle correction was also applied which is part of the X-STAR
haze correction algorithm.
A partial listing containing descriptive statistics of MSS data by
band, date, field or area, and county are attached.
The dates are Julian dates where positive dates are for 1978 and
negative dates are for 1977 and indicate the number of days from end of





Keith County Field Data by Julian Date
'PF! ;BLE 11 KUP 9`APDPFD M P KIM NPXIPVN STD EPPOR
PRIATION UPLUE *LoE OF "IEPV
------------------------------------------- CAT[ ,-81 -------------------------------
'P4 65 135,21 aA 4 a[I 4' ,A0
CH5 85 42.07 4
:u6 85 4P.19 ;. 25. 00 ; I	 110 A.58
CH7 $5 201,1 9 2.13 11 1 01 0 24,00 0,23
------------------------------------------- ?ATE= qO -------------------------------------------
"P4 99 39. 4 7 21^90 211. . c^2 37,15 4.24
;N5 95 ?4-i7 3173 P4.60 44,'c8 0. 38
'46 95 !11!1 5.45 22,40 63, 55 0.56
N 95 20.37 0.51 16.62 ?3.36 0, `6
------------------------------------------- DRTE=118 ------------------------------------------
"H4 C9 18.61 1,62 16,00 23.60 0.16
CHS 9a 15,49 E.49 11100 23.110 0.25
19 46.,3 ?.7A ?6.00 53.00 0. 37 
1N ^9 ^^3. ^q 1.0.00 28.00 o 23
-------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------
F4 7' 2c:1 co 4 c"
95 2$.'6 9 21.00 4 cr , 0 0 0.50
as 61.62 2,61 H.00 01" 8.00 0.27
5 29.51 '62., 24.00 34.09 0.22
------------------------------------------- DPTE=1"'i ------------------------------------------
"H4 !00 P5,16 221 cl, Cl 	 13 a 15.00 0-12
CK, too 22, 53  4,41 1c.99 00 0.44
IN 56,42 'j" 9 47.96 65, 00 0,32
N. 7 1 00 27.42 2.c1 22 .09 33.00 c2
------------------------------------------- DATE=1 45 ------------------------------------------
24 too 29 33 3.66 22, 95 44.12 0 . 37
CH too 27. 05 5,67 18. 4 5 49.20 0.57
LV6 too 62.66 3,£6 53, 58 69. 78 e.39
. P7 1.00
1.2
7 .99 2 40L r	 11N, ^6 32.98 6.24c
------------------------------------------- DPTE = 162 ------------------------------------------
INL too 24. 90 11 0	 D 0.28
I^H5 IN =5. 79 4.82 15.99 42' , 05 0.48
X 100 ::.0.33 4.79 52.33 74,76 0.48
CH7 1 00 30. 81 3,12 25.49 38.23 0.31
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Keith County field Data by Julian Pate
AF T ULE H '1f-FN `:'QNNF r M1NrUN MA},IM STD ER,,




- --------- .	 -----	
-	
_.
CH4 00 ?3,59 2.64 24,05 15.53 1.2h
CH5 100 30.63 1.5` 23.53 41.79 0.35
N6 100 51,67 5,00 45,35 X6,22 0150
CN7 100 21?. 25 2.47 17,51 ?2. x'9 N.r'S
DRTE=IR0
CH4 tc?0 33.03 1.69 29.02 ;5.59 0.17
:r5 100 49.73 3,44 39.1 5'.81 0.34
: N6 too 63.13 3.12 57.32 72,27 0.31
"N7 100 26.67 1.63 V136 311,98 0.18
------------------------------------- ------ DATE=2Ae ------------------------------------------
rN4 too 31.54 2.15 2:.00 38,00 1.32
"N5 100 40.23 5.10 20.00 48.00 0.51
;N6 1.00 46.01 ?.S6 37.00 56.90 0.40




CH4 100 22.16 2.17 16.40 26.60 0.22
C'N5 to0 26.82 3,40 18197 32,66 0.34
CH6 100 13 7.0 Q, ;8 24.50 48,66 0.41
CH7 t00 17.47 1.76 10.87 20.35 0.18
-----------------------------------------
--- DATE=- 44 ------------------------------------------
CH4 to0 11.2 1117 10,03 15.13 0.12
C'N5 toil 11.45 1, c1 7.56 ?0,11 0.22
CH6 too 27.52 2.27 16.31 33.2$ 0,23 
,N7 too 14.15? 1.32 8.03 16.56 0.13
---------------------------------------
---- DATE=-27 ----------------------------------------- -
H4 95 9,60 c2 7.1jB 14, 09 0.12
C'H` 95 9,68 1.69 7,00 14,00 0.17
CH
 95 13.11, 2. 0 9, g0 19.09 0.24







Keith County Area Data by Julian Date
STSNPHRD m 114 1 I-lum MR V I P.0 I STD FN,.-
DEV!1TIIN W"LUE PALUE OF
------------------------------------------- DFNI -----------------------
^ 14N 676 36.82 4.)6
i:
1. 4 52.00 11.11 1)
4H 766 44,?2 6. 23. 0 8  1?. 0? 0. 114
.IH6 6^6 49.46 5. 49 :9.80 '04.00 0.21
, H7 676 219,49 2.85 il.EB 2°. 00 0.08
------------------------------------------- WN; -------------------------------------------
CH4 676 34.86 4,01 V.22 47.60 0.15
CH, 676 40.93 7. 30a 24.60 63,96 0.28
IN 676 66 S2. d o 72. U 0.29
CH7 676 19.203 2.97 10.62 25.49 0.11,
------------------------------------------- DPTE=118 ------------------------------------------
.Na 676 ?2.74 a, L3 16.00 34,00 0.16
676 24,83 7,44 11.90 0,00 0.29
"H6 ;76 37 .69 8.31 1.11 ,00 54.00 0.32
CH7 676 1".47 4,S9 9.0; 28,00 8.19
----------- -------------------------------- DATE=! '135 ------------------------------------------
I CN 6765 38.51 6.05 25.00 52.09 0.23
CH5 676 42.42 10154 21.00 6F1 ,00 0.411
P6 676 5". 94 4, 44.00 73,00 0.18
Cf,'7 676 25.E+4 3.31 1 19.00 34.00 0.13
------------------------------------------- WNU
-----------------------------------------
CH 676 32.91 5.67 21 0.08 48.80 0.23
C H 5 676 35.89 18.28 15.00 5.00 0.40
CNE 676 50.51 10 36.00 65.08 8. E8
37 676 21,?6 3.84 16,00 33.00 0.15
------------------------------------------- WN45 ------------------------------------------
CH *76 38-66 7 46 22.4 52. E4 0.29
[" H 5 676 44,74 !4.03 IS, 45 71.34 0.54
10, H 6 676 64.60 5153 4 ' , -0d 7p. ,59 0.21
C. H. 7 676 25. -". 2.12 20. 18 13.98 0.08
------------------------------------------- DRTE=162 ------------------------------------------
CH 676 ?4,54 8139 19.74 91.08 0.32
L'% H 5 6'6 46.15 16,52 15.99 76.26 0. 64
36 676 66,45 11.53 42.36 90,96 0.44




Keith County Area Data by Julian Date	 OF POOR QUALITY
it) .14 1 rum MVIV 'TD FUR
PEU i ATI ON U., E "IALUE F "EAN
.------------- -----------------------------
	 172 ------------------------------------------
C114 676 30.78 3.10 21,50 41199 0.15
676 311,1 7 6.55 15,54 47.49 @125
74 56a.,Ip 7P.6?
CH I 5 2.6 1 1-67 4 8.64 9.11
------------------------------------------- DAT[=1?0 -----------------------------
0 P 4 6*76 31.49 4,14 N.90 42.56 0.16
CM 676 41.62 12.31 19-68 61.50 0.47
c p c 676 65.67 6.30 47,^5 01.99 9.'c4
,H. 7 676 29.31 5.03 19.2 40,205 @."q
------------------------------------------- BaTE=208 ------------------------------------------
CH 676 29.26 7,69 17,00 52.00 0-1
,H5 676 32.77 .4.61 110 .00 67.00 0.56
,. H6 611 6 55.45 8.79 .42.00 74.00 0.34
ON 676 2!.;6 6.6; P100 39.00 0.211 6
------------------------------------------- DPTE=225 -----------------------------------------
'N 676 :9.36 5.961 17,00 42.00 0.23
1 1W5 676 32.18 11.31 9 14,30 54,00 0.44
X 676 51,92 2.25 33, 09 71.00 0.32
,^H7 -: 76 2?,;5 6,43 1*-*11 .08 37.00 0.25
------------------------------------------- DATE =226 -----------------------------------------
::H4 676 27 .46
1 , 
5 ,60 16100 38.09 @121 2
676 29.81 13.00 49,00 0.41
L•H6 676 48.61 S.14 31.00 68,00 11131
,' H7 676 22,13 6.33 13.00 34.00 0.24
-------------------------------------------
DRTE=-80 --------------------------------------
CH4 676 22.59 4,62 2,85 32.93 0118
C p 5 676 ;^,N..,	 1j -011^ 16.68 48.63 0.30
676 ?'i 1 91 7-44 11,91 56.34 0.28
CH 676 16.64 2.r-* 9 9103 'CM5 ;.12
------------------------------------------- DATE =-44 -----------------------------------------
CH4 n76 14. 08 3. I'1 8, 75 22.78 0.12
CP 5 676 1	 S6 6,64 7,1c6 ^?2, 66 0.26
X 676 26,94 4.71 12 . 42 39.87 0.18
"H7 676 11,86 2.31, 4,29 17.57 0.09
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'! a Ri pDLE H MEAy ="RH:;4 MIN[rum moxlirU» STD EPPOR
DEUTA7; H *LUE UALLE OF "EE11
------------------------------------- ------ ,ATE:-27 -----------------------------------------
^N4 576 101 75 1. S7 6.00 15. CI O 0.06
x.45 676 11.57 2. `6 `100 ?9.00 0.10
CH6 676 12.59 3,	 2 6.00 2?100 0.13
WH7 675 6.21 1.63 3.00 111,00 0.06
Yolo County Field Data by Julian Date











"i4 465 12.81 1.13 3175 15.13 8.d5
Cis 465 11.34 1.91 7.56 15.54 6.09
C116 45 22.17 3,0' 12.42 33. c8 0118
:H7 465 10.81 1.96 6.13 16.55 0.09
------------------------------------------- DATE=7 q --------------------------------------------
CH4 465 16.51 1.48 17.00 22.00 0.07
CH5 465 11.9E ?.1i 8.00 23 .09 le.10
^H6 X65 45.78 `.S6 2111,109 62.00 0.27
CH7 465 21.7, ?128 12.08 33.00 0.15
-------------------------- ------ •---------- DATE=86 ---------------------------------
CH4 485 24.04 1.7; 1,'.58 33.67 0.08
:'Fi5 485 17.91 X3115 12.30 34.44 0.14
''H5 485 64.80 +.88 29.8' ?3.47 0.36
CH7 4 85 27.87 4.14 15.93 40.36 0.19
------------------------------------- -
----- DATE=122 ------------------------------------------
CH 195 32.90 2.3? 25.79 41.80 0.1i
C H 5 495 31.04 '?	 :,? 22.14 55. 33 0.15
t H6 4?5 70.32 5.21 54.82 35.97 0.23
H7 495 2-Q. 721 ? 82 19.12 35.85 0.09
?0
too- ^ a«c ^ PAU . tlj
OF POOR QUALI Y
Yolo County Field Data by Julian Date
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CH 500 IM4 :'6. 00 43.09 e.15
M 15 0 0 4 1. 36  61.00 0.30
>6 500 65,86 5.E5 54,0A 23
CV7 500 29.36 1.91 25.". 36.00 0.09
------------------------------------------- OPTN * ^,"c --------------------------------
C'44 500 31.13 1 3.59 MOO 41.00 0.16
CH5 Ho 38.98 6,78 23.00 55,80 0.1A
X 500 00.50 4.86 51,00 77.00 0.22
.V 11 00 27,24 1.90 ^O2,08 33,60 0.08
------------------------------------------- DPTE=t4O ---------------------------------------
N 561 9 47.19 3.06 4.63 56.69 0.14
500 61.81 -. .7? 43.05 78.72 q.13 0
-,V6 q00 8MI ?.93 74.7A 97.19
N 13 00 3 1.02 1.29 27.61 36.11 0.06
------------------------------------------- JITE-149 -------------------------- --	 -------------
r,H4
L !00 47.48 6	 4 32, 9 q 71. c^3 0.29
N5 500 66.66 11 4() '19.50 104.54 0.51
X 500 81.69 P.94 67,32 114,54 0.40
N 900 34.62 2158 29.63 45.00 0.13
------------------------------------------- WDIE - ----------------------------------------
CH4 500 62.38 7,06 29.35 75.05 0,32
CH5 500 94.11 0 12.13 52.06 115.95 0.54
CH6 500 '26,90 10.01 73.91 28.81 0. 45 
N7 500 42.69 2.91 3 31,73 48,79 0.13
------------------------------------------- DRTE=-85 ------------------------------------------
CH IM 28.22 4.62 20,23 40.63 6.27
1pX 285 34.54 6.54 20.11 55.48 01139
CH6 285 34.37 7.64 16.81 57,44 0145
, , P7C 265 12.93 2.85 7,08 21.30 0.17
------------------------------------------- DATE=- A9 -----------------------------------------
CH :320 19.10 2171 12.58 27.89 0.15
N5 11.20 22.56 4.63 12.2 ?4,94 0.26
X 220 21.-J4 5-81 9113 35. 48 0.32
L(W 320 8.27 1 74 4,n4c 12.77 0.10
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C~4 1640 12.78 7.40 \7. 68 9.^4
M !640 11.145 2 45 4'13 dL^5 8.06
1641 23^^'2 '4 4.'74 46.46 0.:4
^^7 ^^4^ 9.^^ ^.^^ ^.^A 2L 0^07
-------------------------------------------
on/x=n, ------------~----------------~~~--~-
CH4 1640 16.k6 1.78 6.U0 2r.88 ^.^^
IM 1EQ 1215d 2.28 6.88 28.8A 0.06
CH6 1640 4,-.31 7'$5 16.09 6e.00 0.28
CA7 !640 19.86 4.33 7.HA 34.09 8.11
__---------------------------- UHT[:86 --------------------------~-~---------
,H4 1648 05.9 1.90 18.59 41.68 0.10
CH5 l640 21.57 -,.i4 12'.38 54.12 0.>8
^
11 6 \6i@ ^8.^^ 18.6^ ^3.^^ 88,47 8.26
!t'40 25.01 5.68 I8.62 48.1% 0,15
------------------------- UHT[=}HE ---------------------------------
CH4 1640 34.41 3.59 25.54 49.9? 8,10
CK 1640 34.14 7.!4 28.91 '03.96 8.18
X 1648 68.45 6.68 41.12 35.97 8.16
CH7 1648 27.17 M9 13.81 36.11 8.89
-----'------------------------ U8T[ : 1^1 --------------------------------------
54 1640 35.83 4.24 24.88 58.08 0.10
CP^ 1640 41.,,5 7.53 2C.88 63.00 0.19
CH6 1648 61.97 8 36.60 32.00 8^C1
^,H7 164Q 27.53 4.88 >3188 39.08 8.12
--------------------------- DHT[=132 -----------------------------------
CH 1648 31.86 4.2 19.88 47.00 0.11
CK5 1648 38.69 7.64 15.88 58.88 0.19
CH6 1648 57.21 Y.42 31.88 77.88 8.21
^^ \^40 2^.^8 4.91 12.00 38.88 8.12
^
----------------------------------------- UHT[= 1 40 ----------------------------------------_ ^
CK4 1640 47.33 3.56 37.15 56.89
^
B.89
;'>5 1648 mL88 3118 116.98 70.72 8.20
CH6 1640 4.63' 7.99 5t.09 98.43 ;J.20






Yolo County Area Data by Julian Duce
UPRIFLE t1 I+EFt^ .'hfi+[A^D ►,;t+(PUN NA'K11?!;"9 STG ErFI^
'JEG;AT;'ti '!nl!.E OALLE F YEFN
--- 
--------------------------------- ------ r 7[[149 ------------------------------------------
6' 44 lead It, L? `	 C. II;a +1, c3 F. 1,4
C45 1640 :2.82 12.05 °'2.65 104,°4 0. IN
,.u6 1640 75.21 12.55 25.77 114,54 0.31
IN 1840 30. % 6.19 P. 7' 45.06 0.15
-------------------- ------------------ ----- PRTE-167 ---------------------------- -------------
3H4 1640 5311.76 8.98 34.25 75.05 0.22
NG 1640 "1 17.79 ?7, 22 11`.95 0.44
"H6 1640 38.49 20.02 42.07 128.81 0.49
[ w 7 16463 ?4.52 8.40 114,72 47.90 0.21
------------------------------------------- IATE=-85 ------------------------------------------
1N4 1640 10,; 4 6,13 13.95 61.03 0.15
H5 1640 37.66 t,94 12.97 65.75 0.22
N 1640 36.61 1(1.65 5183 j7,32 O, c6
CH7 1640 12.32 4.2" 5.24 28,94 0.1;
-------------------------------------- ------ DATE=- 4 9 ------------- -- ------------ --------------
{: N4 1649 21.01 4.39 12.58 36.80 0111
1, 14 5 1640 24.88 6.80 10 .98 52.06 0.17
CH6 1640 23.75 7.79 ?.03 50.85 0.19
;H7 1640 8.09 2.8z 1,45 18,51 0.07
Pinney County Area Data by Julian Date
^ARIR3LE N NER STANDARD MIN MUH MAXIMUM STD EEEfR




CR4 1040 13.00 1	 27 9.06 18.00 C, ".
CH5 1040 15.79 2.26 fl .68 22.00 0.07
,:H6 1040 17.33 2,45 12.00 23.00 0.03
CN7 1040 3.36 1.11 6.00 2.00 0.03
------------------------------------ ------ D91TE=63 -----------------------------------------
"N4 1@40 35120 12.73 17.68 9$,00 0.39
"H5 1@40 14.H
 14.50 2?.53 119.37 0.45
^:H6 I@40 43.22 12,s5 28,89 115.63 0.3$














........... - -------- --------------------- DATEv98 ------------------------------+-------------
.^h4 1040 '^ C' ^. 4 	16 3.16 R26.70 4 5. ES 0.10
45 1940 42. 6d `182 Ile, P 57.81 0.18
1940 74,31 4. M3 41.12 72.27 0.15
^H7 V-40 119.04 2 . c' i 14.6-" 25,49 0.07
------------------------------------------- UTE n IS5 ---- --------------- ------- -------------
IP07 36. ' 4C. 94 8. 95 H.93j 0.5^c
le07 41.90 12.89 r,54 72.59 0.41
36 IM 56,38 5190 2918? 76.11 0.19
C07 1007 2?.1'- 2 3.40 '1 5.67 65.91 0.11,
--------------------------------- ---------- IRTE=1 41- -----------------------------------------
,N4 1040 40.73 6,34 24-1 61,53 0.21
CP5 IM 46.' 5 12.27 18.45 7E.11 2 0.37 8
X 1000 64,06 6.03 48.59 85.97 C1.19
'37 1040 22.83 1186 16.99 28.67 0.06
------------------------------------------- 9;TE : 152 -----------------------------------------
, CN 1040 :'6.63 6.47 24.08 5.00 @0
1^ 85 !040 40.45 10.97 19109 70.00 0.34
LN 1040 52.75 38109 77,09 3.19
IP40 21.96 !.95 Ploe 28.00 0.06
------------------------------------------- DRTE=162 ---------------------------
ON 1040 35.90 6.15 24,58 55113 0.19
CV5 1040 49.12 12,17 .127 83.64 e.38
,36 1040 64.91 8.57 47,35 93.45 0.27
Y 1040 2,9a 19.2 36.!1 13 .09
-------------------------------------------
-------------------------- --------------
0144 1040 0.94 18.96 22.06 1127100 ?,59
c pq 1040 57.02 211 ,84 19,00 12'A 0.682
, 6 1040 i'M4 20.64 18.00 127.00 0,65
CH7 1040 22.54 7140 Flee 48.00 0.23
------------------------------------ - -----  DUN 
	 -------------------------
CH 1040 40.14 4.08 311.61 58.05 0.13
LU5 1040 6e.69 6.48 4 5.51 17.33 0.20
i11H 1040 66,75 6.61 51.09 93.45 0.61
1040 25. 93c 2.39 21.4c 15.05 9,07
34
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Finney County Area Data by Julian Date
IF V M 1 41 111	 'At LE	 VLLE	 V ',,EFN
........................................... HTF-1-V ---------.--------..----------------------
"H4L 104A 0.18 4. NIP@ 61.00 M5
- . 5 IM 50.23 ' .44
CH6 10441 93.74 MOB 22.00 CUO
21.35 .0 ;q1..ca 10.00 M7
------------- ------------------- PTE:P24 -----------------------------------------
CH 1040 40.E7 q.45
1040 49. ^S5 ? . 72 E9.08 n0.09 @121
6 049 52.84 6166 36108 18.00 0.21
[H7 1040 20.69 "' .A NA 29.00 0.07
------------------------------------------- DATE :225 ------------------------------------------
N P40 37.55 V"nn 2.01. @8 62.00 l0.1 e
X IM 46.76 M' 11 6108 ^2.00 0.21
CH6 1843 58.39   2.00 " Mo 0.E2
CH7 1040 0.1.	 99 2.56 1.1.00 P.9.00 0.08
-------------------------------------- ------ DATE=-10A ------------------------------------------
^H4 I1 040 27.64 E. 19,00 37,08 0.09
OK 1040 33.78 4.61 EMU 46.08 0.11 4
CH6 1040 38,57 4,62 23.00 58.00 0.15
, ,H7 1040 15.79
1
2..", 9.00 22.00 0.07
------------------------------------------- DATE:-?9 ----------------------- - --------- - ---
CM 1040 25.58 1^ 102 18.00 34.00 0.09
CH5 IM ?1.95 4.54 118,00 43.00 0.14A 1040 36.80 5.Z1 19.00 49.00 0.16
^H7C 1040 15.12 e-33 3.00 21.00 0.07
------------------------------------------- PAT7-81 ------------------------------------------
Cq4 1040 24.49






3.92 14.00 Moe 0.12
5136 16,00 49.00 0.17
5.91 19,00 53.00 0.18
2.36 9.00 22.00 0.07
BATE:-45 ---------------------------------------
1.96 1.03 ,::50 0.06
3.E2 5.84 28.09 0.10
4,79 12.42 3 4, '"8 0.15






The cluster trees included in this appendix are for the Yoln County
and Keith County locations as described in appendix A. Separate trees were
produced by date for the area pixels and the field pixels. Data were also
combined by area or by field for the period spring greenup to harvest which
indicate ctie correlation coefficients remain high over this time period.
Although cluster trees are not attached for other data sets described in
appendix A, the results were very similar.
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	 I 11 991911 97 97/98 97 96 98 94 911 90190194 94191 V4 93 93108 7 /29 67 74/41 9 /67 70 Ot 29 27 2 /09 27 201
/	 7	 /	 3	 3	 /
1271/90 99 10/9? 97 95 V6 92 97 ►7/43/90 9 3/92 w0 92 93/00 7 3/97 73 711/42 110/61 69 112 21 . 19 10/62 29 73//
1 lot "►Y F1N/9tl 911 97 97 90 9b ►7/93/98 90/94 93 90 91 /411 73/60 70 90/2'41 70/67 71 20 22 20 1'/J/6t 31 07//
12ol/9q/97 90 97 97 94 90 97 /9 1 /96 90/90 94 92 9
/
0/60 70/41 72 01166 73/62 69 20 19 17 9169 34 4011
1 101197 V7 96 96 93 90 93/93//97 90190 94 92 91/63 
/
70/44 70 113/,/70 70160 60 17 10 13 3/69 114 ON//
1 b! NY 94 90193 /11tl "9 ? 197/98
 
97/9 1 92 N6 
/1
/66 9 1 /43 bb 7^/$7 73/63 74 211 26 R0 20/56 19 7v/1
I tlt "97 9^%9^199 90/93/94 9 7/94 9A 9 0 9,4168 7,/53 66 71/49 73/66 73 29 s7 20 10/62 29 331/
1 Ifi"70/93/98 9/90/94 93/91 91 96 93/6'6 93/060 12 /73/70 73/62 76 21 29 77 231972 03 /
1 041/90/97 9 /90/94 
/
93/91 90 94 93 /68 e3 /al 62 •3/31 7)162 70 00 29 27 21/99 	 21 31 //
1201/97 93/93/91 93/69 99	 96 93/60 
/
00156 07 773/22 7)180 77 23 22 00 23147 16 29/1
1 191 99/93/91 90/91 95 96 97/92 93/76 611 7) /59 93169 77 J4 33 31 27154 26 201/
1 201/97/91 93199 92 92 93/49 90/96 62 
/
7)/99 83/69 77 03 03 01 27/97 28 2)//
121/90 9)/90 92 94 93/91 0)1./^6 61 7)/03 71166 70 22 01 211 21/42 24 231/
1 91 "►;/90 tlR 9N	 97/64 12/46 el 93/61 63/42 06 
e
2 1 0 A/6 /a 15 311/
1 21!/92 01 70 8@7/61 71/42 77 9q1(7 61/49 09 7
	 4 1/67 23 4R//
1 241^9^/47 9 1 /4G 61/46 75 76/60 63/49 67 it l0 0 )/93 49 
47// -
1 261/90 92136 67/'/66 72 60/40 00/64 64 21 20 17 1166 46 27//
1 25190/9 /9 03/57 60 73129 73/ 84 72 30 29 27 20/47 23 0671/
1 271140 0:1/.44 61 67/40 79/6 15 72 32 31 29 24/45 26 17//
1 16) 93/ / 9 21 63119 26/25 60 29 20 20 36/ 1 1 56 0//
1 7^31/ / 3 20 03116 61199 01 51 50 49 5 1 / /4 20 
31/
l 41 97/701 6 7140 26 00 01 62 04109 14 461
1 51/43 '90 52/ / 0 3 47 4tl 00 0116 1  29 20//
1 331/ / 3 0 11 7 24 00 31 33 37/60 0 4^1//
1 19101/94 23 19 19 le 1 1110 34 51//
1 201/66 66 39 38 36 34/59 34 20// 	 VARIA01.2
	 OTHER O011NOARY
	 N M^ER OF TOMS
	 DpIOgg OR #HtLARfTYtl1 21 111/04 B3 92 7)/31 46 11 11 1111(7	 NO2J^	




t 31104 93 82 79117 11 2// 	 h^V#	 30	 ^0	 6	 99 76/	 /	 6L,71
	
1	 7	 99 66
< 101 99/99/97/19 D 20// 	 OVSD	 ^j	 ^1	 7	 77 rd
TVI6	 34	 34	 7	 99.42
1 321/97/97/19 5 20//	 CLAI	 j0	 36	 5	 91tl
/ /	 LAV17	 IY	 iz	 VC it1 291/
/
9/21 2 23//	 ORApD
	 N
'	 21	 17	 95.37
l 011 195 15 3;//	 R746	 J6	 27	 `^	 71 7Y
_
	 24	 NJ 20
1 e) 66/61//	












































OF P0041 QUAL ,
Keith County - October 12, 1977 - Area
CLUUTENINO BY OAVLRAVfl O U{TA9N44EIHETHUD MAfR111NMI! IADM
......................................... ........... ........-..................................,... ..,1 11 90 97 40/96/72 90 40 9D 09 q 7 73 0q Oq/q6/6N 7D 26 /AI DO 7$167 60 77/46 64 2D 44 43 43 47 01 0 4 40/
4 IAI 9
/
9/99-/ 90/ 9.2 92 91 92 7l 94 91 87 06/00/64/
 77 21/40 02 70/60	 9 70 /51 67 29 40 40 40 DI 10/ / 7 6 40//
1 +7 1/90/97/ /97 97 91 92 YI 94 91 B7 
/
06/00/60 73 20/40 03 77/64 60 70/4 /7 66 07 A6 46 Ab 40 la/ / 1 6 40//
l 001/90/97 9 1 91 91 it Y3 91 07 0 0 /06/63 7l 10/40 Ol 71/66 69 70/5 2 69 32 01 00 00 03l / / 0 6 DO//
1 7.71/90 03BD 6 84
 00 90 0791/00/02 3 46/40 03 770/6109 30/27 420 	 19 16 10 	 22 l6/ /7 	 2 40//
1 61 9A 90 YB
	 M'92 9100100 BO 4 6 /50 Dt 06/01 77 30104 07 le7 34 03 30 36 0114 3D 10//
4 171 90/9/90/
/
90/97 90 1,1/90/73 00 30/47 bl 0 0 /74 71 26/40 63 19 41 41 41 41 10127 47 12//
4 341/90/9 0/90/97 93 9 ,1/90/73 03 30/40 60 00/70 71 86/40 63 l9 47 41 41 47 10/77 43 1t//
4 201/90/90/96 94 91/92/74 03 30147 61 66043 70 70/43 61 17 40 3q 39 40 10176 40 l0//
4 701190193 90 00/00/73 83 37/06 DO 0 ,1169 79 36/40 64 21 43 47 42 44 10/19 41 10//
1 111/90 97 90191/7% 04 34/59 74 73163 D9 17/47 61 17 40 39 39 30 10/20 32 21///	 /
l 10) 90/90700/77 89 41/59 70 71/60 00 10/41 06 10 34 33 33 37 6/70 	34 101/
l 301/90/00/77 90 44/67 70 70/57 49 6 /50 DO 4 20 27 27 20 0/40 39 1,11
l 131106/04 93 06/67 77 7 0/54 43 10/20 30 9'14 F4 13 17 16152 29 l6//
l 171160 V9 34143 00 63/63 62 19140 DO 10 33 33 35 30 0/19 28 221/
1 91 90/0
!
0/30 46 40164 49 40A4 0 46 76 26 76 27 3 ,1/12 76 0//
1 :11/70/94 	 64 0016	
/
4 49 3i/ / 1 16 01 7 8 8 7 20/24 42 6//
1 331123 20 0141 71 46163 42 79 60 60 60 61 70/10 00 all
1 a) ,;;/-;g 1 26 30174 11 10 0 0 0 10 16/63 22 2//
l 241/06/ / 1 11 40/30 19 12 6 6 0 4 12/60 00 01/
t 261/ /0 1 41/43 35 0 24 24 23 17 6/22 13 Off,
1 161 44/79118 53 19 33 32 33 42 18/11 42 1/
4 231170/30 63 36 47 46 47 07 31/20 26 191/
l 36)/51 0 10 7 El 7 7 12/50 9 1//
l 2192 90 90 46 90 90/86/10 10 32//
-- / /	 /4 3) D7 96 96 96 +96/04/ 2 21 34/ 	 VARIAOLE
	 OTHER OOUNDARY
	 NUMOER OF ITEMS
--// //	 // NAME	 NO I	 OF CLVVS TER	 IN CLLUSTERl 41 96 97 -97 96/9'/!/14 0 36/	 R7;	 to	 l0	 3Z
	
6/1 	 /	 TV17	 70	 1	 41 101 99/99/90/ 	 12 34/	 PV17	 22	 1/ / / /	 /	 CLAI	 6	 W	 q
/ '/ 	 N06	 17	 204 37.1 99/90/92/ 1 12 34/	 TV16	 34	 17R63	 23	 17	 3OLAI	 20l 791/98/9^//2 14 34//	 Oval) 	 11	 C	 4/ 1
	
OVf	 10	 13	 3/ 	 5OVI
	 30	 10	 2{ 311/90/113 7 39/ 	 MOVI	 13	 l	 14
ORASS	 19	 33	 134 51/ 7 23 7/	 PV16	 21	 9	 P.
/
--/ DYVIELA1 330MN91	 4	 l4) 77 67// R64R74 2426
N91	 l	 191	 / MYVI 16




































Keith County - November 17, 1977 - Area
TMIE
NAt4gA11lIWAVE A01lDUl0YANCGRMCTNODi4 MATRII
AVf 1	 II 99199/99/97 97 96 96 98 96 97 77 9. 96/70 9^/9^4/00 90/7/79 96/74 p:1 47 46 40 40116 61 00/ 4 27




70 40 39 37 06129 60 351 6 20 7b/ 0/
N07 1	 101/99197 97 97 97 90 96 97 9U 95 94197 90/93/09 95/79/79 08/7/1 02 46 45 44 42/l7 62 01/ 6 20
TY17 1 701/97 97 97 96 97 96 96 97 94 90/94 90/90107 9017179 06/74 03 48 47 40 44/15 76/l^/
90/97 97/91 95/92/119
60 50 / 0 2:
,ICLAI 1	 61 99 99199190 97 97 90/566 09/0  4240 39 07 /23 60 52/1 	 7 67//
1	 17)99/99/99 40 96, 99/97 99/97 95/94/71 07/70 DO 41 40
// //
ND6 9Z/05107/	 / OB 06/24 bl 571x2 6	 61/Il//
TVib 1 041/90/99 90 90 79/97 98196 94/97/91 Ob/25 b0 011/x7
/
/
91195 /07 06/09 DO 41 40 DO 0 60/11/
OLAI ( 201/97 94 96 90/9696/9
/
8 96194/67 891114197 91/60 BO 42 41 39 30122 59 47/17	 7 62/19/
OVI 1	 J01 99/99/99/97 90/96 95194/94 95/65179 00/70 7D 39 08 O6 07/27 64 60127 10 60//6//
OOVI 1 701/99/99/97 9 0196 94/90/93 90/06/77/	 / / 00/60 76 35 34 02 20/01 66 65/28	 7 61/ 0!/	 /	 /	 / /	
/	 //	 /	 / / / /	 /	 //	 /	 /MOVI t	 191/99/90 90196 95/97/95 96107175 79166 74 33/ 31 30 24/30 70 65/25/ tl	 60/ Of
OVOO l	 If)/97 9U/97 96195190 65/79 07/70 11	 64//11/95//	 / 70 39 OB 31 	64 61/22
GRABS I	 9)	 95  9019192 9/70/60 01/53 60 23 22 20 19142 74 67125	 6 5O/10//
FV16 1 211/95 90/9194 9/90/79 79/50 69 25 24 23 20141 71 66/33
	 0 50//6//
1 271 90/95/91 97/67/00 00/67 77 39 08 76 3/20 62 49/70 10 62//91 /fl60
r'r
40/ / 6 25 77//9//,,R70 .	 271/93/09 95/77/76 00/69 711 42 41 39 70/20 63
LAI f	 l2)/0U 92176/74 00/71 70 47 41 40 37119 59 49/14 10 67//0/
R64 1	 24) 96/04/50 60/60 61 20	 19	 17	 10144 72 76/42 3 Ot/20/
73/14//074 1	 26)176/61	 71/60 70 12 31 30 26129 71 65110 30
DYVI t	 33)171	 66/20 42	 7	 0 9 11167 00 62/ /43 16 30112//
MYVI
-7/
1	 140	 9Z/57 DO 52 71	 51 541
/
 0 20 191 4 11	 4319.0/
R45 1 231/66 80 00 57 56 59/ 4 05 101 9 13 63/40/
C144 ______•__..._/1	 21 90/8a 07 O6 00/43 0 31/ 0 21 661 6/
CH5 1	 3)107 06 05 03/36	 B 27/ / 0 17 67/20/1
MSDI 1	 151 99199/90/77 37 	 8/20 21	 51/241
SSOI t 32)/99/9O/70 39	 9129 21	 51/24//	 !	 / /	 /	 VARIADLE OTHER DOUNDARY NUMOER OF ITEMS	 DIUTANCE OR StMtLARITY






























Il 6 B 90.36ELAI l	 BI/50	 9 20/49/ 9 21 2 99.45
--/
	 / PVI6R65 2125 127 142 96, 8090.59MNSI 1	 141	 70 5t/47/ R75 27 1 16 96.06I.AI 12 1 17 94.07
NSI 1	 19)	 79/	 7/ R64R74 2426 261 219 95. 5792. 46SYVI 33 1 20
R76 l 28)/ 7/ MYVIR45 t623 271 222 8932. 
50
76
00.05/ CH4 2 31 6 115.70
YVI
/







79.32R76 20 1 34 32.20YVI 36 1 30 17.03
39
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Keith County - December 4, 1977 - Area
TREF. PRINTED OVER A ppO1,VTE CORREL1,ATION MATRIX
CLUVA





AVI	 t 11 99/90 96/92/09/74 06 tl4 02 07 00 OD 90 90 90 41 b6/b,^/41 70/00 00 40 7 8 !0 9 70/]7 46 ^/ Z 26 47/
PV17	 1 221/97 96/92/9/74(36 04 02 87 90 07 90 91 94 91 70169146 70/92 41 00 17 l0 20 IB 79/06 40 9/ /3 27 491/
ND7	 1101 99/9 x/09/7. 06 04 04 07 07 02 90 00 90 91 60/69/09 70/01 Of 41 4 0 6 6 
/
70/07 49 9/ /0 20 47//
R70	 1 271/90/00/74 tl6 04 00 09 04 02 90 07 09 90 60/72/37 70/52 02 40 7 4 0 O 68/07 00 9 //2 Qh 46//
TV(7	 t 001 /BO/6t 00 79 70 70 79 76 00 00 04 80 09/6/79 60/ /90 43 41 B 9 10 D 69/37 40 0//4 31 49//
R74	 1 261/6176 74 71 77 70 76 00 00 09 06 04/66/704/03 27 03 21 22 24 31 00/0 6 47/14 30 42//
CLAI	 I 61 -;;-;;-;?l	 90 93 Otl 00 Ob 99 00/66/02 701 / 7 33 64 27 20 29 32 00/61 40 6140 30 210/
ND6	 1 171 99/90/90194 97 90 90 94 90/06/70/76 00/10 70 64 24 20 27 31 69
/
104 46 0/41 19 31/
TY16	 1 341/99/96/ 4 96 94 94 90 99/06/7/0704/ 1 4 26 60 20 26 20 31 66104 40 0/42 20 
0/
OLAI	 1 201196191 93 92 91 90 96/04/71/70 01/13 36 67 24 20 26 00 64103 47 1140 20 0///	 / / /	 /	 /	 /	 /
R60	 1201/94 96 9690 94 96/0/76/01 04/10 40 62 22 23 24 20 66/03 47 7//39 16 0//
GRABS
	




1 21)/97 97 96 90/92/71/09 07/ 1 7 29 70 30 06 37 41 73103 30 3/44 a^1 01/
_.// // //	 //	 //	 //	 //
CVI	 1 101 99/99/99/00/70/07 89/20 44 60 10 19 21 26 70/40 31? 1 0/36 0 12/
DOVI
	
l 701/49197/00172/60 90/90 40 67 ?1 22 24 31 70/70 72 21144 10 7//
i
MOVI	 t 131/99/00/7/63 70/20 76 60 20 26 27 74 76/36 DO 20/36 1 10/
OVSD	 1 71)/02174160 09/20 30 60 26 27 29 34 74/40 30 10/06 4 91/
SYVI	 1 33)/62/02 76/29 l 06 09 60 61 00 74/64 30 20142 34 26/
//	 111	 //	 //
LAI	 1 12)/44 60113 24 01 21 22 23 27 07/29 20 11/26 2 6/
-- ;; ' 6 27 72 04 04 07 73 60/27 40 62160 10 20/ELAI	 1 01 0,
R64	 1 24)114 O 79 46 46 49 62 79/10 4 44/09 14 l0/
CH4	 1 21 77/47 76 76 74 00 27/23 9 06/17 l2 30/
CHO	 1 31142 78 77 76 72 22/40 67 0/ 2 1 30/
	
----------------/	 /	 /CH6	 1 41 08 09 B9 40 /80/22 111 6/43 2l 30/
MSDI	 1 !O) 99/99/94/70/ 1 34 2/22 11 34/
5501	 1 721/99/94/71/ /3 32 3/22 tl 701/	 VARIABLE	 OTP7 BOUNDARY
	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY/ / /	 /	 NAME
	 NO.	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
SO(	 1 29)/90/70//1 34 0/97 11 34/ AVI	 1	 20	 30	 23.30PV17	 21	 I	 2	 99.44
N07	 10	 27	 2	 99.04
SNSI	 1 31)/60/12 40 24/46 21 42//	 R70	 Z7	 1	 A	 97.10//	 1/	 TV17	 70	 I	 0	 97.
0. 77
00
R74	 26	 1	 6	 0
CH7	 1 01/t2 0 12/ 0 20 21/	 CLA[	 6	 33	 12	 00 06ND6	 17	 20	 7	 90 BB
..__.../	 /	 TV 16	 34	 17	 2	 99.69
MYV(	 f 161 80/77/ 2 40 to/	 OLAI	 ^0	 6	 4	 97,39R60	 20	 6	 0	 96 06O	 9	 II	 6	 90.30FRADR40 	 t 23)/69/92 9 19// 	 VI6	 2 1	 9	 2	 90.22OVI	 l0	 11	 4	 97.603GV1
	 30	 to	 2	 99.62
YVI
	 1 361/43 14 0/1	 HOVI	 13	 16	 3	 99.47OVSB	 I l	 6	 11	 93. BeSYVI
	 33	 1	 IB	 02. 27
MNSI
	
1 141 70 72/ / 	LAI	 l2	 1	 19	 70.10EL 0	 Z4	 2	 80.64
R64	 24	 1	 ZI	 66.47CH
N9I
	
1 191 09//	 CM0	 3	 2	 2	 77.41/	 CH6	 4






CH7	 0	 1	 29	 77. 28MYVI
	
1&36
	 3	 72.71R40	 23	 16	 2	 80.27
MV1 (	 j6	 l	 32	 20.22NSI
	 19	 2,0
	 2	 09. 92R76
	 28	 1	 30	 23.30
40
ORI cIN AL
OF POOR QC AiJ fV
Keith County - March 22, 1978 - Area
ClU'L1 TERt NOfi 0Y0AVERAOE DUGTANCERME YNB D
N MA'fR lx
WEAR [ 040
AVI	 1 11 90 97 90 90100 03 04 DO 04 79 9 ► 07 90 09/30 09 00/64 76 60 60 09 39 06 10/07 Z 11 30 70/13 22 641 O/
1 10) 997W;;70'13 DD 60 06 63 73 90 06 09 91/03 62 0/26 67 01 30 00 29 40 1/62 4 It 32 20/10 23 66//0//
1 371198 90/d7 03 00 06 04 72 69 00 09 91/37 63 0197 60 01 01 OD 30 49 0161 3 10 32 20111 24 60//1//
1 221 79/00 04 04 00 04 70 09 00 09 09/03 60 91/31 63 40 4A 44 23 43 0/66 l0 14 37 20/ / 7 26 60//9//
1 331100 00 00 03 04 74 90 BO 09 90/02 61 02104 66 49 40 40 27 47 3163 6 12 33 20/ / 9 20 63//9//
1 6! 90 40 9790/90/93 -09 90 90/40 60 61/41 61 38 27 37 II 36 O/02 30 41 31 9/29 16 26/20//
1 171 99199/99/9/93 93 94 99/61 72 66/47 61 30 30 37 JO 32 0/70 33 31 30 1 9144 27 10/14//
1 341199/99/93/93 93 93 96161 71 60146 60 30 37 37 9 31 1/79 33 31 30 19/43 20 17/13//
1 231/99190140 93 93 99/61 72 67/40 61 39 09 30 11 32 0177 31 29 37 20/44 23 20110//
1 201194194 92 92 90/:6 67 62/44 60 37 37 37 9 32 2/1/!0 30 36 43 14/41 20 17/17//
1 211/06 03 07 90109 60 0 9/22 36 11 10 10 10 4 21/90 07 40 33 0 	
/
/ /44 30 2/22//
1 101 99199/90/719 79/6672 03 34 34 27 44 10/639 	 0 22 4214911 30/91
l 	 /301199/97/70 03 01/60 70 03 33 02 23 40 13/09 7 0 12 00/00 10 2B/7//
1 13)19
/
0/70 03 04/42 63 47 46 43 10 33 2/64 12 0 12 46100 7 30///7/
1 111174 02 Ol/ /J6 62 42 42 41 13 22 0/70 20 10 20 3'14 7 11 33//6//
1 111 97/0/ 0/22 29 21 21 20 2 3 0/20 0 46 40 70/73 12 lt
//9//
1 241/00/'56 39 20 20 27 2 0 4/30 2 36 36 71/74 13 14/10//
1 26)/63 32 44 44 42 24 29 0/22 IB 40 23 60134 33 63/141//	 /	 / /
1 2) 90 93 93 97 U2 00770714 66 42 10 70147 it 39/121
/
1	 6/04 9017 / 0 46 J 3! 40/20 3 4^/ ?/3) 9; 96 9
1 101 99/99/93 93/03/10 60 20 16 34/24 14 40/ 6/
1 32)/99/93 90/03/19 60 21 10 34/24 14 40/ 6/
1 291/9', 96/03/19 60 19 17 33/23 14 40/ 6/
1 41 90/07/43 02 24 13 44/ 4 27 41/10/
1 311/00/10 61 0 70 291 0 21 46/ 0/




	 NUMBER OF ITEMS
	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY1 91 00/63 32 33/ 8 27 4 /29 /	 NAME	 NO !	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUST ER	 WHEN CLUS`ERR FORMED
1 331169 38 63/ / 1 47 30/29/ /	R75	 Z7	 138
	 2	 99 BBIV17	 22	 02
	 99.27
31 16) 90	 8. 24/04/31 30 23/37/ /	 CLAI	
3	 9	6 	























	 03 93/ /'	 64	 24	 8	 97 82l 191 80/19/	 CN4	 22	 IB	 68 39
	
B	 80 20
1 20)/11/ /	n501	 t0	 29	
2	 99.90/	 880	 32	 101	


















































OF POOR Qvvw ,,b u `^°
Keith County - March 31, 1978 - Area






1 11 90 90 99 90190 91 91 92 92 94 92 91 90 04 02/00109 7117904: '3 4^ /57 62 7160 69 6 01 30 29 26 3 22 721
1 IF, 907;0790790 99 92 90 97 90 95 94 92 08 06/9/64 76/76165 50103 57 10191 60 18 20 20 10 1Z 9 19 701/
1 271/9190194 92 92 90 92 94 94 93 91 07 00191160 7 0 /77/64 :0/63 07 10/01 59 30 21 20 10 15 0 20 72//
1 221/99/94 92 92 90 92 95 94 94 92 00 06/92/65 76/74106 59/00 06 10/00 59 19 19 10 17 14 9 20 72//
1 301/94 92 92 92 92 94 94 93 92 00 06190/64 70172/00 50/54 57 10/51 59 19 20 19 10 10 9 19 71/
1 61 q0 90 90 90/97 q6 94 90/93 9^/0^/63 7/60147 60/71 67 1/40 62 21 20 19 10 14 23 D 40//
1 17) 99/99799190 90 97 90194 96101173 01170/53 70164 06 0/44 53 32 10 9 0 3 37 ID 40/
1 341190/91917 90 97 90193 96/01/73 06160/73 70/64 Z6 0143 50 32 10 9 0 2 00 16 41//
1 201199/90 90 97 97194 95/03179 04173/02 73/63 57 10/40 04 30 12 11 9 4 36 10 44/1
1 201197 97 95 90/93 96/0/66 70160/49 72/69 63 2/44 07 27 14 13 92 0 32 13 40/
l 101 90799 90794 96190/7(3 03/70/38 73/35 40 10146 DZ 33 9 B 7 0 37 B 40/
f 11)199 90190 96/9179 0176160 74103 47 20/43 49 3b 5 4 3 2 38 9 40//
1 13) 90/90 90/90103 91/70/65 7614'3 40 20139 43 41 0 0 Z 0 41 9 40/
1 301190 9190103 91/72/61 76/60 41 20/42 46 39 2 1 0 6 45 14 441/
1 9) 90703/76 00166/74 09/60 44 01l6 29 05 16 17 10 21 42 20 39//
1 211/06/02 90166170 00166 39 10/01 30 55 10 16 17 22 52 20 32//
1 261103 00/76/71 60/2: 21 46140 35 30 2 2 4 11 27 10 60//
1 01 96/0/73 72	
/
/ / 4 14 63117 3 64 31 32 34 45 70 26 22//
4 241/67/73 77119 4 54124 10 61 24 24 26 37 67 20 201
l 121147 44/26 30 27/49 39 20 10 10 0 3 17 14 54//
l 5) 0l//4 13 20/33 32 Ob 60 60 69 70 41 7 30//
l 33)/49 19 2/24 10 02 53 04 00 07 63 50 41/
1 16) 90/66	
/
/21 56 3 20 27 20 33 3 22 17/
< 231/66/4 5 77 30 50 37 57 b3 33 11 36/
1 36)/23 15 26 97 17 19 34 :1 0 7//
_/
l ZI 91/61 p6 06 05 76/16 34 451
	
VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY
NAME
	 NO	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER
	
WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
1 31/69 89 00 BS 85129 30 471	 AV 	 120	 30	 30.07NO7	 10	 35	 4	 90,92
__/
	
/	 R71	 27	 10	 2	 99 RI
l 41 90 90 91 92/69 70 14/	 PV17	 22	 l0	 3	 99.29
TV17	 35	 1	 5	 90.77
CL 	 6	 21	 11	 '75 14
( 101 99/99/97/51 43 32/	 N06	 17	 20	 4	 99 36// //	 TV1	 24	 17	 Z	 99.96
R65	 5	 17	 3	 99. 55
1 321/90190/01 43 31/ 	 OLAI	 20	 6	 5	 •9.0.72OV1
	 IO	 30	 4	 99.44
GVSB	 it	 10	 2	 99.60
f 291/90/52 43 30/	 MCVI	 13	 30	 2	 99,7050V1	 30	 6	 9	 97.39GRABS
	
9	 21	 98 87
1 311164 49 30//	 PV16	 21	 1	 16	 92.18R74	 26	 1	 17	 87.02
—/	 ELAI	 S	 24	 2	 96.62
( 14) 02/49/	 R64	 24	 l	 19	 77.50LA 	 12	 1	 20	 71.37CH7	 :	 33	 2	 81.42
l 991/80/	 SYVI	 33	 I	 22	 b4 2b
R45 I	23
	 16	 2	 90 f8






































OF POOR Q ;rAL uV
Keith County - April 28, 1978 - Area





ARIAD E AV AC
ERB UU 11	 O
AVI
	
1 11 99/ 	 q0 90 79 90 99 99 97 90 97/96 97/99 97/96/76 91 90/07 09/6b 00/67 5 ,1/26 70/001 4 7 11 20/
90 90 99 90 99 991	 221/90/99/90 90 90 97/96 97/96 40/96/79 92 90/60 00162 01/60 S70/20/ !9,1/96 12 15 26//
90/66 44/65 01/2-3 777/0/ ! 4 6 l0 19//1101/99/19 90 90 99 90 90 99 97 97 90/97 96/90 97/9
/
6/76 90 9I/04
89 91/84 00/66 04/67 51/75 70/7 q/ / 0	 6 9 10///1 051/90 90 70 90 90 90 90 97 97 97/90 90/94 96/95/75 / /	 / /
1	 61 99 99/99 q9 99 99/99 49/99/97 96/95 96/95/00 91 95/00 90/61 0,1/6757/14 69/24/10 10 16 25//
1	 171 99/99 99 99 99/90 99/99/97 96196 96/913100 70 90/67 09/62 01169 60/12 60/w" 8 / 9 12 15 213//	 /	 /	 /	 //	 /	 /	 /	 / / /	 /	 / /	 //	 /	 /	 /	 / /	 /	 /	 /61/11	 68/20/10 12 l6 26!1 541/97 99 99 99190 99/99/96 99/96 913194100 90 95/67 60162 01/71
1	 101 99/99!99/90 99/90197 96/97 941'134 0716-3 02/71 61/15 7,1/00/ / 0 10 14 251/97/96/00 91
( 001/99/99/90 99/90/47 9b/ O 97/96100 90 94/07 06/65 01/72 60/10 69/x5/ q 11	 10 261
1	 101/99/90 99/90/97 96/90 97/96/01 92 94100 06/60 00/70 6/
,1/16 7,1/24/
/
	 1	 10	 1'7 201
1	 111190 99/90197 96/97 97/96/0
/
0 91 94/04 87/60 01172 60116 70/02110 12 16 26/
'_/ 	 /
1	 91	 99/90/96 95/46 913/44/06 94 90/00 07155 74/70 50/10 67/22/21 .^0 27 0131
/	 / /
1	 211/90/96 95197 96/913/013 90 97/07 Ob/67 77/77 60/ 9 65/27/17 20 20 00/
/ /1701!9097/94 94/913/70 09 94/BO 90/61 01/65 57/15 6B/2:1/	 O	 11	 14 20/
1	 251	 99/9b ')6/95!77 08 9w^/04 91/62 00/60 57/tO 67/29/ 7	 10 10 20/
!49/:6 75/29/4	 6 10 19//I(	 271/95 97/95/74 00 09/131	 92/64 BI/57
1	 24)	 90/7/07 91 92/70 79/62 76170 60112 64/46/16 10 22 061
1	 26)/40/713 q i U4/74 00/65 78/72 56129 76!42! S It 113 26J
1	 12)/75 00 09/78 06/65 00167 54122 70 /30//5	 7 11 2 ,1'/
1	 AI	 94 97/71	 60/10 72176 57/ /0 37 /1 0 /66 60 70 77//
1	 131	 77/75 76/37 50174 46126 60120/44 4;	 130 136/
l	 001/SO 82107 62171	 61/ / 1	 50/12/137 04 42 DO//
1	 16)	 91/00 71/40 47/ / 5 50/10/12 14	 16 17//
2	 0//f	 201/130 00/71	 96/16 60/ / 0/ / 0	 5
1	 21 .91/07 413/19 64/64/613 60 60 441
(	 01/70 44/10 70/05/40 46 40 00/ VARIABLE OTHER BOUNDARYNAME
AVI N0. OF CLUSTER
NUMBER OFITEMS
	 DISTANCEIN CLUSTER OR SIMILARITY(	 131 7^/ 0 00/13/013 07 AO 13^/ PV17 122 0 j WHEN013 CLUSTER FORMEDND7 lB 1 2 2 4i:991	 14)/56	 2/139112	 14	 lb 00/ TV17CLAI 05 1 q 99 6D!	 /	 /






CVI6 04 99 90
SCVI 7U 11 4 99	 713









( 06)/Z7 20 20	 Z/ OLAi 21 6 q 99 70
__ __ __ _ / fl613 Z^ 1 14 99	 14
f	 15) 99/99/9// R64 ^4 2b ,1b 96 24
/	 /	 J 56 1 2 90 20




291/96/ SYVIMYVI (6 213 22 00 O'.71





































Keith County - May 15, 1978 - Area






1 11 99/99/99199 90 90 90 99 q0 99 99 97 97197 97/93 97/96/91 93100107/00/76 91179 72 71 60176 36 30144122/
I  !/ // /
90 90 99 90 99 99 90 97197




//	 /	 // /	 //	 !/ //
60 00177 36 49/47/29/1 221/99/99/99 90
/
97/96/09 90/71 70
1 231/99/99	 9S 99 97 97196 97/93 96/43/91 93/00/06/00/7790 99 90 99 91/74 72 71 61176 33 00/64/01///90
l	 101199 90 90 90 90 90 90 99 97 99/90 99/46 90196/90 99/0010100173 99172 71 69 39173 06 30/60/00//
1	 61 .99 99/99199 99 9999/99 99/90 97193 93/93/0994/92/06/09/01 70 60 DO/7390/71 01 00/69/20//
1	 17) 99/99/99 99 99 99/90 99190 97196 96193/09 94192/06/01/00 92/70 59/'0(t9/(69 67 0 /6/77 54
60 36/ 7 34 60110
 /
1 941/99/99 99 99 99/99 99/98 96/96 43/4D/a 9r^/9A/9n,/03/00/01	 1	 69 Q/t0/




S6/02/70 901;1 70 60
	 37 b0/30/21/06/001	 101 99/99/79/9fl 99/90 9b/g 7	 94/9 ,1/
/ /	 /	 /	
6
1	 /
t 301/99/99/99 99/97 46197 96/93/90 94/91106101/77 89/70 69 67 34101 39 42/31/11 9/
1131/99/90 99190 99/97 99/76190 90/91/00/00/76 09169 60 66 00/01 39 60/31/.'/i1
1	 111/90 99/90 97/97 97/96/90 94/9!/07/09/77 90/70	 33/79 30 39/30b9 67 /03//
1	 91	 99/97 93193 90/79/09 912 bl 39 40176 40 30139117194/94/67 90/9p /	 /6/
69 bl 491;9 32 69/37/121l	 211/97 93/46 94/94/06 91/93/07/77/01 90/63
1201 99/97 96/93/00 92/90/06/81/77 92/69 60 66 04/72 30 37/49/02//
/ 	 I	 I
1	 271/93 90/93/00
I	 I	 I	 I	 1,
72/06/07!07/72,1/70 b9 67








90/00109/09/62 09160 67 63 32101 60 31149/0/0//
1	 121/06 09/06/07/06171
	 07166 63 62 31/74 37 3 1 /4 9 1 0//
21 96/67/64/01/313 79/90 90
	
76173 79 34119/60//1 00
1	 2)/77/60/02/76 91/09 09 07 79/67 34 30/19/23/
1 331/07162/06 03/42 41 39 20/72 32 641741 :11
1	 3)100/61	 77/29 22 29 19/76 40 4017012/
1	 2011'/!0 76/70 69 60 61/60 04 10/21/70//
1	 161	 90/3/5 3 31
	 31 31/37	 2 431471111
//
1 221/72 71 70 67/47 23 70 /34119 /
/	 /	
VARIABLE
/	 / !NAME	 N0.
OTHER BOUNDARY
	 NUMBER OF ITEMS DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY
















ND6	 17 IZ 99 09
1 :91196140 413 2/:0/00/(	
OLAI






6/41/09/ / 10 .4, 99.7099.93
CVSB11
I6
0 99 941	 BI	 B? /76/30/11// PV16S
	 21 21 2 99.60
C	 361/04/18/29// 27
14 90 72
R64	 Z4 ^ 1 16 97 64.


















13 ^ 99 98SNOI

















































pCJ.l.&L LrULJLII.y ^ L'LLJy air 7 . d4 v -- ..-
CLVSYFRINOE D Y O AVERAUEOq I p TANDCER fE1E THUUN MATRIX
NAME I AAAAAAO NE
AVI	 1 11	 9b/OU/70
...........................................................................-Y-----..-.-......---------...../
79/99/99/79 9 p 90 9p 99 99 99 79 78 98/95 97 76 97/95/92/93/Y2
1 221/99/99/99 90 90 9U 99 90
/	 /	 1/60/70 ]9 06/71
	 70 67 DO/31/
99 99 906 9019 ]
 97 96 97/9 11/92/94/91 68 65 40/02//9]/09/77 91/70/76 D9 116/69
l	 18)/99/99 91 706 911 99 70 9? /99 90 70/96 97 98 90/96/92/93/92 /9!/00/77 9O/6/ 9/74
/
	60 116771 69 66 4131/




7 5 5D 96172 70 67 51/70/
/ 	 /
/	 /	 I	 /	 /	 / /	 /	 /_	
_ ---------------
1	 01 99 99/99/79 99 99 99/99 1	 /	 I	 /	 If	 /99/93 95 /	 /	 /
1	 171 99/99/99 99 99 99/99 99/96
97 9619419]191190 96/07/02 90/71/74 511 61/69 60 63
96 97 9619]11 95/9119/ 93/02/01
40/21/
92/72/77 90 63/69 67 65 46/19//
1 941/99/99 99 99 99199 99/93
/	 1	 1 95 97 93/9 195/90191 9]/01/112 92/72/77 37 6 /69 67 03 4b/17//0
! 201199 90 90 9190
 90194 94
1	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 1	 /	 /	 /
97 96/96190/90/90 92/01/09 96/71/72 54
 60169 66 65 40/19//
1	 101 92/92190/99 92/9496 97 96/90/96/9r/T/92 90/00178 90177179 61 62/69 60 63 42/01//
f 901199/99/99 99/97 96 97 96/95194/97/92 95/02/77 09/72/61 63 67160 67 64 43119//
113)/90/99 90/97 97 97 96/92/96190/92 90/09/77 00/70/0 0 63 60/611 66 63 43/252 1/
1
	 It)/99 99/97 97 90 97/95/94197192 95/63/70 90/72/79 62 64169 67 64 46/02//
1	 91 99/93 94 qb 95/94197/93/07 93101/09 92/77174 53 63/63 61 50 40/10//	 /	 /	 /	 / /	 /	 /
	
If	 / /	 /
1 211196 95 96 75/94/97/97/09 93/79/81 90/77/79 37 60/64 67 60 40115!
1 241 71797 ?;;9' 219 ,
 v"'I 09/70/66 UP/7J103 73 71162 61 07 32/00//
1	 261/97 90/95/07/93/91 90/07/63 U4/70100 71 3Y/66 64 61 	 40139//
I	 Z]1 -99/95/92/90109 92101/ 5 91/71/72 61 63166 63 62 47/22/
1 271/95/09193/90 92/06/72 91/40/70 bl	 50/47 66 63 45/33/
112)/00/90/07 90/00/69 07160172 62 34/66 64 61 49/321/
43 68/40 46 44 24/ 2/1	 931/91/7603/6, 9101 7  00/00/74
49/43 41 37 20/30//1	 51/76 70/02/66 00/06/77 06
1	 21 96/01/60 00/46/77 70 67/ /07 06 04 62/27//
/	 /	 /	 /	 /
1	 31/03/79 92/50/67 56 36106
/	 /
p 5 03 601261
t 201/]] 70/42/30 53 t^/60 67 60 3/71/
__/	 /	 / /	 /1	 0/30	 2 461]4 52 01161 TO, 40/ U/































1	 441/34 32 29	 2147/ 5GVI	 30	 10 2 99 96/	 /
---/	 / M0Y113	 l0OVSB	 II	 6 30
99 9599 43
















































































®RIB TV%6 ^- ^',' c .
OF POOR Ql%;o _t
Keith County - May 25, 1978 - Area
.	 .
TRE
E O OVER ABSOLUTE CORRELAWN MATRIX












0 g0 40 BeB 90/01 7i 6 //602. .
	 .
17 b0/a8 19,
PV17	 1 221/99/99/99 90 90 90 97 90 90 801697 96196 97 96A1/9 963 96 09 BB BB 86 90/0'0 70169/0'0 16 40/ It Z0'//
TY17	 1 351/99/99 90 90 90 97 90 90 99/90/96 90/90 96 90/90/49/94 q7 91 91 90 BB 90/11 7 ,1/6 6 /0'4 17 60/0'7 191/
ND7	 1 101/99 99 99 90 90 90 90 99/90/96 96/90 90 99190196193 96 09 00 00 06 90/79 7016/00 14 50910'6 221/
CLAI	 1 61 99 99 99/ 9q/99 90 40I^0/7B 9 197 97 96 /9/90/92 96 BB 00 07 05 9311/85 79/ 60/97 10 50/63 10//
Wall	 1 111 99 99/90/99 99 99/90/97 90/90 97 96/90/93/93 95 07 07 06 03 07/80 76/67/90 4 01/42 25/1




/	 / / /





OLAI	 1 201/90 40 99/ 11 97 99/90 97 90/9 /99191 90 07 06 06 04 06/ 5 79/66
// 
/4 6 7 X9 0 10/
-/ I
	 /	 / I /
OVI	 1 101 99 
;9 19,0/90 90/47 96 90/96190/93 90 06 06 06 02 06101 70/69/43 2 40/4"0 26/1
MOVI
	 1 13199/90/90 90/97 96 96/90/ 9/92 94 OO DO 04 00 06/79 70/70/41 0 49/47 261/
/ /
	 /	 / / /
	 /	 / /	 /	 /OOVI	 1 30)/99/90 99/97 95 90/90/90/92 94 	 DO 00 04 00 041UO 79/60/40 2 46/4029
LAI	 1 121/96 96/96 96 90/90/93/92 90 07 07 7 04 00/00 70/66/40 q 06/37 w^0
GRABS
	 199/96 94 92/91/92/00 91 79 79 70 760 2/07 07173132 1 42139 11/1
/	 / / /	 /
PVI6	 1 211/46 94 92/44/90/07 91 79, 79 )U 70 79/04 0!1/71/0'1 6 37/40 19//
1	 i	 ^	 /r	 /. 0'1
P.65	 1 201 44/9619'/97104 91 R2 0? R2 70 04/79 '7/69/ 9 2 40/30 23/
R75
	
/ 271/97/9 0/90/90 92 04 03 03 DO 90170 71/7 6 /44 12 0010'2 26/1
A74
	
f 261/96/©0/9290 02 02 02 77 90166 67/73/42 7 6t/4 	 /9 39/
/ I II	
It
	 /I / I	/I	 /I
A64	 1 241/79/00 00 70 70 74 67 70/63 74/72/20 16 41/60 47/
R45
	
t 231/04 93 06 00 00 07 0 6 /90 73106102 24 at/ /O 61/
CH4	 1 21 97196 96 96 91/00/67 OI/45/60 11 60146 30
/1
CH5	 f 31/97 97 97 90/09/01 61/4 9 /67 19 30/33 t6/
MSBI
	
1 101 99/99/90/87/72 4"2/30/OZ 29 64/27 19//
/ 	 / 
II00I	 1 321/99/90/0/71 4^/79 /OZ 29 60	
I
/27 19//
Got	 1 291/ 90/09/7l 
/
4 ,1/'0/03 30 W26 t0
,3	
/
SNOI	 1311/07/7 39/77//05 4260/1  4 //	 VARI/OLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY
	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCEIN  OR IIFORMED
LAR(TY
/ NAME	 NO.	 OF CLUSTEfl	 IN CLUSTER	 NMEN CLUSTER POON
R76	 ( 201/64 46/63/64 45 05/26 20/ AVI 	 t	 3^	 3Z	 q9 93AV 17	 22	 9,4 72
MVVf	 1 16) -; ;40/37 l,3 25/ / 3 33/ / 	ND77	 10	 1	 43 	1 9 04 00CLAI	 6	 30	 B	 79.75OVSO
	
11	 34"	 99 93
SYVI	 1 33)/74/!3 20 0/33 6/ 	 N06	 17	 34	 299 57TVI6	 .7^4	 6	 4	 99 33
CH7	 1 3)/ 7 0 41/39 21/ / 	OVIt	 t0	 30	 99 92
	
3	 77 9t
MOVI	 13	 30	 Z
00Y1	 30	 t	 {Z	 90 61
CH6	 1 41 50 60/ 5 4/	 LA1	 12	 1	 13	 99.53CRABS	 9	 21	 2	 97.00PVI6	 21	 I	 15	 97 13











fiLA[	 1 0) 70/	 M9UI	 133	 7?	 4
7 	 no
 go'6
901 1 	Z9	 l	 15	 3	 99 99VVI
	
1 36l// ONflI	 2	 6	 95.91
	





^O	 63 Z2C06	 43	 19	 3 76. 0,3
30 76N	 19	 33 73.91




	 s	 , n r.
()F PC"Ok 
,'t,"tLI U Y
Keith County - June 11, 1978 - Area






































1	 1) 99/98 96 96/99 90 90 97 97 96 98 48 90 90/89 90/09 	 90/00/01 06 79 72 72 77 49/	 9/69/ 4 0i
	
'• 4490/)
1 221/90 97 97190/	 97 96 90 90 94 94 96 94 94/00
/
90/00
90192 93/02 87/04/74 80 64 64 67 6 4 99/70/ / 0 40/90 43/27//
l	 101 49/99/90 90 90 97 97 90 90 96 99 97199 90199 90/00 0017047 02 66 60 60 69 09/70/ /0 49/14 20/20//
) /	 /79 62 62 •I 41 24t;0/ 13 52/9 29/21/ /71/99/97 97 97 96 96 94
//
1	 191/97 96 96 90 90 99 49
94 94 94 92/94 40/94 97/07 84172/74
//	 //	 //	 / //
93 99 91194 97/96 99100 0/77/70 70
// //	 //	 // //
07 07 06 06 29/7/10 56/10 20/201
f	 6/ 99/99 99 49/90/90 90/97 96/90 9A/9t 99/08 9Z/Ol 00 70/7q 70 70	 40/ 2670	 40/67/ / 0	 94/99//




!D/	 /	 / /	 / /	 / 02 07	 79/ 79	 49/60/1090/24 92/711/	 /	 /	 /	 /
1	 11) •97 99/90/99 90/97 972





1	 171	 90/97 96190 99/99/9090109 97/79/87 ///97/07
/
09 70 70 70 70 02166114 97/.21 27/7}
1 741/99/90 9U/44 90/09 92187 90/89 93/79/84 70
/
76/21 24/72199 76 76 70	 02167110
1	 201190 99/9!1 99/07 9 ,1/00 00/90 4/00102 00 76 70 70 7b 03/00/16 70/24 29126///
1	 101 99/97 9tl/00 90104 06/00 94/00/(4 77 76 77 07/62/14 29/24 41/70//
/ /	 /
09	 77
/	 / /	 /	 /
1 701/94 90106 93/07 00107 97/00/06 91	 79 79 19 79 08/60/17 20/20 4 ,1/23//
1 201 90/92 90/07 09/07 93/79/70 D7 69 60 68 60 40/09/ / 6 79121 30/29//
1 271/90 96/04 BOAS 97/0/79 77/52 47/261107 70 70 70 70 4f^/26 / / 7
f 741 9 0 /07 91/66 73/66/69 70 54 53 53 00 26/00/ 9 49/ 2 291 7/
1 241/04 0017 !0 00/00/77 79 64 4./2/7/ / 1 481/9//341 2666 60 60
1	 91 90/70 76/61100 79 30 37 37 30 7/70/70 701 0 20170/
I	 /	 1
701 / 11 21)100 7160100 60 40 44 44 44 1 0 17 0 /20 131./70//
1	 l6) 9- i76" 4 17A 00 74 74 74 74 00/49/20 DA4 /91601I
1 201/00/00 00 79 70 70 00 61/70/26 24140 30/'/50//
1 201/70 00 70 74 74 77 63140/17 0/69 76/201/
f	 21 99/97 97 97 90/09/06/09 10/31 791191
1	 31/96 96 96 96/04/03/04 4/76 281341 1
/	 /	 / /	 / /
f	 101 99199199/94/40172 20/41 2B/301
1 321/99/99/9/40/72 29/41 20170//




OF CLUSTER NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITYIN30 /
PV 1 7
36 CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED3D22 20 23
1	 711/90/70/71	 20140 31 /071 1 001 00 jp 3	 99 00
MOV1 13 0	 99 7tl1
f	 41/I9/04 00149 29 /79 / / Lilt l2 26 12	 94 07OVSO
N06
11
17 3	 17, 701	 01//9 41/20	 0/20/ / TVI6 70. 36 2	 99 91
_	 _ OLAI 0 6 90 D^b6	
90	
BB



















CHI 2j 1/ 4 2^	 BO 7077 42
91 961	 761/ M90I 1n n? _	 97 99
47
OF POOr? Q;,tAL17Y
Keith County - June 21, 1978 - Area
n111 1L wui n..	 n, 	 .11.n nit^. • 1 Mn 11.11
•.L H'. 11 .. i•..
	
11.	 A.,11. I. I	 (1 ! ^/.l	 MI 1111 ^^i






1	 11 '1W.... lJ 'li H) 76 `I )1 •r6 96 94 74 HO U9 97 94 91/U7 9J/bb /11/ 7 :/ 11 65	 15 r6	 5 ♦ 1 111, 111 11
PV17	 1 ::1/96195 95 7/ 96 97094 94 9? 9: 07 U6 95 91 901(1) 9!165 6411:145 71 6"„ 5. 69 1U IL 14 I014? 10 14
TV17	 1951/N'I 91 96 95 75/ 117 97 96 97 94 92 90 95 9I/U5 90/67 74169/25 53 71067 114 .19 37 J6 71/!: 12 37
4t1A0D
	
1 91^NU/115 •15 u96/HJ VU 09 90 p 5 b4 01 09 U)/UJ 0?176 63/ be/63 77 941!1 57 0 ? A 7134 4 45 19,
Py lb	 I i11/7U 9U 9U/94 94 93 93 00 00 90 04 09,69 05/77 49/40/50 71 91149 69 6 5 3 9/44 5 55 ?5//
OVI
	
1 101 99199/97 911 96 97 91 91 95 92 92/92 91167 66/57/44 64 03/50 79 22 :'O IU 10144 16 53 ib/
OOVI	 1 901197/96 97 95 96 90 91 94 91 97!94 93145 09/55/46 64 09/50 79 20 19 17 7140 19 57 We
M0V1	 1 191195 96 44 95 00 07 94 90 91/93 90164 6 ,1/5/49 69 04155 b9 16 15 19 4149 10 55 101/
CLAI	 1 bl 90 99 9197 96!77 9%/9^/U9 00/70 0150197 57 79160 07 34 37 91 ?d/79 0 44 17/
aV50	 1 111 99 99/96 96190 90/90/77 91/67 7015/:9 5l 70/69 U9 07 36 94 70/35 10 53 17/
NDb
	
1 171 49170 901117 76175/00 05173 O1/51/:6 45 74/40 05 41 99 30 31/25 9 52 24/
TV16	 1 341/40 97/97 95/94/00 06173 79/5?177 46 75167 05 40 30 37 79/20 10 52 74//
OLAI	 1 201 90/96 94/93/00 70170 09/47/10 36 70/66 07 46 44 43 39110 0 46 261
R65
	
1 251/74 97194105 07/72 04/46/20 37 69/60 05 44 42 hl 34/15 0 51 361/
NO7	 1 101
//
99/74/06 90/67 79/67/2 49 69/69 05 42 41 39 34/25 17 37 4/
R75
	
1 271/44/64 00/66 0t/60/ 10 45 601 69 05 44 43 41 36/10 It 97 
0//1.
LAI	 1 1:1106 D5/60 70/50/29 49 72167 70 34 33 31 20125 11 47 17//
R64	 1 241 94/41 45/47142 57 70/65 65 20 19 17 1163 47 69 1p//
fl74	 1 261/37 4/73/95 64 6 0 /66 67 25 24 21 10/50 43 43 111/
MYVI
	 1 161 05/20/1 35 77/16 57 14 13 13 21/20 57 21 41//
R45
	 1 231/34/ / 6 9 50151 112 54 53 53 50/35 35 16 25/1
R76	 1 201! /0 53 70143 49 25 24 23 26125 16 26 69//
CH6	 1 41 .00/00/39 25 76 77 70 01/53 0 35 10




1 331/ / 5 32 27 29 30 32/36 19 40 34//
09_ 70l`CH4	 1 21 09;0-5 -0-5-0 -3   70/27 54 AO 21
/	 /	 E
/	 1	 //NAM VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY
	 NUMBER OF ITEMS
	 DISTANCE OR OIM;NO	 OF CLUOTENGH5	 1 31/01 DO 79 701 l 14 32 121 Ay1 7




1 151 7 y /99/96/74 22 6 0//	 TV17DIIAD5
	 39	 ij	 3	 97 5d
PV16	 21	 9	 5	 97 12
GOBI	 1 321/99/96/25 27 5 1/ J
	00VI
	 30	 15	 99 7qMOV1
	
10
501	 1 291/96/27 20 4 1//
	 CLAI	 16	 1z	 9	 95 4I1/	 /	 OV50	 11	 34	 94 65N06
	 17	 3q	 99 3C
5- 451	 1 31 1/46 1 17 9//	 TV16	 3p	 b	 9
	
4	 9 UC
ELAI	 I 01 70155--]i//	 ND71e	 27	
c	 905 7 A75
	 ^7	 6	 99 05
LAI
	 12	 1	 0	 96 93
14/ / 	 	 4	 26	
1,	 92 79vVl
	
1361146 n 6	 76	 1	 i	 94 52
_	 /	 n.Jl
	 16	 2I	 1.	 07 p5
M VSI	 1 141 741	 R76








	 33	 ('	 UH 7nCH4	 E OtI
3	
.k	
U0 ICCH5	 j	 •,M 1101
	 15	 JI119i!qE li o














6	 : b 7:
ITY
48
	•	 9	 (^	 `
@W 1t 4^nIaJ- WVJy i ii, ^z.. LY uK%
OF PG' ^N QUALITY
Keith County - June 29, 1978 - Area
CLVt T 
F.R1N 







	AVI	 1 11 99/77/99 19 99 90 99 99 40 9Y 47 19/90/77 96 97117/9704 77/7194 M4/91109/tl3/731b7 62 b4 09/04/ 7 741
1 221,49199 19 99 90 90 99 90 99 99 99/40197 91. 97197196194 171961964 97/41105/07/75/6b 24161	 62 1,014'41'7
1 721/99 19 9Y 19 99 90 90 99 19 90/90/90 76 77/96/90/94 17/14/94 74,70Y/00/75/70 65 61 71/6',/6 72,'
1	 61 99/99 19 99/79-99 94 99 99/9 / /99 97 91,40,4"4 	 97/9/ / 95 95/0// /00/02/77/67 62 643	 0	 3 69/66/7 20/'//	 I/	 /	 /	 I	 /	 /	 /	 ,	 /	 /
1181/99 79 97/90 90 99 99 90/9/99 90 90/9/10/ 15 	 97 /94/14 9119/07,6 7 4 170 60 67 7,64/'5711'
1	 111 99 99/99 19 99 99 99/9tl/1B 70 90/17/17/16 9%/94114 94107/0 /07175/60 67 65 60,61/2 701'
1	 171 97/99 99 99 99 97/90/99 98 90/97/90/96 97/90/95 9 3/6 3/6/6/7 3/6O 67 65 67/67/2 23/'/
1 741/99 99 99 99 97/90/99 91 97/90/10/90 90/13/95 93/03/07/00,73/60 67 65 68/6/2 231'
1	 91 17/99 99 97/90/90 96 9;/97/96/94 9^/1^196 9 4 /0 96 /03/0 96/7 3/62 07 OB 67/64/ '0 27//
1 211/91 99 17/90/98 1 ► 96/97/9/96 97/93/95 07 50 60/63/'5 23 /'
/
73/04/04/07/ 77162
l	 101 77/77/90/9 0 97 	 97/9 /0/97 96 97/ 3/14 	 93,46,67/03/77/67 60 	 62 6/6 ,1/7 23/'
1	 171/97/90/97 96 97/90/94/47 90/90/97 92/07/07/0/70/64 50 60 63/60/ '7 2"
l 701/90/98 17 76/90/96197 97195/97 97/tl5/07/Db170164 09 61 67/091 7 771
1	 171/968 97 77/960/90/44 40/97/94 93/OOItl31B3/7^/6b 61 67 60167/ 7 77/




1 201 79-90/96/97/94 15/962/95 g 7/D510^/DO/61/69 65 66 71/67/ 0 73/
i	 i	 i	 i	 i	 i	 I	 I	 i	 i	 r
1 201 
_ 
17/93,91/95 9/90 /92 	 96/0 3 /06/77/64/60 64 60 . 60/6,1/ ' 7 271'
/1 271/94/96/95 97/97/7296107/06/70/07/6 9 64 66 70/62/ 1 2 701
1 771/97/97 97194196 97/00/77/90/74/65 49 51 00/60/ / 6 10/'
1	 71/92 94/07/95 93/07/70/70/70/00 77 70 0/641 O 27/
1 241 90/97/04 00/ 00/91/07/ 77/ 62 56 59 53/1;/1 9 17/'
73/'1 76)/9/07	 B7 /07 /9y,tl I /77 /b6 bl 67 6/47/ ' 1
42	 40/'1	 51/07 01/07 /7 3 /90/3/46 40	 5/57/0
1	 161 96100/73177/63/66 62 62 73/0 3/0 11/'
76/70/17 23/'1	 271/03177/73/62/70 bb 67
/ 201/70/63/63/67 67 60 74/57/40 601'
1	 21/07/77/07 79 01 7 ,1/00/27 25/'
 /	 /	 VARIABLE
	 OTHER OOUNDARV
	 NVMOER OR ITEMD










1	 01141 76 20 73/22/24	 14/6	 70	 IDN0f1
99 65
--/	 / 	 CVDB	 10	 06	 21	 151 99 99/94/47/10 ZO/ 	 pD6	 f7	 04	 0 99 72996 86




1 291 97/97/4/20 2 / '	 OV16	 21	 9	 ' 99 BI/	 /	 /	 /	 NOV1	 137	 10	 B 99 9 51 721/97/43/10 77/	 4AV	 70	 1	 19
00	 j4/	 /	 /	 OL61	 2f
q,
62











7_ I	 R64	 24	 2b



















































 U 6 s^+a ^^1
OF POOR QUALITY
Keith County - July 27, 1978 ® Area
CW^ 1 [91HVEp Y0AYC11AGC UU I^ 0 MAN4^LR^67Y1^U11 MA7RitVAII IADt.
NMI:	 Nl
AVI	 I II 99/97/99/99 99 99 99 99 99 99/90 90190!9 /97 96 91 97190/90 94194190/00 94/78/691611 04 90103 111 41 411
40DO 30/51 40	 30//f 221/97/97/99 99 99 99 99 99 97/19 9/90/90/97 90 97 9/90/90 90/90/90/07 91/77/67!60
f	 101/99/99 99 99 79 99 99 94/90 90197190/97 90 90 48/90/94 97/97/90/07 9
/
7/7 /3/67/63 04 07!52 00 46 37//
1 001/99 91 99 99 99 94 99/90 90/90/97/96 97 96 96/9 /0/93 94/44190/60 g4/73l60/66 03 39154 01	 AO 411/
1	 41 99 99 97/94 49 97/g9 97/97!90/97 97 90 97/90 /94 	9/93/43/06 9370!40/03 4)At 40 40 30/0 1
1	 111 99 97/99 99 97/99 97/97/90/90 90 9U 97/90/94 90/93!90/07 93/70/60/67 00 4715/1 40 49 37/1
1	 17/97/99 99 77/99 17/97/90/97 97 70 97/94/99 90!93,9 ) /07 93/70/63/60 03 4y/51 AO 40 30//
112f 341/99 99 97/99 97/9 7/90/97 97 97 96/90/90)13/ 74 99 7/7 0/60/66 40/51	 40 30//
./	 !	 /	 /	 I	 /	 /	 /	 /	 I	 /	 /
1	 101 99/4 7/99 9q /9q/ 70/40 90 97 97/94/93 70/92/40/00 94/79/64/00 00 49/02 49 4b 30/
I	 /	 /	 /	 /
I
I	 /	 /	 /	 !	 !	 /	 /	 /	 I
06 47!011 901/99/'19 99/90/90/90 90 97 97/94/93 90/91/90/00
/
93/79/69/69 49 43 37//
1	 631/99 97/90/90 /90 70 17 97/97/94 90/92/90/07 93 177/ 67 /60 03 40/50 47
1
443 $/
3619790/97/97	 97 97 90/0)/6/2/664	 90/ 90 /96 90/90/93/02	 40 43/43 40 30,/
1	 211/90/97/97 97 97 96/97/90 97/90 /92/04 9 )/7 7/60/60 9l 46/40 43 39 3)1/
f 201 /9, / 96 77 98 90/90/93 90/9)/9/09 93/7716/07 49 40101 40 40 30//
1	 121/77 77 97 97/94/74 v4/v2^/oN /0$ 91/73ldal162 a+ 34d+7 +: 'i
1 241 9979P 97/91/93 93/09/U4/OY 90/76163/!0 63 00147 44 AI 301
//	 /I	 / I	//	 //	 / I	/I	 / I	/	 /	 /
f 261/90 90/72/94 92/93/0/07 9)/77/7)/6: At 40/49 47 43 30/
1	 291 97/97/93 93/90 /UO/00 9)/ 7 7 /60/9d DA 47149 46 43 30//
/1 271/9/93 92/ Q3/06/09 9)/72/7)/50 04 90/49 47 44 371
1 231/00	 71/09193/02 91/60/67/42 37 30/52 49 46 4^1
!	 /	 /	 /
1	 01 9%007 /D7 160 70/07/60/60 443 3 /22 17 t9	
7//
30 40/27 24 21	 17,/1 331/03/93!71 02107/5'/64
1 201/70/04 07/60/07/06 02 11/50 03 00 461/
1	 16)/71 0/72140147 10 3 7 142 39 37 331/
l	 21 97/37/6)/62 73 43/03 02 79 70//
1	 3)/49/62/50 07 39177 70 72 66// 	 VARIAOLE
	 OTHER BOUNDARY
	 NUMBER OF ITEM pIOTANCB OR
1	 41/02/60 23 47116 19 23 3)/// PV1,
	












1	 01 67/42/26 74 21 	 It/ TVIb	 ^4	 36 4 99 041QVI	 10	 13










211	 141/17	 16	 14	 0//
PV160	 21
06.1	 '0 14 40 90
_	 LA1
	 12	 1























































Keith County - Auguot 13, 1978 d Area









1 221/ 43/143/49 79 99 99 79 999 9
	9 9 79,40/47 40 97 97/ 97/47193 /3/42 96/93 /0 7 /6 7 17 7 62/67/46/40 1 74 13 '
NO? 1	 t01/76/ 49 99 TT 99 99 T9 99 TO 90/4
!
6/97 TO 90 90/90 /47/4 3/96/927 6/9,7/07163 17 0 60160!4 014 '7 47 7 1715
TV17 1 231/49 99 99 77 99 99 94 TO 90/40/46 TT 96 76/46/46/93/901/42 9 7/ 4,7/00153/77 61/ 4'7 	 43 37 17 /5
CLAI 1	 6149 99 91 /T9^97^9^ /49
.
99/9
I/47 97 To 	 97147/4/4719/91 96/90/4010/76 6013/ 14 0/4 4 40 33 16/5
9V00 1	 111^49^99/99 99 99/iT 99!99/90 90 70 97/97147196197/97 96190167/60/79 03/57/01
5
/44 40 39 1911
NOA
,I/	
/I	 /I , I









	 11	 171 9/99 99 TO/99 96190197 97 90 97!97196197/96/99 96109109100177 60100/30/44 40 77 1,71
TV16 1 941149 T9 96/99 90/76/97 97 97 96/4614614/40/41 96100/40100/70 547 29 33 12/56,7/5615 ,7
 
If
OVt 1	 101 79/99/99 99,0 7 140 90 97 97/97/977/7
3









I / I / 
1	
I/ // I / I /	 /I 1	 1 /M{VI /1	 171/9/49 9/90/90 90 97 7^/77l47/77/7,7192 93/01/07/01/00 60/ 07/02,42 30 91 10/
OOVI 1 701149 9/90/90 90 97 97/97/97/97/4,7/92 70/00/001 66/80 60/53/56149 90 21





PVI6 1 211/90/9 7





1 201/96 96 TO 90/96/93/96/97/90 46/00140106/71
	 00/70140/40
 41 34 1/
R64
___	 1	 11 	 /	 5	 /	 /	 /1
	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /1 241 9;/77 9s/9.N9^/9f/Otf/42 93/06/61, 14/02 74/97130/40 36 29	 41
A74
/	 i	 1	 1	 i	 i	 i	 ,'	 i	 i
1 261/97 90197/9619,719/97 96/90/000 10/7 	 7,7/66/46140 41 74 ty






/	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /
9614110010 916 9 661	 27)197 /4 3/9 1601 42147 47 37 175,7/4 3 191
21/9/47/9
5
39 97 121,7 141 90 190 103/03 74 66/61146/47LAI 1	 12
23 16C147 1	 01146/010104 00/9010 0/9/79 6 ,7 163 546125 7	
215




47 41 20"1 231/50 4,7/06/91/7 /6/59 4,7146/6 3130R45
CH4 1	 21 96/00/72/67/74 7/61/46170 67 61 36/5
C113 t	 91/90106/7/69 61/59/4,7/60 62 06 37/5
A76 02 46 70/
1
1 20117/66/04 96/0 6/121'53
5MYVI 0 30 26 1351	 Ib)/90/5624/62/40/6/	 /	 VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR
NAME
	
N0OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER	 NHEN CLVOTER
SIMILARITY
FORMED











1	 01 70/931601S6 12	 6 8,711	




/	 /	 /	 /	 OV60	 It	 34	 3 9999
07
931 76)/40533577 30 29	 2/	 NB6	 t7	 34	 2

























-/ 5	 8641	 74	 27






0D/	 /	 /	 R60	 25	 27
/	 /	 /	 R7	 L'7	 I	 lU 97 66
0041 1	 32)/99190/	 LA!	 1:	 1	 19





























ni;	 ^4	 1	 501




q0son	 32	 to	 2




Keith County - August 14, 1978 - Area
TREE PR{1 NiED OVER AOBULUTE CORRELATION MATRIXCLUVANIAULE a, AVCNAVE 0107 NI:E METHOD
NAME	 NO	
...C........._....._..... .................................../
AVI	 1 1) 99/99/99/99 99 99 ^+9 99 99 99 99 90/ qo/97 9U 97 97197/97/96/94192 96/90/04/07177 60/66147140 36 20 9/
1 221/99/99199 99 99 99 99 99
I
97/	 199 99 99/90/97 90 97 97/47/98/96/






l	 11311991P99 99 99 99 99 99 99 96,190/00/09/76 6)169/40/41 36 29
9//
99 90/99/97 90 90 90/99/
/
9/96/9/92
1 36)/99 99 99 9 11 99 99 90 VO 98190196 97 96 96/96/96/95/ 0/91 96/90/06716 70 09/b4 /4 0/AI 37 30 10//
(	 hl 94 44^99/9Y 99^99/ g4 99/99/47
-/	 /	 /	 1	 /
90 90 981971 g7/97A5141 96/91/09/90176 00160/47/39 34 27 7/
1	 It) 99 99799 99 99/99 99199190 90 90 97197197197/93196 96/91/119/87/00 63/09/60/39 04 27 	 51 /
3A 27171 . 94/99 99 99/99 99/99/90 90 90 99/99/96/99/96/91 96/40/09/
/
09/70 60/09/60/34	 6/
1 341/99 99 99/99 99199197 97 97 9719 /96/97/94/91 96/09/09/09179 60/07/'/00/39 34 27	 6//
1	 IO1 C99/99/99 99/98/90 90 97 97/47/97/97/9 ,3/92 9b/90/9 ,0/00/00 62/ ' 0 ' ,11 6 :16/030 7 	 26	 4/
 / 	 / 	 /
1	 131/99/99 99/90/90 98 97 97/97/97/97192191 96190190/87100 67/69/61 1 37 32 60	 2/
1 701/99 49/9U/90 90 97 97197/97197/92/98 96109/90/07/131 	 63/07/67/37 37 23	 01
2744/89/690/70 07/07149/32 0120t	 91 99/90/97 97 97 97196/97/90/94/00
'/
/
1 ^21)190/98 97 97 96196/99190/93/09 94/00/90/09/00 60/09/60 33 29 21 0/
/ /



















1 241 99198 97/96/4. 6/90/09/92 93/86/40/51/07 71106137134 30 22 	 7/
/ 1 /	 /	 /
	 1
1	 /1	 /	 /	 /1
l 261/9U 90/97/97/94/9{/92 94/92/00/00/79 60/66/46/30 34 26	 41




t 271/97/90/94/96/90 94191186184/69 60/64142/39 30 2b
	
u/
1	 121/40/94/93/09 93/90/00/83/74 62/62/45/36 32 24 	 41
t	 61196/09/03 90192/94/03/70 69/66/41/2/ 1	 16	 11	 9//
1	 33)/91/02 90/03/96/92177 01/97/50/21 16	 9	 101
l 231!83 93/B6180/9Q/04 39/50133143 39 33 201
/	 /	 /	 J/	 •	 /	 /	 //	 // /	 //
4	 2)96/06/69/71/77 76/09/49+"6 6. :in 28/
1	 3)/09/76/06/71 00/09/43/61 57 50 30/
4	 201174/73/67 36106117/40 42 35 231/
L	 41100/79 33/41/09/ 4	 B	 16 361
 VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY/	 /
1 lb)/54 20/37139/31 27 21	 12/ NO
qME	 N0.	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED26.00AV1t	 31
PV17	 22	 1
30 99 97
_	 / N07	 to1 3 99.77
4	 81	 00/371670'17 14	 7 23/ TV17	 D6	 1 4 99.46











CVI	 l0	 70 3 99.97








CRASS9	 2l 2 99. S3

















	 20	 27 2 99.02
R73
	
27	 1 l8 97 04
















3	 1 24 92 59
l	 31)/ R76	 28	 1 25 90.14
CHb	 4	 1
















MNSI14	 I 31	 C 47	 16

















































Keith C=xy - March 22 thru July 27, 1978 - Field
flE8 PRINTED OVER AOOOLUTE CORRELATION MATRIX
AN IAgLE Y AVCRACC DISTANCE Mp THOSNAVE
	 NO
_	
------------------------------/AVI	 1 11 77/90 90 90 Y7 90/90 97 96 96 77 70 97 90 91 9Z/OQ 91/04 01/03/40 70 41/70 30 36 14 34/ 1 39 03,060 2/
1 231/96 96 90 97 90/97
 96 90 93 96 97 96 92 90 91/00 991/01 79/04/90 02 40/6 7 32 30 28 20/ /3 40 00/6 6 0//
1 91 99/977 97/962
 92 93 90 92 93 90 86 06/0281/74 70/90/70 83 4 ,1/73 19 17 16 17/14 20 	 67/76 10//
1 211/90 90 90/96 4 94 94 91 93 94 91 00 00/06 0.7/76 	 77/94/57 016/50 22 20 10 17/23 15 60173 0//
__ /	 I / / /





97 96 964 93  92 91 09/92 90/00 76/00/71 7901 69 3 	 20 	 26 22/22 24 72/65 5/
l	 131/97 96 93 95 94 95 	 96 92 90 09/91 91/70 75/138/53 82 /67 20 26 23 20/19 20 76/6	 /4 6/
1 61 90 99 96190 90190/9/94 90/07 00/013 08/06/77 72 36/71 43 41 39 3 0// 13 37 76/75 0//
f 111 -;9 99/99 90/90/97/96 95/92 93/00 04170173 69 42179 47 45 43 79/14 29 70/63 0/
l 171 99/90 98/90/90/96 95/09 09/90 00/130/31 65 30/77 49 40 46 42/14 33 74/71 2/
1 341/98 90/90/90/73 90/00 08/90 137/01132 65 3/76 40 47 45 40/13 ZI 70173 01
1 101 99/90/91/97 50/90 93/90 07/74/26 67 34/79 51 50 40 4 13/ 3 313 134/65 1/
1 351/97/96/94 ? 6 /00 91109 C5/77/30 e9 30/77 49 47 47 4 0 1 3 35 00/60 /1/
1 12)/96195 96100 90/00 06,00/33 69 36/75 46 44 42 40/ 0 29 77/70 2/
1 201/97 93/04 03191 93177/20 60 23/73 52 31 49 47/ / 9 20 72/74 9//
1 231 98/90 91/07 801 1 73/24 60 27/79 51 50 40 46/12 26 70163 0//
1 271190 96/07 06/66121 62 27/00 53 31 49 46/ / 1 40 02/57 61/
1 241 96/71 62/69/42 77 62/78 72 30 27 16/33 30 71/30 37/
1 26)/76 67/63/32 73 54101 40 70 36 20/ 9 5C 05/30 311/ /	 /	 /	 /	 /
1 3) 90/56/ / 13 33 10106 79 70 77 75/ / 4 2Z 70/72 15//I /	 1	 /	 /	 I
1 231/671 / 5 40 11/67 61 09 59 64/11 13 63/04 30/1/	 /	 /	 /	 /
1 331/73 83 37/20 3 6 7 3//25 1 46/77 23//
/	 /	 /1 41 82151/10 66 67 69 69/41 3 11120 1l/
I I 	 I1 51/50/24 24 Z6 26 27/ 0 43 66/36 !0/
I	
IIl BI /30 13 13 16 32131 15	 /(t 63//
--//	 I/	 I/1 2) 79 79 77 63/13 32 60/29 34/
	
VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUND TY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY1 15) 99/99/95/2	 /
	
0 17 45/36 9/ NAME
	




t	 36	 35	 34 64I PV17	 22	 1	 2	 99 791 321/99/95/21 10 44/34 131 	 CRABS	 9	 13	 3	 9B. 20
	
PV16	 219	 2	 99 41
1 291/96/22 16 42/35 10/ /
	SOVI
	
30 	 10	 2	 99 03
	
MCVI13	 1	 7	 97 43
f 311/41 19 43/47 34//	 CLAI	 6	 27	 IO	 93 39
	
CV90	 11	 34	 3	 99 42
_ 	 NO2	 11	 34	 2	 99 89
	
TV16	 4	 6	 4	 99 BB1 14) 64 30/ / 0 46/ /
	N07	 IB	 73	 Z	 99.16I	 I	 TV`7	 33	 6	 6	 913 34





R60	 25	 Z7	 Z	 98 72
{ 28)/35 11/ /
	fl64	 24	 26	 12	 96 Bb
	R74	 26	 1	 19	 139 42
-/	 CHO	 7	 23	 2	 90 121 16) 69/	 R45	 23	 1	 21	 132 93/	 SYVI	 33	 1	 22	 70 775 641 36)/ /
	CH7	 5	 4	 2	 02 	 4140 30
	
CH41	 2	 31	 -3	 75 03
	
5501	 32	 j32	 96 0799 97
	
Sol	 29	 IZ	 3	 99 92
	
SNSI	 :1	 1	 30	 44 29
	




19	 213	 80 72
	




16	 36	 269 32
	






































Keith County - October 12, 1977 - Field
TREE PRINTED OVER ABSOLUTE CORRELATION MATRIX
CLUSTERING BY AVERAGE DISTANCE METH 00-
NAME	 NO
_/
1 11 99/97 97 97/94 95 90 90 90 94 00106 04 94 92 96/79 00137 0 30 52/27 51 45 60 9 10 It 9 70/12 42 691
1 221/93 95 96/93 94 00 00 00 92 63/00 (36 94 92 90/70 09/39 6 35 49/19 43 52 65 17 10 20 17 061tt 41 601/
1 10) 99/99/93 95 92 92 92 96 00/77 77 91 00 90/70 0
/
9/33 13 32 '*9/43 67 20 49 10 9 7 0 66/13 42 691
1 3]1/99/93 99 92 92 92 95 00/77 77 90 B0 89/77 00/73 12 71 59/42 67 20 40 10 9 7 0 60/14 43 691/
1 27)193 95 92 92 93 96 09/77 77 90 00 09. /^ 90/73 12 32 00/43 67 20 49 10 9 7 9 66/12 42 601/
1 61 98/97 97 99/90/96/92 92 96 94 96/74 76/20 'n ^9 70/17 54 50 74 12 13 lA 11 71/ / 5 13 43//
1 12)190 90 90/90/90/09 91 97 96 96/02 8 ,1/75 3.40 6 ,1/i. ^0 46 60 6 7 0 9 69/ /9 17 49//
1 17) 99/99/90/9 9 /06 B9 95 94 90/ 01 76/32 1 52 60/ 91 63 42 67 0 l 3 4 59/ /10 6 39//
l 341/99/90/99/86 09 95 94 90/01 76/72 15 60/32 63 42 67 0 1 3 4 09/19 639/
1 25)/97199/06 89 95 94 90/00 76/70 0 52 66/71 63 41 66 0 1 2 3 59/17 7 39//
1 111/9/04 07 96 96 90,00 09/45 17 36 52/40 62 40 60 0 0 1 5 60/13 20 49//
1 201/(14 85 09 07 00/65 62/ /9 19 67 01/22 65 37 66 t 0 0 3 50/ / 9 t 32//
l 91 90/93 93 93/69 62/27 20 64 56/15 19 79 92 40 49 50 46 06/17 0 26//
1 211195 96 90177 66/36 10 60 5'/ /6 23 77 91 43 44 46 46 01/30 7 19//
f 101 99199/07 02146 7 45 50/10 43 61 76 22 23 25 27 70/19 13 41//
1 301/99/09 07/5/ 11 42 40/19 40 63 76 24 25 27 31 78/25 9 39//
1 13)/08 04151 It 40 44/16 37 64 76 27 2L 29 32 02110 16 43//
1 24) B9/00 52 2 9144 40 45 49 8 9 11 26 63/30 15 371
1 261/68 52 8 14154 51 26 31 7 6 4 3 65/ / 5 55 74//
1 01 03/47 50140 2 32 14 14 13 16 38 42/44 16 22/
1 36)/B1 6]/69 16 20 39 30 31 28 6 2/22 33 29/
1 16) 05143 l5 46 74 31 32 31 16 29/11 43 22/
1 231/ 2 56 12 49 It 9 IO 26 201111 7 161
1 21 00150 45 B2 E32 BI 67 26/ 2 37 45/
l 31/42 9 76 75 74 73 11/14 25 46/
-/
4 41 91790 90 91 90/03/30 24 tl/ 	 VARIABLE
	 OTHER BOUNDARY
	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITYNAME
	 NO	 OF CLUSTER
	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
t 731/70 71 71 69/79/35 30 B/ 	 AVI	 1	 20	 35	 27.77PV17
	 22'
	 2	 99 57N07
	 US	 27	 3	 99 59
1 15) 99/99//0/60/26 26 29/ /	TV17	 3]7	 to	 99.09R75
	 2	 1	 5	 96 44CLA[	 6	 20	 7	 95.86
l 32)/99/90/66/26 27 26/	 LAI	 12	 6	 2	 90.93N06	 17	 25	 3	 99 50TV36	 34	 17	 2	 99.98
1 29)/96/67/27 25 251	 R65	 5	 6	 5	 90 24GVS
OLAI	 ^0	 j	 6	 97.6992 2
1 31)163/46 32 31/ /	GRABS	 9	 13	 15	 94.77
RV1 6	10	 13	 7	 99.59
1 51/ / 4 30 40/ /	ROVI	 30	 10	 2	 99.71MOV I 13
	 1	 17	 90 00R64
	 24	 26	 2	 09.97
l 14) 79 69//	
ELAI	 26	 2]	 14	 61 06
1 19) 94/ /	 MYVI	 I	 27	 ?	 B3J 04
CH4	 22	 5	 29	 57 76






































OF POOR QU J u
Keith County •- November 17, 1977 - Field
rrR EEPR''NTED OVER ABSOLUTE CORRELATION MAtRI%
GLVVAN(IAVOE OYA VERAGE DISTANCE METHtl0
NAME	 ND
AV{	 1 11 99/97 97 94/92 95 00 94 Q9 94 9Z 94 94 93 9l 9i/0/l/00/07 77 07/69 D6/ 5 l 56 66/14 9 70/ I I--;;,
1 221/93 96 92/90 03 06 93 110 93 91 94 92 92 09 09/00/76/55 76 02/71 69/ / 7 3 53 63/12 12 40/ /3 6 9 9//
1 101 99/98/96 92 94 93 91 94 92 93 97 97 96 96/02190/64 77 0 /4/62 77/ / 4 4 67 76/21 3 29/10 13 12 6//
1 301/96/94 91 92 94 91 97 92 94 97 97 96 96/0/90/63 77 0 0/63 74/ / 1 4 65 74/22 3 29	
/
/17 l7 10 5//
l271/94 93 96 90 07 91 09 90 94 93 93 92/79/00/63 75 02/50 70111 4 62 78/20 29/20 17 14 D/
^____7..-----
1 bl 90/96/94 94 94 92 92 96 90 90 90/91/91/34 73 71/67 65/14 17 79 04/33 22 9/14 10 0 3//
1 201/9/91 00 07 03 04 90 93 94 94/02/92146 63 62/'/50 30/30 29 83 92/20 2h 6/21 17 16 14//
1 23)/92 93 94 93 42 90 93 96 9/00/09/63 DO 70/67 60/ /9 3 71 79/43 2e 2/16 13 IO 21/
1 91 96/98 96 99/93 96 93 96/96/00:30 79 70/02 79/ / 1 6 72 72/30 21 2
/ / 0 l2 14 19//
1 211190 96 92/96 96 96 96/96/00/57 03 76103 70/10 3 69 661'/52 33 0//7 10 13 20//
1 10) 99/99/96 97 97 9192/02/63 00 00101 76/13 10 61 64143 21 2/ /
2 3 0 22//
l 301/99/97 96 96 96/92/00/67 91 001B3 76120 13 '.9 60/31 26 2//4 7 10 26//
1 131/97 96 93 9190/79/63 90 02/03 79/20 13 D6 99144 17 l0/ / 6 9 13 20//
1 11) q;—q;-9F/0/7"0'q/7'I 08 06/71 70/11 9 62 62/42 19 , 2/12 9 5 9//
1 12) 99 99/90190/64 02 00171 60/ !2 2 71 74/39 22 9113 9 6 41/
t 171 99/92/92/63 02 72/69 60/ /0 3 73 76144 20 0/16 13 10 
21/
1 341/92192/65 02 72/69 60/ /0 3 73 70144 20 0116 12 9 
2//
l 331/73/38 72 39/06 63/ / 2 13 79 72/53 44 1 2/17 21 22 20//
< 3)/60 66 60/37 39/10 17 74 01/30 24 9/51 40 46 331/
1 2) 04 02/30 31/46 30 7 10/49 14 6/44 43 30 1/
1 241 92/73 60/50 51 27 29164 26 4/ 1 3 0 39/
1 261/62 79/43 47 16 31/27 14 36/ / 3 3 1 21//
< 4)75/34 ZI 41 31/5b 30 16157 D9 62 70/
l 51124 17 23 34/ /2 33 51/40 42 45 36//
( OI 90/95 64143 0 8/32 31 36 67/
t 36)/66 61/40 5 2/17 13 21 57/
	
VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILAR
1 16) 91/24 46 19/10 14 15 24/	 NAME	 NO
M
	 CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
AV 
	
1	 31	 35	 18 at
PV17	 22	 1	 2	 99.83
l 231/ 4 20 9/31 28 29 40/	 N07	 to	 27	 3	 97 06
TV17	 35	 Is	 2	 99 63
--/	 /	 R73
	
27	 l	 5	 93 69( 141 06 78/ 9 It 13 DO/	 CLAI	 6	 34	 12	 93 53
OLAI	 20	 6	 2	 9a 06
--/	 /	 R63	 25	 6	 3	 96.06
1 191 93/ 3 1 1 23/	 GRABS	 9	 34	 9	 96 70/	 /	 PV16	 21	 9	 98 60
GVI
	
10	 13	 3	 99.64
l 201/12 12 12 36/	 SOVI	 30	 l0	 2	 99 73MGVI	 13	 9	 5	 97 99
—/	 GVs11
	
11	 34	 4	 90/ 92( 13) 99199184/	 LAI	 12	 34	 3	 99 7099 90// //	
TVI634	 31	 17	 92 0/2
l 32)/99/04/	 SYV1	 33	 1	 1s	 88 44
CH5	 3	 1	 19	 05513CH4	 2	 26	 3	 83.40
< 29)/661	 R64	 24	 26	 2	 91.19
/	 R74	 26	 1	 22	 72 07
l 311/ /
	CH7	 5	 1	 24	 68 40






	 14	 28	 ^3	 B8 13
NS1
	
19	 28	 2	 93 69
R76
	
28	 1	 31 4 02
MSOI
	
15	 31	 4	 0/5 30/
ssal	 32	 15	 2	 99 92
SOl	 29	 15	 3	 99 77






































OF NOR QUALB` Y
Keith County - December G, 1977 - Field
TREE PRINTED OVER AOROLU" CORRELATION MATRIXf.LU5 
ERR 
^EOY AVER A(;9 DISTANCE METHOD
NAME	 NO
AVI
	 t 11 99/96 97 94/03/67 72 72 73 72 00 01 72 02 73 67 39 50/71/20 53 20 11 7 6 5 9 43 24 41 47/24 49 0//	 ! /
	 / /	 /	 /
1 221/93 94 7 /60/61
	70 70 70 70 00 02 77 01 77 63 42 5 0 /70 /21 	 43 20 3 2 3 4 14 45 23 42 40/22 43 	0//
1 to) -;;7;;74O/6'5 74 74 77 76 77 75 40 62 66 50 00 60/60/41 70
 329 27 27 26 1 30 Z3 37 40/29 61 ?//
1 351/97/70/65 73 74 77 75 70 76 70 02 70 60 32 61/65/69 60 7 26 24 23 22 1 37 23 37 40/2/9 59 3//
1271/77/64 73 72 77 76 75 73 67 BI 65 06 20 60149/43 72 0 31 30 29 20 3 34 23 37 40/29 62 01/
t 261/46 59 59 52 59 76 80 73 76 56 55 22 47/6U/51 34 ZS 10 1 1 0 47 67 0 36 37124 1 5O//
1 61 9B 90/97/90/90 Bb 89 97/09 90/00/70/36/17 43 53 22 13 14 15 34 60 44 41 30/60 47 0/
—/ / I	 /	 I / / !
l 171 99/98/90/95 91 94 97/09 97/75/77/AI/20 50 40 l7 6 7 0 37 72 40 70 20/50 AS 6/
1 341/90/9 ;/93 91 93 97/09 90/70/70!42/27 49 49 10 7 0 9 70 72 40 31 27150 44 6/
1 201/97190 05 07 93/06 80171/76/36/26 50 38 4 2 1 0 22 60 29 26 14/59 59 6//
251/94 90 92 96/07 9!/72/03179/31 53 44 13 2 3 4 33 71 30 20 10!49 40 61
1 101 99/99/90/9! 94/77/72/60/30 39 S7 29 16 17 19 50 02 37 17 10/90 ZO 22/
1 131/90197190 93/71160/66/29 32 61 34 22 23 25 56 05 35 12 0/22 19 2B//
1 301/96/00 95174/70/56/32 33 62 77 21 22 24 60 00 40 26 20/24 17 32/
1111/00 91/67/74/63/27 49 47 17 5 6 7 44 77 3214 6/32 36 201/
1 91 9018^/64177/ / 0 19 71 79 40 41 42 75 67 25 . 10 10/S5 30 10//;
1 21)/9Oi67/1S7/ / 6 19 74 40 30 39 40 53 E12 01 40 30/45 24 10//
1 771/50/57/37 9 86 62 67 64 64 42 64 50 57 57/62 ZO 151
l 1:1/22/33 54 23 2 12 11 10 15 51 20 20 0/41 47 2/
t 5)/25 21 65 46 59 59 60 36 40 15 35 23/ /3 2 4//
1 21 70 41 40 71 71 60/21 31 10 0 22/39 2 67/
1 3) 49 72 01 00 00/30 1 15 15 77/29 71 6/
//
1 4) 91/09 09 90/60 72 55 45 50/20 27 10/
t 31)/91 91 9 0/76 64 63 49 60/10 61 34/
/
1 151 99199149 30 32 29 471 7 43 1/
1 321/99/49 38 32 30 40/ 9 42 2/
//	 //	 /!
1 29)/51 41 33 30 40/ 7 43 1/
	
VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS 018TANCEVOR SIMILARITY  
NAME	 NO	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
°/	 PVI7	 22	 31	 32	 99. A21 BI -6/77 AO 50/77 64 75/	 N07	 lB	 27	 3	 90 27
TV17	 35	 to	 2	 99.79
l 241171 40 40/ / 0 25 60 //	 R74	 26	 l	 6	 00 76
CLAI	 6	 12	 13	 71 24
l 14> 19 871 / 1 38 5 7 //	 ND6	 17	 34	 2	 99 B7TV16	 34	 6	 3	 90 35
OLAI	 20	 6	 4	 97 30
1 19) 90/72 17 10//	 Ab5	 l0	 1^	 4	 97 54/	 /	 99 35
l 281/21 30 14/	 C^SB	 l^	 16	 9	 92 ^3
	
/	 GRABS	 9	 21	 2	 95 53
	
-^/	 PVIb	 21	 6	 11	 9
5YVI	 37	 6	 12	
1 05{ 16) 79/70/	 7h. 97
LAI	 12	 1	 19	 67.33
l 231/69/	 CH4	 2	 20	 12	 40 66
/ CH 	 3	 29	 6	 73 10






































Keith County	 !larch 22, 1978 - Field
TREE PRIN TEO OVER 10601. C CDRRCLATION MATRI%




	 1 1) 97 90 96 94172/73 60 63 60 63 77 70 74 76 47 30 30/ 3 21 49/35 46 ID 30 29 29 29 4 40 3 12 14 31/ 6// /	 /	 /	 / /
N07	 1 10)	 /99/99/99/79/72 64 64 64 63 74 67 76 76 3l 36 41/0 24 ]2!./71 31 l 15 14 14 13 20 40 1 1 13 7 26//9//
1173
	 1 271/99/99/76172 63 60 64 60 74 67 76 76 31 30 40/ /B 24 31/22 32 2 16 l] 13 10 19 40 13 1'0 0 26/////
TVl7	 1 331/97/77/71 44 64 64 63 73 66 76 76 32 30 41/ /9 23 02/10 27 l 12 11 10 10 23 30 16 14 6 24/11//
PV17	 1 221/7/73 63 63 63 64 71 63 74 73 37 30 400 1 13 25 30/ /4 13 14 0 2 2 3 37 09 27 20 3 25//6//
R74
	 1 261/36 40 41 40 36 60 60 64 68 32 71 68/10 32 50/29 10 2 l 0 0 7 24 22 4 42 5"2 40//3//
CLAI	 { 6) -;; 94 9690/91 Ob 9t 09/;0/43 
"
6/3D 44 18/ 3 23 23 3 I Z 2 13 70 5"4 39 13 40 / 1/
Np6
	 1 171 99/99/99/93 93 93 93192/39 71/5"7 36 30/13 23 22 7 t 0 0 B 72 31 47 2 31/ 0/
TV16	 1 341/99/99/93 93 96 90/92/5"9 71/37 36 30/13 23 22 7 1 0 0 B 73 5"1 47 Z 311 1/
R63	 1 231199/94 93 93 9/92/39 71/37 06 31113 23 22 7 l 0 0 B 72 01 47 3 31//2//
OLAI	 1 201193 91 94 90/91/'/53 60/52 5"3 29/10 23 22 3 l 0 0 0 74 32 33 3 30//1//
OVI	 1 101 99/97 90/01/66 77/67 41 13/93 ./ 3 9 20 19 19 2 36 20 22 27 17//0//
//
SOVI
	 1 30)/96 97/80/73 03/66 47 20/37 39 3 5 19 19 10 4 33 27 13 30 7/ 1/
	
/ /	 /	 /	 / /
OVSB	 I It) 98/89/73 02/33 	 30 12/19 24 21 8 2 1 0 13 60 42 25 19 It/ I/
Mcv4	 1 121144/73 03133 00 0123 26 10 6 4 4 3 14 64 37 1B 23 6/ 0/
PV16
	 1 211160 69/50 38 38122 12 57 43 33 36 36 40 91 78 37 19 231 0/
ELAI	 1 01 99/60 33 21/13 3 31 33 13 13 14 21 37 27 27 34 39//1//
R64	 1 241/73 44 28/21 6 27 26 6 6 7 14 43 29 16 51 43//4//
MNSI
	 t 141 04 73/36 27 1 2 10 10 17 32 14 13 4 30 23//8//
NSI
	 1 19) 94/ 0 6 22 10 6 6 6 19 33 44 44 t 14/ 61
R76
	 1 28)111 t0 27 27 16 Ib 16 13 20 39 33 6 2/10/
/ /
CH4	 l 2) 97 07 06 93 93 9]/06/367 9/498 0 0/ 2/
	
---------------/ /	 /	 / /




1 41 99/94 96 99/90/77 91/42 54 It/ 0/
SN91	 1 311197 97 97/07/62 81/23 43 29/ 1/
MSBI	 l 13) 99199192/62 82/36 61 l3/ 0/
BSBI	 t 321199/92163 02/36 62 12/ / 0/ /	VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY
NAME
	 N0.	 OF CLUSTER
	
IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
AVI	 l	 12	 33	 3.36
541	 t 79)174163 0217. LO	 ^1 N07	 l9	 8.4	 07 w/	 /	 /^ /	 R7	 27	 ld	 2	 99 96
TV17	 25	 l0	 3	 99 34
CH7	 1 3)169 73/27 33 12//2// 	 PV17	 l	 3	 96 76R74	 26	 l	 6	 73 01
CLA{	 6	 24	 12	 67 B2
GRABS	 ( 91 92/70 32 32/ 3/	 N06	 17	 20	 4	 99 32
TV16	 34	 17	 2	 99 99
R63	 20	 l7	 3	 99 80
SYVI
	
1 331/71 64 22//1//	 OLAI	 O	 6	 ]	 97 ISCVI
	 l0	 13	 ti	 97 43
SGVl	 30	 10	 2	 99 Il
MYVI




/	 EVI6	 21	 6	 l0	 D0. 10
YVl
	 l 36)/64/'6/	 wA{	 S	 24	 2	 97 69
// //	 MNSI
	 14	 2O	 t3	 79 76
R43
	 1 231/ Z/
	 ARR7'B	 X01	 21	 38 16
/	 CH4	 ^2	 23	 13	 39 36
LAI	 ( 121/ /	I 	 CH3	 3	 29	 6	 94 31CH6	 4	 .9	 3	 97 03
SNSI	 31	 4	 2	 97 62
MS BI
	
1329	 3	 99 99
00 00SS
Sol t	29	 t2	 7	 192.30
a 	 09 51CH	
2GRABS	 9	 33	 2	 92 09
SYVI	 33	 2	 10	 70 93
MYVI	 16	 23	 3	 73 09
YVI
	 36	 1682 39
R45	 23	 1	 34	 22 24





Keith County - March 31, 1978 - Field
TREE PR NpTT ED OVER ADOOLUIE CORRELATION MATRIX
NAME 	
B` tlDY AVER ACE 01 TANCE METHOD
-------------------------------- ------______________"'__
	 """"_...____-1 11 98 99/99/90//05/70 61 67 60 66 00 74 02 OR 04 75 65 49/47 5 0 / 0 7 40 24 20 26 21 60115 30 66/10 6 10/
1 101 99/99/96/00/70
	b4 69 69 60 79 72 79 03 04 73 67 44/44 59/ / / 4 12 35 19 19 20 16 60/16 37 65/12 10 0//
1 27)/90/96/00/76 65 69 69 60 70 72 79 03 04 72 62 40/43 00/ / 6 15 33 17 17 10 14 61/16 37 64/13 12 B//
1 351/96/00/73 62 67 67 66 70 71 79 01 02 73 63 46140 S3/ / 0 0 30 23 23 24 19 65/16 37 66/111 0 B//
1 271109169 53 62 62 61 00 74 04 00 00 79 60 04/55 59/13 9 52 39 40 41 25 79/14 39 68/ /3 6 14//
1 26!/44 70 A7 47 46 74 72 51 73 65 46 60 43/78 751 / 4 26 57 47 47 49 50 02/ / 0 40 65175 45 541/
1 61 99/95 96 9/86 01 70 BV 90/79 80 64/31 5/13 37 31 4 5 6 7 20127 24 '5 /62 44 141
{ 201/95 95 90170 74 60 03 90/69 74 50/21 49/72 40 19 0 7 7 3 9/35 3B 10/70 54 191/
1 171 99199/91 09 04 94 96100 07 69/40 70/19 32 39 9 10 10 10 26149 39 0153 ^a0 01// /
	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /
t 34)199/91 09 04 94 96/00 07 69147 70/18 32 39 9 10 11 10 26/40 39 0153 29 5//
1 201191 09 B3 94 95/79 Oh 60/40 70/20 32 30 0 9 10 10 25100 40 10/52 28 6//
1 101 99/90/90 96/92 90 79/73 87/ / 0 0 65 40 40 AI 48 59/45 20 19/:0 5 27//
t 301/90196 92191 96 01/79 911 0 5 60 43 44 45 54 50/54 27 0/21 13 34/
t 131/95 91/Y3 94 00/00 09/ / 9 13 72 50 51 52 50 70/41 11 21/13 IB 34//
1 11) 98/07 90 7 V 67 03/11 13 03 27 27 20 35 51140 17 15/27 3 20/
1 171/07 00 70154 72/10 ZI 46 20 21 21 25 45/32 17 15/42 P. U/
/	 //	 //	 //	 //
1 91 96/93/65 74137 20 01 63 64 64 63 74/34 17 16/36 4 3/
1 211/90/72 04122 16 70 55 56 57 63 60/56 37 0136 7 161
1 391142 69152 40 00 77 74 74 75 64/53 42 11/42 10 1/^
1 01 94110 44 77 63 63 65 77 67/55 13 9/33 69 '.J/
1 2411 2 22 72 00 50 52 66 57/65 27 0/12 47 65/
1 21 02 67 02 02 01 67 601 9 5 1 0/l1 24 34/
1 31 74 90 90 90 05/67/ 7 11 14 /39 73 21/
1	 41 94----;5 95 96/03/43 l0 6/ O Sl 251
1 151 99/99/96/04/23 l 15/13 60 171
//
	
1 32)/99/96/0/23 2 1 0112 59 
1 9 /	 VARIABLE
	
OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEhS
	
/NAME	 NO.	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER
	
1 29)/96/B5124 2 16/14 60 19/ AVI 	 1	 36	 35/	 / N07	 10	 27	 2/ !	 /	 /	 R75	 27	 1	 3





R74'	 26	 1	 6
CLAI1 5)/ 6 36 59/21 49 201	
CLAI	 26	
36	 13
---/	 /	 N06	 17	 2]	 3
1 141 Be 75/16 23 41/	 TV16	 34	 17
	
R65	 256	 S
^/ 	 CVI	 10	 12	 5




l 20)137 14 5/ /	LAI	 12	 16	 10
--7-
 _	 /	 CRAGS	 9	 33	 3
-/	 PV16	 21	 9
1 16) 095)6/	
ELA11	 30	 Z4	 12
1 23)/79/ /
	CH4	 22	 5	 28/	 CMS3
	 5	 7
( 361/ /	M501




Sol	 29	 15	 3
	
SNSI	 91	 3	 6
	
MNSI	 14	 28	 23
	
NS 	 19	 28	 2
	
MYVI	 Ib	 36	 37
	
R4]	 23	 16	 2
	







































Keith County - April 21, 1978 - Field
TREE PR11 NTED OVER AOOOLU TE CORRELATION MATRI%








































1 l) 99/9 /94 95 95 92 91 9l 97 96 96 93 09 94 97 92/74 77/04 03 65/64 02 91/ 5 29 30/ S 35 04 26 20 33 301/ 3	 /
1 221/96/94 94 95 90 90 90 96 95 95 93 09 94 95 90175 79/02 O1 60/63 02 91/ / 4 00 76/
1
4 06 53 20 31 35 Ol//
1 51/03 04 05 70 70 79 06 05 06 00 03 00 90 06/77 70/64 67 40/53 77 00/ / 0 35 24/ / 0 43 57 45 47 51 40//
1 61 96 90 90 97197/97 97 96!96 93 74 93 92/74 07/92 95 02/56 76 7J/26 10 62116 13 33 20 23 27 24//
I II) 99 90 90/9/97 97 90/94 94 97 97 97/77 04191 Ob 66/74 90 09/ / 1 05 40129 It 33 19 22 27 30//
f 121 99 99/97190 90 96196 95 97 96 96/77 06/92 91 70/66 04 00/11 25 03,64 It 34 21 24 20 311/
1 171 99/90/96 96 94195 95 96 95 90/76 07/93 92 70166 03 01/14 22 50/01 l 23 17 20 25 3,1//
l 341/97196 96 94/95 95 96 94 90176 07/93 92 70/66 03 0t/14 22 50/01 l 20 17 20 24 30//
1 251195 95 90194 94 95 94 99/77 09191 93 79164 03 0 ,1117 22 57/70 3 25 20 23 27 301!
1101 99190/92 00 93 93 91/67 77/94 91 70/60 00 09/16 23 47/ /9 26 40 9 12 17 10//
1 351197/92 00 93 93 91/67 77194 90 75/60 00 06/16 22 47110 20 40 9 12 16 101/
1 27)/91 07 92 92 90/67 76/91 90 70/67 00 07/10 23 40/ / 7 20 49 11 14 10 10/
!	
/
1 91 90/90 97 97/09 	 94 1 01 07 69	
/
/53 03 00/9 2l 59/32 	 2 23 44 47 S1 49//
	
1 211/90 97 	 90!92 90/79 03 6 /60 07 	79/0 29 50/66 7 II 46 40 52 57//
1 10) 99/99/00 90/03 03 61/67 91 00/ /3 	 36 46/76 5 25 30 40 45 50'
1 !3)/99/00 09/01 00 50160 92 90/ /7 40 42104 9 20 39 4w 46 50//
1 301109 91/00 DO 57/60 93 07/ /0 40 44/2 0 ZO AO 42 47 SS//
/	 /	 /	 /
1 4) 90150 61 39179 01 67/10 34 46/57 21 b 75 76 79 001/
1 33)169 01 60/36 74 61/11 1.0 71/52 26 7 57 59 61 60//
•_/
	 /	 /	 /
l 31 92 01160 70 73/30 11 SS/13 12 37 15 12 0 1/
C 20) 94/42 59 60149 12 76/12 3 27 7 61 13 7/
//	 //
1 231116 30 35/75 42 04/ 6 4 25 4 1 1 161
r/ / 	 //	 //
1 21 05 05/42 77 15131 10 33 17 16 9 22/
l 24) 92130 69 14/51 0 17 31 33 39 601
//	 //	 /!
1 261/29 64 3/15 37 02 10 19 25 37/
•_//	 //
l 6) 07171/40 2 11 27 25 29 513/
/ /	 /




OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR 51MILARITY1 NAME	 N0,	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED/	 /	 AVI	 1	 3	 35	 20 04
l IAIlZ2 39 21 21 24 22 
0//	
PH71	 23	 j	 3	 9b 00
_^^^____^_•__^___^ I	 &AI	 6	 30	 14	 94 16
1 14) -1 02 74/39 40 42 73/ 	 CVSO	 11	 34	 4	 90 02LAI	 lZ	 34	 3	 99 29
N06	 17	 34	 2	 99.97
1 19) 9h/^7 24 Z2 40// 	 TV16	 34	 6	 5	 97.70/	 /	 R65	 25	 6	 6	 97.54
ND7	 10	 27	 3	 90 25
l 201125 25 22 38//	 TVI7	 35	 l0	 2	 99. DS
_ ___ _	 OR ADS	 •9	 30	 5	 90 15
1 151 99/99/S6//	 PVIh	 21	 9	 2	 9D 77// // //	 OV!	 IO	 303	 99 69
MCV'	 13	 l0	 99 79
< 32)/99/06/	 SCVI	 30	 1	 17	 90.79CH6	 4	 33	 2	 93 73
SYVI	 331	 19	 OI 05
f 29)10S/	 OLAI	 20	 23	 2	 94 52
R45
	 23	 1	 22	 7O 64/	 CH42	 26	 3	 05 46l 31l/	 ae,a	 24	 2A	 2	 92 73
59
ORIGINAL Pgr!7 I
OF PU(J ) QUA I d V
Keith County - May 15, 1978 - Field




{ 11 9;/99 99/97/90 97 q8 96 90 96 96 90 94 94 86/94 90/07 07 9300/44 0l
/
/41 77/72 72 69 0^/Ifl AO 70/ 7 401
1 221199 90/9197 97 97 90 90 96 96 94 94 94 90/92 90/07 06 93193142 00/42 73/71 70 60 06/11 04 60/ /0 40//
1 IUs 99/99/98 9p 9p 97 97 9G 96 94 96 94 91/96 90/Otl D7 94/90/47 84/70 72176 I0 72 601 /8 00 77/ /2 271/
//
1 201/97/90 90 99 97 97 96 96 90 90 94 92197 90169 136 92/00/40 02/07 70/70 77 70 66/ / 6 40 761 / 0 201//	 /
 /	 /
1 271/97 96 96 90 94 94 94 92 96 92 09/92 96140 00 96 /9 6144 0 6 169 70172 71 60 00112 02 70/ /0 26//
l bl 9B 99 99 90/97 97 9b/9Q/90 93/96 90/64 Ob 90/07/3' 9 00147 131!71 70 60 00/ 10 20 60/ / I 20//
l 111 99199 90/99 99 90190/96 96196 93/41 92 90106149 00149 79/72 71 69 00/ / 0 26 66/12 41//
1 121199 99/99 90 90/97/97 96/97 97/00 09 92/07/74 04740 00/72 71 69 02/ / 4 27 67/ /7 201J
1 171 99/90 98 96/90/99 97/96 97107 90 09/07100 00/01 84171 70 67 00/12 29 61/ 0 26/
1 241/90 90 90/90/97 97197 97167 09 09182AII 04/ /:0 64/7a 11 60 00/17 28 617 /6 26//
1 101 99/99/97190 90194 94/00 92 92!07/01 70107 04/66 60 62 42110 20 61/16 44/
l 121199/96/97 97/92 92189 94 93/00/40 76107 12/60 64 61 41/12 22 62119 471
1 2!1/96/97 10/42 97/00 90 96103100 73/60 03164 62 09 37/20 26 07/20 47/






9 00 06I06/62 04/62 90100 06 04 29/12 20 07/ 2 201
21)/90 92/01 91 04,01 /61
 70/60 92/96 00 02 21/27 14 4DI12 271!1
1 21 90/90 02 07/77/04 06/2 0 7Z/U0 04 02 67/
 0 20 60/ 1 24/
	
1 201!70 79 02/00/69 96/40 CO/7
	 /0 69 67 07/1 20 61/1017//
1 2) 9l 97/76/17 06 /26 07/62 07 80 07/10 41 67/40 70//
1 241 727/00/26 00/61 76/07 06 02 2 6 /21 22 06 /49 691//
1 261/97/19 60/29 09/70 69 60 46/ / 0 07 71/00 60//
1 0)/27 66140 62/00 49 46 29/21 62 02/12 42//
l 161 BO/44 79/20 22 24 29/18 20 2/96 477/
1 271/20 70/62 61 62 60110 29 06147 141/
1 41 BZ/20 22 Z6 40/60 02 10/26 241/
1 02)/26 26 24 9/42 14 t0/ 2 10/
1	 /!	 VARI ABLE	 O	 CLUSTER
BOUNDARY 	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY
101 99/99/67/21 00 71/ 0 22// / /	 /	 / AVI	 N
N	 OF C
0. 1	OF LO6TER	 11 CLOS^TER	 WHEN CLUSTER04FOOM D
1 22)199/07/22 01 71/ 0 22/
	
99 19I	





{ 29)/09/24 00 69/ O Z9/ 9q6VS0	 1f	 O4	 1 4	 4099 60
l AI331 /00 64 74129 7//	 N06	 17	 34	 2	 99.9799 03
 77




SOV1	 20	 6	 O	
98 40









l 201/ 1 22/	
90 40




1 0) 09/!	 a4	 Z6	 1	 2	 OU 76a	
92 00
/	 O	 0	 1	 22	 00. 91
1 961/ !
	of nl	 16	














































Keith County - May 16, 1979 - Field
CL	 AV E 0101'ANCII 9TH00N MATRIX
SEAN OLN[
AVI	 t 11 99/99 90/97 97 90 96 96 97 97 90190 97/94 97/ g4/9Z/ p0 09 94/94/41 70/20 74/21 00 26/07 00 00 17 99 7l//	 /	 /	 1 1 I	 / /	 t	 //	 /	 /
1 221/90 98/97 7 97 96 90 96 97 9]/94 99/94 90/9	 30/90/64 	 09 99/90/62 /70/2'0 	 74 /IIl 07 29/'/!4 07 40 16 40 7,11
1 101 -99/90 90 90 90 97 96 96 90/9 /6 90/90 90/99/99/67 09 	99!90/57 79/2/ 0/100 7 20107 61 07 27 76 69/3
t 001/90 90 99 90 90 96 96 9 0/90 90/90 90/ 90/99/ 60 00 97/50/50 74/CD 79/ 19 07 20160 67 09 20 AO 69/3
1 61 97 99 90 90/97 q6 90/97 90/97 90/90/49/60 06 00 /69/60 09!6	 323/40 00/5	 34 02 40 l7 24 091
t 111 99 99 99/99 90 90//966 0 90/90/90/ 0 94 90/00/64 70/2'0 72109 60 49/60 00 07 11 24 
0911
	1 IZI 99 99190 90 90/96 96/96 96/76190	 92/08/60 01/99 77121 07 99100 06 01 lA 24 09//04 91
NII	
II	 I3	 I3 I 3 I 3 	I3 I3	
/	 1	
I3	 I3
1 171 99/90 900 97 90/94 99/90/ 90/0, 190/ 0/66 60/76 79160 07 4 100 00 01 12 17 00/
/	 /	 /	 / / /	 / /	 /	 / /	 /
1 941/90 97 90196 90/96 96/99/90/06 90 90/00/60 00/96 79/21 07 49109 06 02 19 17 031
1 10) 99199196 94/97 90/9 /9/92/66 94 92/90/79 00/70 71!29 62 40/49 47 41 0 17 09/0
I 1
 I 3	I1	




t 171/99/96 90197 90/92191/67 90 94/91/77 09/26 69162 60 47/49 46 41 0 19 04/
I	 /	 I //	 / /	 /	 I	 I	 I
1 701196 9197 90192/90167 90 9/60/70 00/27 60/77 60 00140 46 40 7 17 49/3
	
1 201 90/90 90/90/90161 91 90/69/69 07/70 00/1	 10 04 41/00 47 47 7 19 00
1 271092 91190199/07 09 90/9/60 74126 70/14 06 29/06 04 00 10 76 69/
1
/,
1 91 99169194/74 07 00/90179 731„ 39114 47 4 4/77 7u 70 2 ii 4'11
12!1/69/42/78 91 00/60/61 90/41 712'4 00 00/70 76 00 8 7 4011
1 71/90/69 00 00/70/46 70/930 79116 00 92/70 79 69 74 28 67/3
1 201/72 70 00/0/60 00104 901 3 6 70 70/07 O1 40 27 17 0013
1 21 92 90/7 0/40 00/12 40/56 06 40170 70 70 17 70 611/
1 241 96/00	
3
/69 72/ 3 7 49107 02 0 9/40 47 40 11 17 491/
1 261/90306 601 2 00/ 40 70 79	
3
/0 0 07 01 7 4l 69/3
1 01169 70/10 67/27 04 10/72 70 20 0 46 701
1 41 9041 44/26 77 6712'0 22 28 61 20 113
I 3	 /3	 I3	 I3
1 771/bb 70	
3
1 2 26 00/ 0 0 0 26 22 12/
1 16) 70/67 01 1119 11 10 7 76 10/3
1 271/44 2 4142 40 79 70 16 40/3
1 01 07/00/!0 16 10 42 1 7/3 	 VARIABLE	 0	 BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCC OR SIMILARITY
13/3	
/1	 NAME	 NO	 ;LUSIER	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
	
AVI
	 1	 .0	 70	 90 06
1 761/00/47 47	 4 1 18 21 39/ 	 N07	 22	 1	 2	 99 90
	





I	 4	 90 07
t 141/ 1 2 7 61 67 40/	
CLAI
IAI	 6	 70	 B	 90 10
	
OVSB	 tl	 04	 4	 94 70
_ _	 _ ____/	 LAI	 12	 74	 7	 99 6h
4 101 99/99/7/40 641	 ND6	 t7	 74	 2	 99 92
	
V16
	 74	 6	 0	 98 60
	
JVI
	 O	 70	 7	 99 07
l 721/99/74/46 601/ 	 MOVI	 ^7	 10	 2	 99 911 /	 /	 Sav1	 30	 1	 1P.	 97 71
	
R60	 25	 Z7	 2	 90 74




9	 21	 99 0l
	
PV16	 21	 1	 16	 90 64
1 7t1/00 09/	 CH0	 7	 1	 17	 94 24
	
OLAI
	 20	 1	 IB	 94 02
	
CH4	 2	 26	 7	 92 71
l 191-7-1
	 R64	 24	 26	 2	 96 07
	
R74	 26	 1	 21	 00 491	 CH7	
51
	 22	 07 00





































Keith County - May 25, 1978 - Field





AVI	 I t! 79/70 7 /77/97 9T 9U 96 96 92/92/92 90 96 96 90106 94/79 9 /004 100/06 00 6 ` 40/20 64/ 0 04 DI/ 7 06 D /
	
/	 1	 7/1	 9
1 221190 97/9 /97 967 90 90 9/90/9016 96 94/ /1694/77 07/70/00 01 01 49 40160 66 //0 00 D)/ /4 06 OO//
1 101 97/90/90 96 90 17 97 97/
/
90/90 0 	 90 	 90 97/06 99/0 	 9010 4179-69 60 60 00/17 6s/ /7 09 00/10 26 2'//
1 201/47/96 90 90 97 97 90190109 00 90 94 90/0% 
/
90/0 /4 90/00/77/66 60 67 70/14 07/ / 7 02 00/11 26 40//
1 071/97 97 97 96 90 97/92/90 00 94 94 90106 91/70 07/00/0/07 06 04
	47/01 60//0 0277/1  00 70//
1 4 1^97s49 99' 90/97/90/9 /0 92 96 90 90/09 00/7 /4 
/
9/00/00/00 04 D2 40/07 70/ / 1 41 7)119 24 00//
1 111 99 99 971
/
0/ 9)/92 99 90 90 97/92 9=/04 90/7/70/60 00 06 4012' 0 67/ / 9 40 7)1 / 1 44 201/
1 121 99 97/90/96/94 94 90 97 97 /09' 9)/01 90100/77/00 07 00 4 0 /Ob 67/ /0 41 70/ /9 90 40//
1 171 97/90/9' 7/9
//




1/09 DO 06 40/06 7)/ /9 24 6 110 34 40//
1 041/90/97/99 94 97 96 90/07 
/
67/01 90/00/70140 09 07 44100 70/ /9 34 64/10 34 401/
t 201/96/99 99 96 96 90/00 90/77 09/04/77109 02 00 09/01 72/ /9 20 66/10 94 47//
1 201/91 09 92 90 90/7b 01/70 9)190/600 07 06 00/20 70/ /0 DD 67/70 14 61//
1 1! 90/94 94 9 /09 60/60 70/00/0/90 29 24 19104 00/14 20 06111 22 071
1 011/97 97 90/00 07/66 70/74/00102 20 28 10/00 07/07 14 00/ /0 90 DO//
1 101 1;/9;/92 '10/7 /0 071;5106 :1,14 7 46 49 90/40 ?*,1 '17 39 6.4/3 42 40//
1 121/99/97 90/76 0 0/7 0/0 0/40 44 41 27 /4 2 70/16 20 60/ /6 40 D0//
1 001/94 91/70 00/72/00/40 44 41 20149 77,102 29 60/ 10 46 39//
1 241 90/U4 7/01/70/44 43 39 16/99 60109 20 00194 69 10//
1 261/06 62160100/00 D4 01 90/:9 01/ /2 06 79119 60 to//
( 21 69/00/47/110 02 00 717119 09/10 40 67/40 71 D/
1 91/0/00169 02 01 71/ 0 401 0 4D 70/10 94 27/
1 291/07/09 02 02 09/ /9 69/2.1 34 60/61 16 74;/
1 01/10 0 6 9/07 70/ / 9 DO 70/ /7 20 271/
1 101 99/99/9//09 9/00 49 69/12 34 0/
	
// // //	 //	 //	 //
1 921/97/91/61 10/29 49 60/11 30 0/
1 091/99/69 10/00 49 61/14 91 41/	 VAR TABLE
	
OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS * 	DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY
	




IN CL017ER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
1 311/7I 7104 00 64/44 0 I9// PV17
	 22	 1	 2	 99 013
1 41 00101 9D 16120 D 39/ NO'IJT	 27	 D1	 D	 97	 0
1 991/97 16 10/14 2 73/ 	 I1	 94	 4	 99 0
9n 64	^//	 //	 N06	 17	 D4	 2	
99 90
1 141 76 07/00 40 0/	 R606	 20	 1	 11	 97 29
0BADa	 29	 9'0	
la	 90 60
1 191 90110 2D 20//	 97 10PV16	 21	 9	 9B 76
QVI	 t0	 00	 D	 99 77
1 201/19 71 0//	 MOVT	 17	 t0	 299 BD
1lnb4	 24	 26	 12	 94 70


















































1 921/97 96 97 94 90 97 96 96 ,	919/69/94 96 97 90/60 94/9/66 79/45 741197 60 76/49 5 	 27/12 15	 la	 10 10/1	 /
61 96 90/06 90/60/67	 04/21 50 69146 75 22 20 10 20/ 2 10/1	 98 99 98 80 19/90 97 q ^/g0195 92 97
(
00/60
1	 111 79/99 99/90/90 90 97/94/91 91 96 96 95/92 94/79/7
/
0 09190 70115 51 69/40 70 71 29 26 2x/15 291/
1 121199 9/90/90 90 9/90/94
//
92 97 96 90190 90/00/72 0/56 I1^/17 51
//
60/44 74 26 24
//
21 21110 231
1	 171 99/90/97 97 9019/9 /2 91 6 94 90/00 90/70/74 90/600 0/12 44 60/40 7O 00 20 26 24/ /6	 191/
96 94 94100	 90/60 00/11 440/70/74 60/40 77 01 29 26 27/ / 7
19//.
1	 941/90197 97 96/971 112 91
1 251/47 96 9/90/92 91 95 94 94/00 90/7/71 07160 0
/
4/17 45 63/42 74 27 25 22 2,1/ / 0 10 1/
1101 99/99/90/00 05 90 92 91/66 41 179 /77 91/49 	 00/91 	62 /9 170 69 07 05 02 50/ /4 	20//
1 051/90/ 9/0705 90 92 9 90/70/79 9
/
0/40 62/61 6278/69 62,1/66 09 07 /34 20/5 23/ /
1 271/90/60 85 92 91 90/05 90/7/74 00/ 90 00/61 61 77/700464 02 29 0 ,1/ / 1 20//
1201/67 85 8907 67 176 00/60165 90171	 94/..' 44 60/62 69 04 02 00 04/17	 I//
1	 91 9/97 97 9/07 00/90/49 00/D0 70/ / 1 06 5/70 91	 6 8	 Il x/10 l0//
/f 211197 97 90109 00/07151 67/61 60/l0 27 40/72 92	 7	 9 12	 10/21 20/
1	 101 99/99194 91/6fl/60 77160 71/ / 0 40 50160 0197 001/BO	 7	 i	 2
60/ / 4 45 59,62 3O//1	 101/9/94	 741499/90/64 00	 4	 0	 0	 2/26
1	 001/90 41/60/64 70/61 67/ / 2 4	 2	 0 0/67 201/09 04160 04
°/	 /	 /	 / / / /
1	 241 94/80/76 72/29 51/ 9 09 54/04 70 12 ll	 7	 2/40 58/
70/07 57 27 26 22 10/04 51/1 261100101 U0120 60/23 66
1	 51/09 49100 50/20 50 60/72 77 21 20 26 21/20 29/1
16 71 70 67 55100 57//1	 21	 07/ / 4 47118 50 67/{1/	 I	 / I I
70/ / 11	 01/40 02/60 51	 40 60/ / 560 66 64 101/
2	 1	 0/02 57/// 71	 161	 of/	 14	 0170 72	 O
1 201/05 00 56/16 50 00 36 75 46/40 02/
1	 141 84 7142 20 42 40 40 62/45 201
1	 191 96/10	 0 00 00 06 46/ 0 231
//// VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY NUMBER OF ITEMS DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY
1	 2011 6 13 40 .a 40 501	 1 20/^	 NAME NO	 OF CLUSTER IN CLUSTER WHEN CLUSTER FORMED/ /	 AV 1 06 25 22 04
--/ PV17 22 1 2 99 87










/	 /	 / LAI 12 11 2 99	 6









--/	 / R67 5 6 6 98.52




















































































































Keith County - June 11, 1978 - Field
j










OF POOR (dUALI 
g Y
Keith County - June 21, 1978 - Field
TNER PA tNrED aVEA AOAOLITE C4in%.TION MATAIt
NAMFV."IAOL.5









	 ,	 0 10 4 3 3 11 330/27 32 D2/
1 221/64 03 05/74 75 61 OR 60 56 73 76 60 70177 66 49/22 32 66 20 24 17/ 1 2 6 32 19 19 19 It 091p5 as 401'
I Jul 99^9^/63 04 77 70 77 79 02 71 59 62/53 401 / /0 10 Ot 43 57 20/60 57 I6 73 32 32 30 
/
7166 23 5s1//
1 27)/ 1#9/64 00 70 70 70 00 02 71 59 61/92 47 101 /6 14 00 46 50 26161 09 10 34 34 34 40 3/26 21 501/
1 351/02 04 76 77 76 70 01 71 59 63/03 40 19/ / 3 IA 02 44 00 24/29 00 10 31 20 20 36 10/27 24 01/
-------------------f---
1 61 90/96 96 96/96/9/07 - 70-76179 00 09/ /2 29 20 70 62 36/ / 7 41 13 9 0 0 12 14//9 20 01/
1 1.^1/90  97/93197/93 06 00177 02 54,17 43 42 57 00 19/47 42 13 It 10 10 10 13/19 26 0/1
1 171 99/99/96/9!/69 0477/70 79 D/13 42 32 60 53 10/24 49 6 10 17 17 10 0/29 41 13//
1 341/99/96/M 3/U/ 9 04 70/70 79 57/44 42 33 60 03 10124 49 1 10 17 17 15 0129 40 13//
1 201/96/94/60 02 76/69 70 50/11 41 30 61 54 19/25 50 5 19 10 10 16 11 29 42 16//
1 701/60/70 67 60/62 67 43/13 17 13 76 74 
/
40/63 09 0 30 29 29 02 13/11 30 6/1





7/03 92 63/49 70 62 30 17 7 //0 16 31 13 14 10 20 36/90 27 91/
1 301/97/79 92 63
	
/
/61 00 65 IS 2 2 7 / /9 7 45 20 20 21 30 37 	
/
/92 35 201/
1 131/64 92 6 ,
	70 71 15 1 17/2 3 04 31 31 32 30 50/39 19 71
1 91 9/92/20 43 33 00 23 29/46 20 60 52 53 52 45 66/14 19 12//
1 211/00/46 65 40 39 12 6125 12 65 43 43 43 40 02/4 	
/
4 42 32//
1 331/50 40 10 44 0 20/60 44 03 70 71 71 60 67/90 30 40/
1 BI v2i73150 75 791 4 41 57 45 44 46 05 47165 17 26/
1 241176/67 53 70110 20 52 32 32 34 53 37175 34 33//
1 2D1/44 40 59126 3 20 12 12 13 24 43/10 32 37//
1 161 91/07/10 40 0 16 15 17 33 14/20 30 101
1 231102110 66 43 49 40 50 65 37,40 0 171
1 361143 17 9 4 3 5 29 2/57 5 14/
1 31 tl0 75 06 06 U5 69 73/19 7 1161
1 31 07 94 93 94 91/76/11 0 23/	 VARIABLE
	 OTHER DOUNDARY
	 NUMBER OF ITEMD
	 DISTANCE ppR SIMILARITY/ 	 / NAME
	 NO	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUB CA FOn MCD
1 41 96-96 94/95/07/07 17 D6/ / Fv 17	 22	 21	 39	 26 OQ
97 11N07	 in	 35	 6
"7	 271 151 99/99/93100/16 1 26/
	 35	
11	 D	 99 flb
CLAI	 6	 13	 10	
09 04
AI	 2l 321199/95/00/16 1 27//	 N06
	
17	 66p 	 90 pl/	 /
 TV16
	 04	 j7	 2	 99 90
f :91/96/00110 1 27// OL pAp I	 2	 6	 4	 97 00
OV1 0
	1^	 l3	 a	 97 791 311/0 140 14 391 /	 SOVI	 30	 10	 90 401	 may
1 51/ /6 29 12//	 NVI 160	 21	 39	 1Y	 94 70BYVI	 311




_	 R74	 26	 0	 3	 711 92


















































OF PCOR 049/' ", y
Keith County - June 29, 1978 Y- Field
ttNB PR NTBp
 OYB qq AO((}6L 0¢ Cf•NNFtt,,% `Om MAIRII





	/.a.....>..........,......> ..............> 	 ....-
AVI
	
1 tl 79/99/91/9 q/MY 90 91 MO 9i MO 09 94 94 94 91 90/79/00103 64 03/07160/67 67 30129 la 9 0 27 14 16 D71
1 191/97/47!97/47 93 91 91 92 91 10 94 94 94 11 4^/40/6kItlD 64 0
/
0/00/7/40 	40 37/60 lA 10 10 20 10 14 501'
4 221/97/97/ 6 93 90 09 90 09 00 Ma 92 94 MI 93/7 7/62/64 64 04/ 67/0 /65 65 DIAS' 0 5 4 23 to 18 6,11'
1 051140147 92 90 90 90 90 09 94 94 94 91 90/77l6y66 64 /
00 !6 3 /60/67 64 20 , 6j0 to 12 It 29 to 16 57/'
1 271147 Ma It 91 92 92 90 94 94 94 91 94/0/7/63 64 0
/
1/ /05/ /00/00 69 27/0 	 to 9 9 27 10 to 57/1
61 90/97 97 .9717 96/97 397397 95196/90/671 66 66 7.1/60/47 /70 74 40/22 7 3 3 21 0 5 W
l 91/90 900 90 90/97 94 95 90/90/9/60/64 64 67 17017 7 162 - 1 50112 a 9 1 It 7 16 21/'
1 /7197/97/97/90/90 90 96 97/96194197/69 72 &a/70/70/7 q 71 4Y.46  6 2 2 15 20 25 T
l 341/97197/97/90 90 96 17/90/97/97/69 72 67/70177/79 71 41/66 6 2 2 12 20 26 2y1'
1 051/97/90/90 99 96 97/96/94/67/97 71 6q/7I170l79 73 4II/65 6 2 2 la 10 24 20/'
1 201/40/96 96 94 17/93/40/60/63 64 63160/ 7 3 /15 79 30/10 7 1 0 10 14 23 201
'	
'
1 211/40 99 97 90 / 96/6,1/69 74 60/73/60/77 60 27/72 4 9 9 2 24 20 101'
1 to) M7/971971M7/9,/ j7
//
0/43 79 77/70170170 62 30/63 4 0 0 7 17 14 31//'
1 tll/99/97/97169166,42 79 70177/70170 62 70167 0 4 a 10 17 14 30/'
1 301/96/69161/45 /04 00/76/77!65 1564 23,69 /61 1 a 1 25 19 2y'1/
1 121/96/93/97 72 7h170/7I1F;1 66 30129 5 1 1 to 10 to 20/
1 331/7/76 37 40/e019?/67 70 5 0/ ' 3 17 22 21 0 23 29 4/'
1 31/74 03 60/40/61/76 73 47/40 02 49 49 06 2 9 341
_	 /
1 01 90/0 /70/70/49 36 0164 S 3 0 4 31 13 20/'
1 24119417/67/10 4 31/70 1 0 7 30 54 20 1t/
1 26)/60/61/17 15 10/65 10 9 5 0 1 a) 6?1'
1 51/70/40 43 17/11 27 30 31 7 22 20 6711
1 41130 30 13!4 60 63 64 53 42 36 4/'
1161 9 -6/04124 7 3 7 30 3 35 4/
1 231192/62 It 7 It 50 26 15 20/'
	
1 361/ A 4 2 0 53 40 12 10/NAM[ VARi9UL[	 OOP[CLUJTlpARY
	 NNUCELMU0T[RT[M0	
NNBNACLUMP 
S IMI L AR ITY





.1 ............. ../ AVI	 0	 1	 2	 9 901 21 35 55 50 0133 9 20/	






6	 2	 q0 70
1 321/47/0/21 17 22/ ' 	ny66	 h4	 {	 2	 99 96
I /	 I	 OLAI	 ^U	
17	 4	 49.29
l ^.91,0;,23 16 2;/ 	
PVI6 	 2	 ac	 7	 9
4 (113
1 ail/61 a2 ^0/' 	
Uovv i 	 i0 	16	 !U 	 991 141 02 701
	CN'1	 ay	 #	 00	 (070 76
/ CL AD 	 0	 26	 C	 05 477 6t 191 00/	
R74	 ^6	 ©	 ^=	 76 70











































1!eith County ^ July 27, 1978 - Field
TREE PR 1 NTEO OVER AOOOLU TE CORRELATION HAIR I%CLUVAHIAO{00, AVCR AGE DIOTANCE METHOD
NAME	 NO
AVI	 I Is 99199/99 97193 93 93 93 93 90 95 93 95 91 90/77 91/69/60/23 64/09 74 5156 02 41 39 30 30/54 0 12 6
1 221/9/97 97/95 93 92 93 93 93 95 93 93 92 91/70 91/72/70/30 70/09 73 6/61 77 34 32 31 30/04 7 13 60!/
I	 of331/90 96194 92 92 92 91 94 94 92 94 90 09/76 990/67/6173 60160 73 0 163 01 40 39 30 30/04 5 11 601/
1 101 90/96 94 93 94 90 95 9 13 93 96 91 90170 97/
/
71/72/27 60/59 76 6153 00 37 36 00 30152 0 It 601/
{ 27)/93 94 92 94 96 94 93 92 93 91 90170 90/71/73/70 66/09 77 7131 70 00 33 OZ 03140 9 9 59//
( 61 q9 q9 99/90/97 96 96 90/97 97/00 03/04/65/37 62/72 00 15/46 70 30 20 ZO Z7/ 5 Z4 14 40/
1 17) 99/99/90!90 97 97 99`/96 90/04 04/00/65/39 60/40 7b 0/49 77 30 20 27 23/61 34 21 33/
l 3A1/97 /97/70 97 97 90195 90/04 P O /tl 0 /60/40 57160 75 0/A9 70 30 ZO Z7 27/62 	37 27 37/
/ ! V	 /	 /	 / / /	 /	 /	 /	 /1 201190197 96 96 90196 97/02 02!00/6 0 /30 57/70 79 11/47 70 30 29 20 21157 30 20 301
4 23)/96 96 95 90195 90104 0 0/0 7 /7 7 169 67/66 77 0/40 76 29 27 26 20/6 /6 29 lb 371/
1 101 99199/99/94 97/09 90/77/66/66 62160 60 3107 79 34 32 31 24/69 35 13 40//
1 13)/99/99/93 1 7/91 92/77/60/40 6/53 63 0/57 75 30 20 27 1/72 36 10 4Z/
1 30)/9192 97192 90/76/66130 61/53 62 10159 77 32 30 29 19174 42 16 361/
1 111/94 97109 90/79/60130 60/59 69 0 /55 77 31 30 20 22167 34 13 40//
4 9) 90/76 70/92/64164 73176 79 74/77 64 10 0 0 11163 22 17 34//
4 211/03 0 7 , 4" 16 0 167 67/6e 71 x/40 6e 17 15 14 10/65 28 26 261/
1 241 9001 6/60/45 50/72 31 47162 00 20 19 L6 4 /09 63 21 23//
< 261/54/72/29 60/25 44 31/65 60 32 31 29 00/72 24 19 621/
1 331/50/73 71/00 72 39/ 3 37 20 22 22 16/42 29 41 4/
1 121131 60/29 40 6133 45 12 11 10 4/33 0 15 471
1 41 7029 10 12/39 23 74 75 76 713/41 37 37 19/
l 51/34 39 10/ / 0 10 30 40 41 35143 1 20 47//
1 16) 93/76! 7 52 10 0 10 30/ 3 0 31 9/
1 231164/12 60 29 27 29 40/ / 2 10 7 36//
t 361! 139 O 19 21 18 16/61 53 0 1/
-!	 /{ ZI 79 03 03 B2 SB/59 36 0 37/
—1/	 /	 VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 N	 OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY1 3) 02 BI 01 76130 IZ 1 471 NAME
	 NO. 
	 OF CLUSTERUSTER	 INI1J CLCLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
__ _	 AV1	 l	 20	 35	 32 32
1 15) 99/9/92/11 2 17 39/ /	TVI7V17
	 2235	 1	 2	 99.68
	
7	 3	 99 36
R5	 2 7	 2l	 5	 98.07	 71	 72/9-7/91/11	 2 10 30//	 CLA1	 6	 21	 11	 36.41
1 29)/92/ / 8 4 l0 3 0 //	 TV16	 74	 17	 z	 99 09
R63	 20	 6I	 S	 90 48
t 31:119 33 29 413// 	 CVI	 10	 11	 4	 99.39M0V1
	
13	 10	 2	 99.69
sovi	 to	 3	 99 67
1 0) 74/26 /6//	 QV SO	 ,1	 6	 9	 97 52GRASS
	
9	 21	 2	 98 19PV16	 21	 l	 16	 93 66
t 141/76 56/	 R64	 24	 26	 2	 90 09
	
/	 R74	 26	 1	 l0	 80 32SYVI
	
33	 1	 19	 76 74
1 191 (34//	 CH6	 14	 S	 20	 66 76 B0!	 CH7	 5	 1	 51. 39
MYYVI
	











































Yolo County -- October 7, 1977 - Area
TREFPR NTEO LIVER AOSOLU TE CORRELATION MATRIX




l 11 74 77 90/31 00/04 b7 65 71 76 72 70 24 30 26 A4 01 30 50 39 06 40 6b/ 0 IJ 32 3A 34 30 AO 04 21 5^/ 0/
1 181 99/90/79 09/64 59 53 55 70 63 70 26 35 11 12 24 42 30 10 16 46 50/50 72 33 33 33 32 ID 9 27 1/1/11
l 271/93/76 00/70 65 62 62 01 60 75 31 40 17 20 31 50 30 21 24 4 q 00/47 60 30 27 27 27 B 2 19 B/101/
1 221/99 70/70 69 66 69 02 76 01 32 43 24 33 43 57 46 39 41 O2 66/76 49 5 2 1 1 16 23 1 29//0//
/ 261 04/31 21 19 9 39 21 36 1 l 22 27 11 7 2 40 36 0 0/57 00 67 66 66 66 57 56 49 33/54///	 /	 / /
1 391/33 26 22 2t 43 34 42 l 7 13 19 6 9 2 0 10 20 24102 74 47 49 49 48 39 33 50 26/14//
t 61 99/97/90/96/90 90/77 02 72 '77 01 93 07/42 69 6/78/ /30 36 3 5 6 7 33 35 41 5 0 / 9/
1 201/99/90/96/92 90/70 04 76 03 00 90 90193 77 60/76/72 27 4 16 16 17 43 46 40 62//1//
1 341/96/94/90 91/70 04 76 00 O6 96 91/99 70 60/74/19 24 6 10 10 19 45 47 52 60 //O//
1 01190/92 09/79 03 76 00 04 93 00/67 04 70/00119 17 13 29 25 27 31 55 49 60/10//
l 281/89 92/66 74 60 60 73 07 79/46 65 66170/20 40 3 0 3 6 31 30 30 90//6//
1 141 9710  4 91 01 00 87 91 86/99 79 02/71/33 34 0 10 10 12 40 49 AI 70/10/
1 191/79 00 73 70 04 91 0 0/43 70 69/611/31 40 4 6 6 0 35 39 40 50/ 9/
1 1111 90/96/03 07 06 09/37 71 70/40143 29 Ib 2 2 0 20 20 OZ 4 9 1 2/
1 301/96/07 9l 90 90140 7% J1/97/70 26 8 3 5 7 36 30 03 99//9//
1 131/91 92 06 001 133 03 74/50/2 , ' 0 21 22 23 49 49 67 63/171/,,
1 Ill 96/97 96/64 94 61/701 6 14 37 47 47 99 71 71 BO 03110/
1 211/93 96/33 BB 61/]8/ /0 3 26 40 40 41 66 66 79 B4//2//
1 171 96/37 E14 64166113 13 12 23 26 27 33 34 63 74/ b/
1 271130 Ob 70137/ 6 3 17 7; 72 33 00 07 73 78/ 9/
f 271 04169163/19 32 57 30 00 60 70 77 40 36/70/
1 241/69/63/14 24 40 08 58 39 79 01 72 01/34//
/ 361/61/32 77 ll b 6 4 19 20 It 22/37/
1 121/11 14 16 21 21 22 39 43 26 43/22//	 /
1 21 91/90 87 07 06 69 45/33 02/ 21
1 31/09 06 86 86 70 66/36 47/20// 	 1/AIIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 015TANCE OR SIMILARITY
__//	 // / /NAME	 NOOF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
1 71 90 90 98/89 00/63 69128/ AVI	 I	 t6	 30	 17 47
	




1 101 99/99/94 90/73 80/21// 	 PVI7	 '2	 10	 4	 0l3R74	 26	 30	 2	 04 IB
TV17	 35	 1	 b	 6B 07
1 321/99/94 93/70 80/20/	 CLAI	 6	 l2	 IB	 64 83OLAI	 20	 6	 99 02
TV '6	 34	 6	 7	 48 40
1 291193 93/76 BO/22/	 CLAI	 28	 6	 4	
96 33
/	 / /	 90 40
MNSI	 14	 19	 2	 47 64
1 41 99/86 93/20/ 	 91 73N IT	 t0	 23	 7	 80 7990 69
1391/80 90/90//	 f510Vt	 l7	 10	 394 31CVS11	 }^I	 2L
PVIb	 1	 Il	 96 '6
	
91 97/%2/	 N05	 ,	 6	 1l7	
25	 2	 90 57
/ 	 R63	 5	 4	 82 37/ /	 R43	 23	 76	 3	 69. 70
l 331/ 9/	
R64	 24	 23	 2	 84 04
YVI	 36	 6	 17	 66 87
/	 LAI	 12	 1	 24	 40 l0



















































Yolo County -- November 12, 1977 - Area
TREE PRNTEO OVER ASROLVTR CORRELATION MATRIX
NAMEVAE(I 
SNSBV AVERAGE DISTANCE METHOD
-----------------------------------------..__-_-------------------------------
	 -----------------!AVt	 1 11 06/35 36 00/56 64 51 06 D6 56 70 30 33 31 7 54 4 30 i 7 6 0 0 1 63 4
	 .. '14 30/22 21 ZD 0/
PV17	 1 221/22 31 50/10 16 2 7 7 7 9 13 4 9 30 23 30 9 30 30 37 39 33 37 60 57 64 73 74
	 /1/4 l 10 6//
MNSI	 1 14) -;;15 117 33 46 36 36 37 40 27 62 74 02 DI 07 44 50 59 08 59 59 61 46 64 50 1 l 0/30 0 24 46//
N01
	 1 191/70/20 24 39 31 31 31 35 14 34 46 4 7 49 56 47 63 62 64 59 65 36 46 37 12 13 13061 25 35 12//
R76	 1 201/11 13 6 11 11 11 6 30 0 l 50 15 Z 6 4 16 16 16 13 15 10 15 Z 64 64 50167 47 27 1/
CH4	 l 21 94 93 95 96 95 90 91/56 60 50 AO/76 B9 50 40 40 40 DO 07 20 9 IZ 47 46 47/ 8 33 10 42/
-/
CH
	 l 31 96 90 90 90 9-/90/70 75 72 70/66/
 03 61 44 44 43 48 53 20 3 10 40 45 41/22 45 22 9/1
CH6	 ( 4)
-;; ';;
   99/99/96/76 B4 76 60/B2 93 77 64 64 64 66 73 4 20 40 05 55 52/ /4 37 9 12//
MS01	 1 101 99/99/90/9172 70 74 64176 9O 69 05 50 55 50 64 0 7 20 52 52 49/12 40 11 16//
8-01	 1 371/99/90/99 /72 70 73 64/77 90 69 55 00 50 70 64 0 7 20 52 52 49/12 	 40 It 16//
S01	 1 29)/90/97/72 79 	 74 64/76 90 	 69 50 DD DD 5B 64 7 0 29 52 52 49/{2 4012 l5//
SNSI	 1 311190/70 05 77 72/74 87 72 57 07 57 60 66 2 15 35 00 50 47112 41 21 11/
CM7	 1 51/72 70 04 63/70 06 73 56 56 50 50 64 0 14 30 60 60 6 0/10 45 16 It//
/ELAI	 1 0) 92/01/03/50 65 02 65 65 64 77 63 24 41 04 50 04 40/17 47 33 20/
R64	 1 2411('4/77/70 75 09 75 75 75 60 77 37 55 60 50 57 53! /0 37 03 30//
! /	 !	 !
R74	 1 76)17/61 61 70 55 55 55 60 57 76 30 59 03 03 70137 57 44 27/
1145
	
t 231/20 36 46 70 20 19 30 23 11 9 22 20 27 22151 57 74 55//
	
^	 /	 /
CRABS	 1 91 9%/07 00 07 80 B4 96/46 01 66/70 71 70133 it 35 38/
9YVt	 1 331/OI 79 70 79 77 07122 32 40/56 56 04122 10 24 361
---------------;"	 /	 /	 /
OVSD	 1 111 94 94 94 96/91/]9 69 01/76 76 72/21 74 7 l/
ND6	 1 17) 99/99/90/95/60 74 BI/64 64 61149 2 20 141
TV16	 1 341/99/98/94/67 73 00/64 64 60/40 3 20 13/
R60	 ( 20)/97/96170 76 02/63 64 61/49 1 29 14/
DLAI	 1 201/90/62 70 79/64 64 59/41 10 19 7/
PV16	 1 211/66 74 82/61 62 62/45 3 27 15/
OVI	 1 10) 97191/45 46 49/53 19 19 19/
	
VARIABLE
	 OTHER aOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS
	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY
	
NAME
	 NO	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER
	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMEDSOVI	 1 30)196/45 46 4-7/47 Il 4 31/ AV 	 1	 35	 23.133
	
PV17	 22/	 MNSf
	 14	 67.99MOVt	 1 13)165 66 67/36 3 0 26/	 NSI	 19	 14	
.6	 76 50/	 /	 R76	 2B	 1
-_/ 	
,11,
	 2	 30	 52.11ND7	 1 10) 99/93/14 39 0 9/	 C)'	 3	 5	 7	 96.44
	




	 15	 29	 9 
86
9 e6R75	 1 271/95/12 38 0 9/	 SSDI	 79	 15	
'	 100 00
	
4	 4	 99 11
	
SNSI	 31	 3	 6	 98 ^3TV17	 1 351/ 2 29 1 9/	 CH7	 5	 2 B	 `/	 ELAI
	 B	 93 92
-/	 R64	 24	 `3	 2	 7B D4
CLAI	 1 b) 59/61 30/	 R?4	 26	 a	 9x.14
	




	 9	 61.63LAI	 ( 12)/43 20/	 33	 9	 14
I1	 21	 2	 94 91OV50
	
ND6	 4	 913 62
MYVI	 1 16) 87/ /	TV 6 34	 17	 2	 9998 B189/	 R65	 25	 17	 3	 99. 52





MCVI	 1	 ^t3	 9	 66 17
	
R75





CLAI	 36	 1	 31	 32 99
	
LAI	 t'.	









Yolo County - January 28, 1978 - Area
Tp EEPRINTED OVLR A p00LUTE CORRELAT( gN MATRIX




	 1 11 99/96 90 97 76 97/90 96/90/87 07/0] 07 94 9A 91 90 96 94 94 97/6]/24 50 60 61 6Z/Z6 57 50/AA 0 ]7/29/
PV17	 t 221/96 95 97 96 97/91 96/9 0/0] 90/07 DO 94 92 90 139 95 90 97 96/6 6/ZO 62 67 65 6 0/22 4p 46/4] 7 56/70/
GRADS	 1 91 99/98 98 90/70 92/94/90 90/04 	 01 94 	 99 91 91 91 09 90 91/74/07 72 	 77 	 75 76/ / 9 40 4;1/60 10 07/241!
PV16	 1 211/99 99 99/93 92/92/90 98/03 80 95 94 92 9s 90 00 90 90/72/75 71 72 74 77/14 41 41167 25 Ol/00/
CVI
	 1 101 99/99/96 9]/92/09 95/06 02 96 93 94 90 97 91 90 94/613102 65 66 60 72/24 40 44/60 16 09/5]/!
SOVI	 1 701/9	 /9/97 96/90/90 90/0] O1 96 9A 97 92 92 90 94 97/66/77 66 60 69 70/24 4b 40/66 19 76/00
MOVI
	 1 171/96 96/90/91 95/04 00 96 94 92 91 92 90 94 97/60/72 60 69 70 74/22 43 41/62 14 40/771/
R64	 1 24) 9010%/90 	90/75 71 90 09 87 136 0] 00 99 07/]/40	 60 	 69 70 70/29 07 	20/74 22 00/501/
R74	 1	 26)/90/04 0]/77 71 92 00 B] 04 91 09 119 92/46/41 62 67
 5
 69/01 42 71/00 6 061DI//
CH7	 1 ]1/94 91/66 60 84 01 77 76 DO 01 01 00130/47 02 87 04 02 / ! 2 19 22146 a 021321/
CH6	 l 4) 96/67 50 01 77 75 74 72 70 77 76/60/00 91 92 92 96110 6 10/69 20 21172/
9YVl	 1 771100 70 09 00 07 06 02 01 00 00/77/07 130 01 02 02/ /0 20 06/60 02 22/20//
CLAI
	 1 6) 96/09 94 90 94 09 07 92 00/00/11 71 77 74 07/73 75 79/49 24 25//5//
OLAI	 1 201190 90 93 93 91 91 92 09100/ll 26 27 28 70/77 77 00/42 10 00//0/!
*VOft
	 1 111 99 90 90/96 96/96 94/60/20 77 51 5b 60/0A 59 ]7/60 17 40!70//
__ ___	 !	 ! /
LAl	 1121 99 99/97 96/96 94/7




ND6	 t 171 99/96 95/96 90/7]/1] 44 46 47 ]2/06 67 64/]9 22 04/20//
TVIb	 t 041/95 95/95 91/76/1]
	
/
A4 4] A7 ]1/06 66 60/]9 20 00122//
N07
	 t 1131 99/95 97/67/14 40 44 46 47107 67 67/41 2 30/24//
TV17
	 1 751192 94/67/15 41 40 44 46/06 66 62/09 2 00/22/
R60	 1 20) 97770/10 47 49 50 53/05 b4 67/07 17 07126//
R73	 ( 271/66/10 46 47 49 5CJ05 60 62141 0 56/26//
MYVI
	 1 161/10 41 42 42 76/11 49 72/00 09 8/013//
ELAI	 1 81 b6 65 66 7^/1B 47 62/46 17 6/55//
MS81	 1 15) 99/99/96/47 02 17/54 27 11/21//
// // //	 //	 // //	 VARIABLE
	 OTHER BOUNDARY
	 NUMBER OF ITEMS
	 DISTANCE ORSSp 1	 1 721/99/46/46 01 26/]] 20 l^/Z^/ AV^E
	 ND	 SIMILARITY
	
OF	 STER1	 CLU 	 IN CLUSTER





P	 7]SBI	 ( 29)/97/44 29 15/56 20 12/26/
	 V17
	 9	 10	 99 86
OV 6	 21	 19	 3	 99 511SNSI	 1 011/27 24 10/ 71 00 5/42/
	 SOV1
	 to	 3	 99 06
_ __ 	 MCVI
	 17	 11	 7	 99 139
CH4	 t Z) 75 76/17 64 	 49 22/./7]/ /
	R74	 26	 r6	 97 ©2




	 Z 77//7//	 6YV1
	 00	 Ol	 10	 96 47
	
Z7	 91 07













	 l 19) 78/ ^/	 R6]7	 25	 2'	 96 t7
 Z7	 22
	MYVI
	 l6	 )	 2	 07 10R76
	 t 281/11/
/	 MSBI	 1133	 j 1	 5	 67 384	 q6 go
YVI
	 f 761//	 5701	 39	 15	 0	 99 94SNS[
	
CH4	 72	 23	 213	 '7 10
	
CH5	 7	 27	 3	 B66 00
	
MNSI











Yolo County - February 28, 1978 - Area
fRBE PN NTED OVER A000LUf gg CORRELATION MATRIX





1 11 99/97197 96 90 90 97/92 97195 94 96 92 91 95 93 92 94100 93/00 01 02 01/66 53 61/10 50/:0 30 40/2224 63/
PV17	 1 221/90190 96 90 90 97/97 93195 93 95 91 90 94 92 91 94100 92102 02 04 00/66 02 57/11 50/21 70 40124 601
C117	 1 51197 95 96 96 90/95 97/09 07 09 04 03 07 06 04 00/03 07/90 90 91 00167 72 47/ /0 39/20 20 37/25 601/
CRABS
	
1 9197/79 90 90/97 90/95 92 95 91 91 91 90 91 90/117 00/07 00 09 00/73 02 60/ /7 50/20 25 5 ,1/ /6 40//
Pv16	 1 211/99 99 97/97 90/4 93 95 92 92 91 90 92 9O/90 07/06 07DO 07/7	 /	 /2 01 57 9 52/25 31 57/ /0 40/
OVI	 1 001 97/97/95 96/95 93 96 94 93 97 92 93 92/93 92/03 03 63 07/67 02 37/16 56/27 36 56/ /6 /7//
IICVI
	
1 131/97/96 96/94 93 96 97 92 93 9R 93 92/93 90/04 04 05 00/66 00 50/16 56/29 30 50/ / 0 50//
SOvi	 1 301195 96/94 95 96 93 93 97 91 93 9 ,1/94 90/03 03 05 80/66 00 50/10 50/29 39 59/ /3 46//
CH6
	
1 41 90106 05 07 03 02 01 00 02 00/06 80195 95 96 96/69 69 461' /6 3 /1/34 29 57/ /2 36//
SYV!	 1 331192 08 91 00 07 06 03 07 06/04 8l/9l 91 92 9 /1/79 79 507/ / 5 40/19 19 07/ / 5 36//
CLAI	 1 61 96 90 97 97 97 96/96 90/07 00/71 72 73 7 ,1/70 94 70/14 71/ / 1 17 47/ /9 52//
Cv50
	
l 111 99/9997/90 9U/95 90/92 92/67 60 69 70/62 00 60/77 72/27 40 56/ / 7 501/
LAI	 1 121/99 97/90 90195 96/09 90/70 71 72 76170 91 60124 71/16 31 30/ / 0 50//
ND6	 1 171 991P90 90193 93107 07164 63 66 69/70 92 71/29 76/12 30 53/ /2 40//
TV16	 1 341/97 90/94 921107 06/64 64 66 69169 92 70/29 75113 30 50/ / 1 401/
ND7	 1 t01 97195 96/06 90167 64 66 66/d6 92 72129 76140 30 46110 60 //,
TV17	 1 351/93 93105 (18163 63 63 66165 91 70/229 73/12 29 41/17 62//
R63	 1 231 90/80 09164 65 66 69/68 91 74/20 75/ /6 32 32/ / 4 461/
R731 271/116 91/63 64 63 66/63 90 77/29 74/ /4 31 30/22 61//
Rb4	 1 241 96/69 70 72 021 / 1 67 36/43 36/40 63 69/ /0 39//
R741 261/60 60 70 76/39 70 42/42 39/4
	 /1 60 30/24 60/
________«//	 //	 r	 //	 /
115111	 1 051 99/99/96/63 51 29/31 3/35 13 47/ 0 30//
598!	 1 721/99/96/65 52 30/71
	 4/34 13 47/ /0 30//
SOl	 1 291/96164 53 30/20 6/33 IS 48/ /0 31//
SNS!	 1 311/34 00 21/ /13 11/3k 39 67/11 22//
MYVI	 1 161 BI 81/36 42/76 3B 20/10 17//
OLAI	 1 201 92/13 80/27 0 32/ /3 47//	 VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY
	
NA E
	 NO.I	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUf7TER
	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
	
PV17	 22	 21	 35R43







	 1 21 62/33 76 34/ 7 1]/,
	
PV16	 21	 9	 2	 99 53
/	 /	 /	 MOV!
	 17	 130	 .3i	 99 09
CH5	 1 31122 22 25/ / 7 41//	 90V1	 30	 1	 B	 97'7
9Y V1339	 2	 98 9093 2
ELAI
	 1 111 BI/52/ /3 0//	 CLAI	 6	 ^7	 l9	 94 G6
	
CVSD
	 11	 3]	 6	 98 46
	
LAI	 12	 11	 2	 99 37N04	 17YV1	 1 361/56/ 0 12/
	 TV16	 74	 ^1	 9	 99 19/	 /	 D7	 10	 33	 2	 99 47
MN9!
	 { 141/6e 36 /	 R6]7	 25	 27	 7	 911 24/	 R75	 27	 1	 19	 91 25
NSI	 1 191 SO
	
R64	 24	 26	 2	 96 87
/
	
M SR 7 14	 16	 1	 21	 fib 97
/	 50501	 32	
15	
2	 95 33R76f	 2111/	 99 99
	
SNSI




1	 23	 77 35
	
OLAI	 20	 23	 3	 BI 44
	
27	 271	 2	 92 07R45
	
R45	 1	 i0	 66 6962 13
	
ELAI	 a	 14	 37	 9] 33YVI
	 36	 B	 2	 BI 67
	
MNSI	 14	 1	 33	 35 07NSI
	 l9	 2e	 (16 ,4R76
	 2a	 1	 35	 26 74
70
ORIGINAL G' Xj" 6
OF PO®R QUALITY
Yolo County - March 27, 1978 - Area





AVI	 1 11 99190 97 99 90 99/90 90 90 90 97 97 97/90 97/94 90 96/04 99 91/09 04/04/79 06/62 0 70 72 76 47/ 1 57/
1 221/90 97 99 90 99190 98 90 90 97 96 96 95 90/90 90 96/06 97 96103 00/0170 04/62 D 77 76 40 00/ 2 071
1 91 9/99 99 9/97 96 96 97 96 90 9,7//96 90/90 90 94/92 90 97/00 00/7162 70/72 7 45 47 Ot 6 ,1/ / 7 40//
1 211/99 99 90/97 90 97 97 96 96 90/97 90/92 90 90/92 90 9,5/07 01/70/64 70/70 It 44 46 50 b7/ / 6 5i//
1 10199/99/90 97 90 90 97 97 96/97 97/9] 95 90/00 96 90/00 02/77/70 07/72 4 26 79 47 00/ / 6 SS//
1 201/97/97 97 90 90 97 97 90/90 97/97 90 90/ 09 96 90/ 00 0 1/7 ,5/ 69 00
/	 /
/77 6 20 40 44 56/ /8 061/
f 171/90 97 90 90 97 96 90/97 97/9790 90/09 96 96/84 01/77/6900/72 7 70 41 40 5,5/7 5,5/
( 61 9919Q 99 99 98/97/97 90197 97 96/02 97 9 /
1/09 90/00/72 09/67 0 26 29 72 47/ / 0 40// /
( 181/99 99 99 911/90/94 46197 96 96/79 90 90/04 08/00/77 90/60 0 ZI 24 ZD 79/ 5 01/
1 111 99199 99/90195 96/90 90 94/01 91 9t/04 00/01/77 09/67 0 24 27 71 44/ /2 50///
l 121199 9/90/94 90/96 90 90/01 92 9/00 8,5/01/76 0/60 1 24 27 71 40/ 0 02/
l 171 99190/94 90197 90 94/00 91 09/06 00/70/77 90/67 Z 22 24 20 41/ /2 50//
1 741199/97 97/96 97 97179 90 BO/136 06179177 90166 1 20 27 27 79/ / 1 00//
//
1 701/91 97/90 91 92/70 07 00/02 00106179 91/09 0 16 19 27 731 0 01/
l 241 90100 97 97100 97 97176 7472/71 70/77 7 70 41 40 09117 67/
1 261/09 94 90/04 90 90/74 77/07/77 01164 If 77 70 79 02/12 60/
l 201 97 96/70 08 00/90 96/76/71 13;/513 0 10 21 24 34. 1 20 70/
•	 _ ,:	 _7 7- 1— 7 70 77 76 47110 40/
1 271/01 90 91/07 91179/60 87/08 7 28 0: 90 44110 46//
1 41 96194/70 62104/77 49/79 23 70 76 79 136/19 441/
l 771/40/09 7d/07/49 613/713 21 57 09 67 71/ 0 411
1 01/79 77/77/01 66/64 7 57 39 62 69/12 50//
1 161 09/55144 77/61 20 70 70 40 44/70 7/
1 271169/62 00/42 7 0 11 14 19/49 14//
1 281171 78/17 56 7 0 9 15/ /0 46//
1 21 92141 21 74 72 20 0/ / 7 69//
/	 / 	 VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS
	
1 71/44 14 19 16 12 1116 46// NAME	 NO I	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER
_ _ 	 PY17
GR 3'1 141 65/01 57 15 72/74 17// 	 PVA6S	 ^!	 19	 5
13







	 18	 76	 7( 101 99!99/90/28
	
ND70//	
LAID	 12	 Il	 2
t 72 1/99/90/27 91/








OLAt	 20	 27	 1D




( 81 61//	 SYV1	 70	 4	 2
/	 nYVI
	 12	 27	 22




















































ORIGINAL F, q^zZ7 6S
OF POOR QUALITY
Yolo County - May 2, 1978 - Area
CI.USTERI 110TEBYOAVERAOE DISTANCERMETHODN MATR fII
MAKE ONO
1 1) 99/99/90/90 70 98 90 90196 96 90 90 97/93 94 96/92 96/92/00 91/170 07/U4/72 70/52 73/43 14 23 20 16 0/
f 22)/90/90/90 98 97 97 90/97 96 90 90 97/93 99 96/92 96/97/70 439/72 00/04172 77/33 3 /
5/44 14 ZO 17 13 2//
1 101190/90 90 90 90 90145 94 97 97 94/97 96 98/92 96/49/02 97/66 03/04170 02/47 24/42 14 29 26 72 6/




32 34/49 13 27 24 20 41
1 bl 90 99 99/90/97 97 9q 97 97190 97 97/90 90/09/76 9Z/7l 90/70/01 03/44 24/47 7 20 ZO 16 1/1r
1 111 97 99/99/97 97 99 99 99196 96 96/93 96109102 92172 09/77/77 70/73 79134 2 24 ZI 16 21
1 171 99/99/97 97 90 9'0 9D/90 97 96/97 99/07/00 92/71 90173/70 02/49 37/74 1 24 21 17 01
1 341/90/97 97 90 913 96,90 96 96/93 93/00100 92/71 90/75/77 01/31 33/34 0 24 21 17 0/
1 121197 97 90 90 90/97 96 96/93 9190/00 9/71 09/70/75 00/5t 33130 5 27 20 I6 11
1 91 9;—,-90-9;—;;—/ ,9* 94 93/92 91194/67 87103 96171/01 70/51 26/37 7 4 1 Z 17/
( 211199 99 99194 94 92194 91/92/70 04/04 96160/79 73/36 72/63 11 J Z Z 19/
1 101 99/94/9] 95 93/95 97/92/78 00/70 92/75/74 76/37 30130 I 12 12 7 It/
1 171/9;/94 95 9196 96/90/77 07179 90/75/73 7159 40/JO 0 13 IO 5 10/
1 301194 93 94/96 93/92/70 07/79 93/77/77 74160 41/61 4 13 10 3 14//
Y 201 97 96/07 00/0717] 97/66 00/72/04 91/73 19/46 0 20 25 21 71
1 251 98/92 91103171) 90/60 Ba/49/77 66179 70/94 4 25 22 10 01,'
1 271/90 94106/00 92/63 B3/80/72 05/39 32/41 13 30 27 23 B//
C 241 96107182 02/76 03/67/57 60/71 59169 3 14 It 6 1911
l 261/90/05 86/67 00104/75 63/64 03/40 19 24 21 16 41/
1 31/78 69106 90/70/63 61160 74/46 II 11 14 19 71//
1 21 90/29 51/72/34 55/36 65139 23 64 62 30 31/
1 31/41 70/7/69 84/34 30/73 10 JB 55 51 301/
—/ /	 /	 /( 41 92/7/64 40/59 20/72 75 40 31 33 60/
1 731/34/03 72147 16,66 27 15 18 22 35//
1 2(1)/41 604'40 33/ 1 3 63 37 35 32 25/1
1 141 (19/ ! 29137 2B 7 0 I 0/
1 23)/ / 7 17/19 1 34 33 32304' 	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE DA SIMILARITYNAME	 NO.	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
—//// A
V
	^^	 31	 32	 99 961 B) 87/64 7 12 17 17 46/ 	 N07	 l8	 I	 3	 99 00//
	 TV17	 35	 1	 4	 98 75
1 761150 12 16 16 12 20/ 	 CLAI	 6	 12	 5	 99 07
	
_ 1 1	 OVSB	 II	 a4	 a	 99 65
26 x_
N06	 17	 34	 2	 99 9:
1 141 71/24	 70 38/	 TVIb	 34	 6	 4	 99 17LA f	 12	 1	 9	 9B 39
CRABS
	
9	 30	 0	 9U96
l 19)/47 43
	
643 52/	 PV1	 2I	 9	 99 b2
	
/	 CV1	 t0	 a0	 9	 99 91
—_/	 MCVI
	
l3	 l0	 99 93
1 l3) 99/ ,,9 /91/	 SCv1	 30	 1	 14	 97 6026 	 21	
:1
OL.A
R651 	 Z3	 27	 2	
9 ,7
 34
1 321/99/Sl/ /	R75	 27	 1	 17	 95 91/	 Rbb	 Z4	 26	 ^	 96 5a
R74	 26	 1	 19	 93 5b
1 29)/93/	 CH 7	 5	 1	 20
	
89 SS
/	 ^^	 90 09
CH]	 7	 1	 22	 03 32
1 31)/
	
CH6	 4	 37	 2	 92 0070 42
R76 S	20	 1	 25	 74 36
MYVI
	
16	 232	 B9 54
R45	 23	 1	 27	 72 79
ELAI	 B	 36	 2	 85 01
YVIab	 l	 29	 41 47
MN91
	
14	 31	 6	 40 32NSI	 19	 14	 71 1]
M501	 13	 71	 4	 91 03
SSBI	 3215	 ^	 99 94
9	 1SOI	 25	 3	 99 77
SNSI
	





































tJU' ^ f ^^ J^^ a 
p n''_i
Yolo County May 11, 1978 - Area
TREE PR t( 4T E0 OVER A0001VTE CORRELATION MATRIX
CLV
VAR^ ADIO,
EBY AVERAGE DISTANCE METHOD
NAME	 NO
AV1	 1 1) 99/99190 90 97 97 96197 96 90 90 90/97193 97/92 92 95/00176 71/64 07 78 01/46/40 0601 2 0 0 16 19 49/
1 221190/90 90 96 A7 94197 97 90 90 40197/94 97190 91 94/09177 67169 07 01 54147142 86/ /4 6 10 22 15 44//
1 101/99 98 90 90 97/96 90 97 96 96196197 96/94 95 97/06179 76/50 70 74 46144/06 87! /9 7 3 9 45 5"I//
/
1 61 90 99 94/90/97 97 90 97 97/95/92 94/94 96 96/90/75 75/62 79 77 47/A9/27 7U/ 5 7 0 12 50 5P/
1 111 99 99197/97 90 99 99 90/97/96 47/92 94 951901 7 72161 5 111 BI 57/56/20 791 1 0 9 IB 40 40/
/ /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 / /	 /	 /
1 17) 99/99/97 97 913 97 97195/97 94194 96 96/90/77 76/611 76 75 45157121 771 7 6 Z Il DO 57/
t 741/90/97 90 98 90 97/96/94 94197 95 95190/76 74/67 713 70 47/561.7 7b/
/
 4 Z 0 14 47 531
/
1 20)/95 95 96 95 94/97/09 90/97 97 96/09/75 70/57 77 60 76/49/119 77/11 9 6 6 57 64//
1 91 -;;7;; 90 90/95/97 97/09 92 92/96/64 62/76 07 79 40/6/75 76/17 15 10 30 47 47/1
//
1 211199 99 99196/95 96109 92 97/96/67 63/75 06 02 57/62/21 73/11 17 17 30 40 46/
1 101 99/99/96/96 96/91 97 97/97/75 GOl70 05 07 56/59/:8 70/ /4 5 9 24 3p 44//
1 701/99/96/97 97/90 92 92/92174 65/72 06 05 09/62/27 77/ /7 0 12 28 34 41//
1 171/96/97 97/09 911 92192172 67/74 00 05 60/60/71 001 9 11 15 30 32 391
1 771/92 94 /05 67 90107J72 &D If 05 63 55/48/40 06/ /4 5 9 22 77 411/
1 241 97/86 09 09107/75 59/77 04 00 70/64/26 74/10 11 115 37 21 291
1 261100 09 92104170 64/67 05 05 66/54/43 05! 1 7 5 9 25 22 34/
»_/ /	 / 	 /
1 121 95 95/011/77 00/47 66 60 14/42/27 70/19 17 14 7 54 64/
t 251 90/05/7,6 00/51 67 	 61 74/49/15 67/16 1 It 0 50 60//
1 271102/70 00/50 70 67 77140/29 76/17 %5 11 0 52 65/
t 771145 46/04 07 76 41/67/ / 9 61170 32 35 44 44 41//
1 2) B7/14 30 07 51140/26 65172 711 47 2b 26 43/
1 7)/ /2 22 20 6117/11 53/69 68 65 53 60 7911
1 4) 9 7/01 63/66/10 49177 74 77 04 4 9//
t 5)/0067/01/4	 /0 70/51 02 55 60 2 6/
1 6) 136/70/7/ 5 71/76 76 40 50 112 10//
1 761/66/70 57/74 34 38 59 5i 42//
1 114)/05 10/71 32 '.4 54 ( p// 	 VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY
	
NUMBER OF ITEMS	 "EN CLU ORE
 SI MILAR ITY
NAME	 NO.	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLU 2 7 5
4F FORMED
1 V tI	 27	 35	 99 76






1 20)/ 0 1 4 13 9 26/	 N
_ 	 TV16	 74	 6	 4	
99 27
97 03
t 15) 99/99/95144 55//	 ORA09
	
9	 17	 5	 40 9199 77
99 82




117	 l	 17	 96 24
f 291/96/47 54//	 R61	 p4	 26	 12	 97 924
LAt	 12	 27	 17	
95 7ZR74	 26
f 711/47 761	
R75	 27	 ^l	 19	
92 72
139 117




/	 CH6	 4	 36	
.4	
92 481 27),	
























































()F P()U;o QUL"Lf 4V
Yolo County - May 12, 1978 - Area
T 9 EE PRtI NTED OVER "'POL TE COATION MATRIX
n







1 11 99/90/97 76 90 90 9q/90 97 97 90 99 95/90 97/94 70 95/07/64 85/77 73/77 50 41140 05/ 2 0 3 19 41 7Z/
PV17	 1 22)190/97 97 90 90 90/90 96 97 90 90 94/94 97190 91 9 /
4/00/69 00/74 69100 53 42/47 09/ /0 5 9 21 37 47//
TV 17	 1 351/95 90 97 77 97/77 96 97 90 90 94/90 96/90 70 90/06165 05/76 71180 52 AI/A4 061 0 1 A 17 37 48/
',CADS
	
1 91 99/9098 90/98 97 97 97 95 95/94 9/92 92 9/96/76 OB/64 66 /70 46 57/27 76113 10 10 20 46 501//
//
P V16	 1 211/99 99 99/97 9 	 6/7 97 90 95 95/90 94/92 93 92/976 07/67 64/00 50 59/20 71/12 14 17 30 43 47/
:VI
	
f 10) 99/99/90 9B 90 99 9T 95/96 96/94 94 94/91/71 Bb/73 70/01 54 5/01 77/ /4 	59 234 0/// /	 /	 /	 / /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 // /	 /	 /	 / /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 I
9 12V1
	
1 00119/97 97 40 99 96 96/97 96170 92 93/9./9/70 07/74 67/03 57 50100 761 7 9 13 27 37 46/
MCVI	 1 101/97 97 97 90 96 94197 97/92 92 92/92175 09/70 65104 50 56/04 70/ / 9 11 1$ 29 33 42//
CLAI	 1 bl 99 99/99/99/95/92 94/95 9 . 97190/60 01 175 77172 41 45/61 70/ / 5 3 0 11 52 60/1
ND6	 f 17) 99/99/90/99/90 90/95 97 97, 90/61 70/77 70/72 42 50/25 741 0 4 . 10 53 61// / / /	 /	 /	 / 	 /	 /	 /
/ / / If	 /	 / I	 /	 I	 /	 I	 /
TV16
	
l 041/99/90/90/90 94/94 96 96/90/64 00/77 77174 44 51/26 7 /
5/ 5 3 0 13 50 50/
/
GVOB	 1 111190/9/96 96/94 95 96/89/66 07170 76/70 51 5 ,1132 701 /2 0 3 17 43 52//
1107	 f 101/97/92 96/95 96 90/135/50 00/79 79/72 45 09/40 00110 8 4 7 47 591/
//
CLAI	 1 201/00 09/94 90 97100/56 70/75 01/64 33 44/22 72113 It 7 0 60 691
..!/	 !/ //	 //	 //	 /J
.64	 ( 241 -97/09 09 07/g7/75 97!74 60!00 6 66329 721',2 10 10 35 20 31/
R74	 1 261190 09 92/03/60 07/70 65/05 bb 40147 05/ 4 5 9 25 23 361/ /
	
/	 /	 /	 /	 /
LAI	 1 121 95 95100/54 70177 79/64 39 42129 70/13 12 8 0 51 62/
R65	 f 251 90/55/70 69/76 82/59 3Z 46/I0 67/16 14 It 0 60 70//
	 /	 /	 I
R75	 1 271/02/51 70/70 02/61 36 30/34 77/17 15 12 0 54 60//
SYVI
	 1 33)/05 06145 40/73 30 62/ 0 56/30 32 33 43 40 45/
	
/	 /	 /	 /	 //
-.
	 /	 /	 /	 /
CH6
	 1 41 91/15 1/02 60 66/16 47/72 73 76 p3 1 3// 
CH7	 1 5)/42 20108 66 40/40 77/40 49 53 61 6 111/
- CH4	 f ZI 87/5/  7 52 70135 60/51 50 46 26 24 45/
CHO
	 1 3)/20 7 13110 57/67 65 63 51 66 111//
	
-;/	 /	 /
ELA1	 1 8) 06/64!30 60/37 38 42 59 l3 9/
YVI	 1 361/60/42 53/32 32 36 57 52 40//
//	 //	 //	 VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY
MNSI	 f 141/38 1/34 35 30 56 2 6/ NAME
	




AV l	 1	 23	 35	 27 73
	
PV17	 22	 1	 2	 99 75
NS1	 f 19) 021 0 0 2 3 29 6/	 TV17	 35	 1	 3	 98 91/	 /	 GRABS	 9	 13	 5	 90 89/	 /	 PV16	 21	 9	 2	 99 61
R76
	 1 201/ 5 4 0 7 9 29/	 0VI	 t0	 13	 3	 99 03
	
/	 SCV1	 30	 099 p0
	
----------------/	 MOVI	 10	 1	 0	 97 58
MOOT	 f 13) 99/99/93/39 54/ 	 CLAI	 6	 20	 6	 98 At
/ / /	 /	 N06	 17	 34	 2	 99 S6/ / /	 /	 TVI6	 34	 6	 3	 99 40
B80I	 1 321/99/95/37 53/ 	 GVSD
	
I1	 6	 4	 99 36
/ /	 /	 N07	 IB	 6	 5	 90 BI
/ /	 /	 OLA1	 20	 1	 14	 97 38
BBI	 f 29)/96/07 52/	 R64	 24	 26	 2	 97 53/	 /	 R74	 26	 1	 16	 94 00
/	 /	 LAI	 12	 27	 3	 95 45
SNSI	 f 011/42 54/	 R65	 25	 27	 2	 90 61
	
/	 R75	 27	 1	 19	 93 09
--/	 SYVI	 33	 1	 20	 BS 99
MYVI
	 f 16) 93/	 CH6	 4	 5	 2	 91 49
/	 CH7	 5	 1	 74 74
/	 CH4	 2	 3	 22	 B7 34
R45
	 f 231!	 CHO	 0	 1	 24	 68 2
	
ELAI	 8	 14	 0	 63 46
	
YVI
	 36	 8	 2	 06 65
	
MNOI
	 14	 1	 27	 56 63
	
NS 	 19	 28	 2	 02 70
	
R76	 20	 1	 29	 51 37
	
M30t	 15	 23	 6	 46 64
	
5901	 32	 l5	 2	 99 98
	




	 4	 95 94
	




R43	 23	 1	 33	 27 7
74
OF po()) u QUALITY
	
Yolo County - May 20 7 1978	 Area
TREE PRtNTQp OVQR AOfiOL^JTQ CORRELATION MATR IJI
C L1!VAftRI I
AAA
n L PY AVQR A;r Of OTANCE METHUD
)NAME tl
	 NE
AY1	 1 At 99/99/90/70 9b 96 90 94/93 90 97 97 93 93/93/0 /71 01 09/04!6 /24 01/67 49 52 0 39 66 14 I3 II 7 16//	 /	 3	 /3	 /
ND7	 1 !0!/99/99147 96 96 93 9D/96 94 97 77 96 93/441tl 4/72 07 9101 04160120 01/62 46 30 ll 43 69 10 O 6 2 191
PY17	 1 221190/96 95 93 97 90/96 94 97 97 97 96190/06/76 04 90101/60/06 06167 42 44 13 48 77 4 3 1 2 201/,
R75	 1 271/90 96 96 96 97/94 93 96 96 94 96/91/00/66 00 07 107160100 70/66 51 Sb 5 30 64 10 1 4 12 0 161/
CLAI	 1 6) 90 90 90 90/96 93 96 97 94 96107106165 77 00/07/60/ /7 67/71 61 62 3 33 Stl 20 {0 17 10 17//
N06	 i {71 97/99 97/97 97 90 90 73 96/07/00169 02 DO /00 /6 0 / 1 t 66/60 30 50 3 40 30 16 14 10 7 321/
TVIb	 1 341/99 90/97 77 Stl 90 96 97/90/09/71 07 0 6 /B 6 /b0//1 60/66 57 53 4 42 60 14 12 10 5 301/
OLAI	 1 200 -;;193 94 90 96 92 9310610641 62 76 70/06/64/ /2 62/72 h3 65 5 34 53 21 20 10 14 231/
R65	 1 251/94 94 93 96 92 90/00100162 70 00/UO166/ /2 6701 71 62 63 2 34 53 2t 20 10 13 271/
GRABS	 1 91 97/90 97 97 97/92/90/76 OS 07/77/47/ / 4 70/32 49 A6 t0 57 77 4 6 7 10 301/
PV16	 1 211190 90 90 90/91/9 /5/01 90 00/77/37/ /2 66/00 43 41 17 59 73 6 7 9 !; 45//
oVl	 1 t01 99/99 99/97190100 90 9t/01/63/ / I 7Z/07 44 43 19 32 70 3 l 0 6 301/
OVSO	 1 11119999/93109179 07 97/07/%0/ /7 7215U 44 44 10 51 70 4 3 0 5 3711
MOV1	 1 171 96/96/90/03 93 96176150/11 70140 34 33 20 60 77 6 0 10 16 421
00V1	 1 701/90/90/04 93 77/70/67/ / 3 71/51 37 36 26 57 74 3 4 6 13 43//
TV17	 t 751/07/02 06 93/66/57/20 03/4:•
 29 30 26 50 00 9 10 12 16 27//
/	 I / /
	 I/
OYVI	 1 331173 02 70f60/26/14 53133 44 36 10 71 75 24 26 27 20 49//
ELAI	 1 01 95 70/41/39/12 66/ 0 10 16 66 79 03 40 40 43 53 63//
M64	 1 241 95/5/57/ /7 67/24 4 2 07 73 02 27 20 30 41 66//
R74	 1 261/66/37/34 06/30 7 10 49 66 07 20 21 23 31 391/
LA1	 1 121169/ 4 34/70 65 69 15 10 33 40 30 37 33 6/




i 191 -;i7'6 32 14 23 3 37 7 6 7 3 541 /
A76
	 1 201/27 4 14 31 46 79 12 13 15 13 71/
CHS	 1 3) 01 06/46/70 l2 02 BI 00 77/18/




	 NUMBER OF ITEMS
	 DI07ANCE OR 0{MIL AR ITY
R43








CLAI	 Zb	 23	 S	 40 DO
CH6	 I 4190/03 BS B 7
DLA{	 20	 25
/	 99 00TVI6	 34	 17	 2	 99 92/ 	 99 23
CHI	 1 31/62 63 65 66/40/	 ONA05
	
.9	 19 	 96 07
/ /	 PV16
	 21	 39	 2	 99 ^b
MBBI	 1 10) 97/99/97/40//	 OVI	 10	 30	 4	 99 34Ov00
	 It	 t0	 99 70MOVI
	 17	 30	 2	 99 76






 24	 26	 3	 9: 67
p 74	 16	 I	 0	 0 20
SNSI	 1 711/bl//	 LAI	 12	 1	 41	 7. '4
/	 NS 
	 19	 20	 ^2	 722 13
MNSI	 1 441//	 R76	 20	 1	 24	 40 04CHS
	 3	 14	 ll	 44 41MYVI	 16	 23	 2	 96 34R45	 23	 3	 04 It
	YVI36
	 3	 4	 66 60
CH6
CHI 5	
3A	 6	 74 60
MSBI	 13	 at	 4	 977 .0SS01
	 32	 13	 2	 99 49
	
S1319
	 15	 3	 99 94
SNSI
	 3l
	 10	 37 21MNSI




Yolo County - May 29 7 1978 - Area
1111E;1 P[O I lln (1VER AO g01,! rh enant JinlI MAtnl1
C:6V 'JAII (tNO UY AVERa^.0 U^OTAN4C Mtl 7NUp





,........,.... .. ........_....., ,_^....,/
AVI
	
1 11 99 9 /917/90 96 97 94 90/92 73 qp 90 q 7 97/90/76 U2 00/7Z/7'!/ pD UI/47 44 0 7 4 4 J7 00 3U 39 41 1411
_	 9	 /	 /
1 101 90/9g /97 97 97 94 90/9/ 4 94 9U 77 90 97/90/00 061/77/70/30 00/4	 /0 30 0 1 2 4 33 07 31 33 20 I?/
1 271/97/90 97 96 97 97/92 93 97 73 97 90/4174 02 0
/
0/7/70/33 77/44 43 0 4 3 1 29 01 30 40 l3 10//
1 221197 90 70 14 90 7/04 00 931;916'014a 00/34 31 7 0 9 it 42 63 26 26 23 201 //93 93 9U 97 90 90/
1 61 99^19y9919U/93 93 90 96 97 90/10/7 /3 00 0/70/70/22 70/44 47 0 7 6 4 20 40 44 40 6 20//
1 171	 .1 96 90 97 90 90/0/70 02 00/79 170/l0 60140 47 7 7 0 3 29 47 Ab 44 0 20//
1 341/90/90/90 91 90 97 90 97/90177 03 0 7/77/79/16 67	
/
/43 40 3 3 3 l 31 49 44 42 f0 30//
1 201/9/94 93 97 93 97 90/00/72 79 07/70/77/1 /4 67/44 40 9 0 7 0 26 40 49 40 4 201
f 201/92 93 96 94 96 97/40/60 70 00/70/60/12 60/47 01 13 12 It U 23 41 00 00 3 241/
1 91 9%/q6' 96 96' 97/9 /0/03 07 00/90/
/
4/26 77/16 19 21 22 23 24 33 69 30 26 10 30//





1 101 97/97/90190/03 00 90/00/70/76 7014, 30 0 1  37 06 33 32 22 30//
1 301/90/9-1114/9h 92 9//(10/60/ 2.'7 76137 31 7 0 t0 14 44 61 26 24 29 371/
1 It)/99/9410-370 90/ 07/ 70/79 70/37 33 0 6 7 It 41 60 29 20 23 30//
1 !31/90197
 73 94 /04/o -/a400/J	 /O 27 13 16 17 21 30 60 19 17 34 30/
1 331100 09 94/70103/40 00/26 19 17 10 19 22 49 70 13 J2 33 23/
I Of 96 9%/7013/46 77/ 0 9 47 43 44 70 70 02 19 24 43 001
/
1 241 97/00/43/41 71116 0 36 36 30 44 66 79 It 13 62 37/
1 261176/40/07 90121 0 29 00 31 36 39 70 0 6 06 371/ 1	 /
f 331/43/13 00117 10 49 49 30 49 70 79 16 9 20 461/
1 121/ / 0 30/61 71 44 44 43 42 14 2 60 71 27 1//
f 191 all 7 23 34 34 33 36 30 09 49 30 04 201
1 201/10 3 23 24 23 27 47 72 10 3 43 2//
................ ..................
f 21 90 04 03 OZ 76/62 42/40 34 12/ 0/
1 31 91 91 90 09/70 32/00 03 30/271
1 15) -;9 / 9/90/92 00/66 71 37/41// // / /	 	 VARIABLE
	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS
	 OtOTANC OR SIMILARITY/	 /	 / / NAME	 NO	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
	
f 321/99/90/93 01163 71 37/41/ AVl	 I	 IA	 33	 OO 03
	




	 1	 3	 90 01f 291/9193 02/66 71 30/42/ 	
CLAI
	 6	 2^	 3	 90.79
	
/N06	 17	 20	 3	 99 631 311194 00/71 76 67/31/	
T AI
	
30	 17	 2	 99 91
	
	 4	 9q 20
f 4) -;4 / 0 04 61/34! /	 GRABS	 79	 13	 b	 97 31/	 / /	 PVIb	 21	 9	 2	 99 213
 OVI
	 IO	 13	 4	 0
I	
99.I 31141 44 63/41/	 UOVI	 30	 10	 2	 99












92 3/ / /	 ELAI	 O	 26	 1 3	 97,17/ / /	 R64	 124	 24	 71 731/00/30/	
9Y V1	 37	 1	 ^0	 04 00I	 UO 0
1 391/90/ /	Nat
	 19	 2D	 21	 81 70/	 176	 ZO1
	 23
	 3180














































AVI 1	 It 76 72 71 71 92 94 95 90 90 09 D4 
DO/6B 09 76 BI Aq 70/50 00/49 97	 f	 10 IQ V f0 ID 25	 9 21	 ID ?2 5^/
CLAI 1	 61 97 97 97 97/96 97 96/97 94 91 90/70 71 00 U9 01 ®00/70 76/6 22 10
	 2	 2	 1	 0 02 44 12 I' IQ 24 4911
NO6 1	 l7 197/97/97190 95 96/90 97 99 9 6/60 77 62 06 00 70177 7y i0 10 74	 7 /6	 6	 10 09 52 77	 11	 1	 91	 471
TVt6 1 941197190/95 70 96190 R7 94 96102 79 09 07 06 4717 71/16 It 26
	 D	 0	 9 12 41 54 90	 9	 0 29 46//
DLAI /95 95 90/96	 72 776/99l 20!/9	 7.	 70 00 06 Il4 O
/
U/27 70/10 14 27
	 5	 5	 6	 7 07 01 25 12	 4 29 471/
065 1 201/95 76 90/96 70 90 90/76 79 79 09 02 06/66 67129 19 10
	 0	 0	 1	 4 99 47 22 16 0 26 50//
N07 1	 101 97/7/96 97 94 7 6/09 DO 90 92 04 06/09 00/16
	 7 26	 9 10 10 10 45 49 16
	 l	 7 39 46//
R70 76 07 09 01 0410' 1 05160 14 21	 4	 4	 5	 7 40 40 12	 4	 0 74 501/1	 271/97/90 90 It	 90179
PV17 1 221196 76 90 7014. 00 70 92 00 67/05 00/10
	 7 20 11	 11	 12 15 47 50 "6	 2	 9 41 09//
OVI //1 101 9U 96 90109 02 97 00 00 90/00 76/ 0 It 26	 7	 90	 12 42 01 00	 1	 7 42 401
Me l	 111 90
-
9D /91
 09 99 99 90 96/69 00/ /6	 2 39 2t 22 20 26 54 61 07 10 19 50 90//




1 001190 U9 92 90 0994/64 70 //0 	 1 00 70 20 21 26 59 60 42 it 20 00 02/ / w
i7J41 74"19 33 63 49 A7 50 55 75 7,7 00 45 50 74	 7/
A64 1	 241/96/65/07 90166 72/72 00 67 50 59 54 57 70 74 66 52 AO 01
	
6//
1174 1 261/90/D6 00/!7 00/10 25 50 41
	 41	 42 46 71 64 44 42 40 79 171/
/TY17 1 251/05 06/54 07/ /2 12 44 29 29 00 99 61 60 00 27 29 04 201
GRASS 1	 91 90127 60/02 90 66 04 04 05 56 70 07 00 21 02 47 151/
PVI& 1 211122 67122 27 62 46 47 47 00 72 02 50 20 01 51 	 17//
N31 1	 171 B4/ / 7	 0 It
	
7	 7	 0	 0 02	 5 02 00 25 97 101/
1176 1	 201/ / 0	 4 00 10 10 17 21
	 52 09	 0 26 26 49 241/
CH4
.«.; ................................../
l	 21 90 Ob 90 99 90 90176 70/40 59 61 27/50/
Cho 1	 01 92 97 97 97 96/09 79/ht 70 00 02/04/)
CH6 1	 41 9DN0 90 90/97 90/72 72 70 601041/
M521 l	 151 99/99/97/92 00/66 75 79 56140/1
OBOI 1 921/99199:92 05166 74 79 56145//
01I VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMDER OP 11TEMO DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY1 291/97/90 85/67 75 79 57/40/
	 N0.1	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CL. VTCPAvIE WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
W57 CLAI	 6	 O1 911193 80/72 70 09 64110/1
	
O
9q 24TV16	 34	 1729^//
CHI l	 51 9 2/60 71 76 60166/	 RV 	 ^5	 0 99 60
NO 	 ^0	 2	
3n 7
90 ^9










1I 61	 161	 )	 R6	 2f no ^a4	 24	
0 97 06R74	 6	 S	 7 96	 10
040 091	 231/07/51/ /	;RADS
	 21	 2 Qu G4
YVI
PV16









L.A1 l	 1211 CH 	 0 96 57



















Dates Combined - Field
I'A
CLUEi t pg l^iJF UYOAFfRAp rU1101AlIVM"rLtT!17N MATRI7
NAHIV,'
AI! 1AQfill
........ .. ........... .,...a......a....,...•....•..........o.s...a.........r.s..a...a..a•aar.aa.vaa.aaa.a. s/
1 11 97 90 90 97176 0 /7/96 92 91 91 92 00 94 91 06 00 00 07 7102197 20 90 /02 09 70 79 70 64 19 0 00 110/ 17/
1 10)9/90/
/
97/05 92	 ///47 92 92 9 2 90 00 99 09 06 00 09 06 7 0/76/ 106 42 40/ 79 26 29 20 2 9 09 2 12 04 24/0
1 70)199 /9 7 /00 94146 92 91 91 00 07 91 09 00 OZ 90 06 79/0060 44 77179 20 19 19 10 40 7 17 00 271721/
1 191/40/42 97/44 90 00 09 06 04 00 07 02 00 91 06 67/79159 79 997/24 9 0 0 7 00 10 70 66 04172//
1 221107 9 7 /94 90 00 00 Ou 04 09 09 02 at 00 00 6170149 24 91/01 17 16 17 16 40 9 20 01 :7/72//
1 91 90/79 70 70 72 60 6 67 70 64 60 7L 70 40162160 40 17/1 /2 27 26 26 27 0 01 09 09 46142//
1 21)'06 01 00 00 74 70 77 77 77 69 00 76 90/77/60 70 20//9 10 1 ; 11 12 19 00 49 01 40/771/
...................................../ /
	 /	 / /
1 61 90 90 90/96 96/90/90/92 97191 90/00/02/00 07 2146 02 01 02 00 00 9 4 40 101101
1 111 99.97/90 97/9
//
0197194 92194 90/04/7/01 00 47147 27 02 00 01 07 0 2 09 17//4.1
of
1 17/99/90 90/90196/94 92/92 97100/70101 07 46A71 20 07 27 90 61 12 2 06 12//0//
1 041/97 97/90/96/92 90/91 90/0 0 /70/02 07 42/49 06 09 00 07 09 10 1 00 10//9//
1101 90/96/9b/90 90/91 90/90672/40 24 77/77 42 4 ►
 AZ AO 64 10 6 29 0//0//
1 201/90/92/96 90/09 07/92/70/40 26 40/02 79 00 09 07 bi 10 0 02 21/71/
1 121/90/94 9 2 /00 00/90/0/46 06 4 7/00 46 49 45 44 60 21 10 00 2117//
1 001/07 07/00 91/00/7
/
0/40 27 60146 00 02 02 00 00 0 0 97 2?/14,1/
1 sot 90/41 91/92177140 20 444191 00 27 07 00 09 14 0 01 21'7 1/
1 271/ q0 92/91/b0/79 22 00100 40 09 40 00 60 10 6 20 61/01/
1 241 96/70/62/61 02 401:9 10 12 10 9 00 It 21 02 02/ / /4
1 761/70/06140 11 61/J9 22 Z2 22 20 49 0 14 09 2x/11,
1 201/70/71 22 40/60 60 60 60 09 76 40 00 6 00/10//
1 161/40 62 10140 09 00 00 09 62 10 11 40 0/00/
1 14) -6;;3;;'* 16 17 17 21 2 76 20 60 07117//
1 191154 / / 9 2 2 2 0 17 12 1 40 41441/
1 201140 00 07 00 00 44 00 10 10 0177/6
1 21 90 90 90 97/97/90 07/04/00/20/
	












	 M I	 56	 t	 07	 ID 67OV
	
10	 4	 97 b74 021/99/97/96 91/69147/19/
	
BOVi	 00	 I0	 2	 99 70
	




9fl ^61 011/94196 91/66149/10/	 ORd66as	 9	 .^
// // // //	 CLAI	 216	 ^0	 7	 09 f1
1 0)/00 76/69/09/ 6/	 Dues	 I	 04	 1R	 99 p6




	 ^4	 06	 4	 90 2197/0/0
	





A' I	 0	 6	 6	 9y7 O2




	 27	 6	 10	 90 141 001/00/401
	
P64	 24	 26	 2	 96 49/ /	 R74	 .4	 6	 12	 00 441	 O1/ / 1/ /	MYVI	 Ib
	
1	 2p	 21	 77 07/ 	
My
	 ZA













































Yolo County - October 7, 1977 - Mold
T p(C PR NiC OVER An;GhVTg CORRE t,ATIf:N MATRIX
CLU T R NO ^Y AVCRAC	 ° 4..'a MiiTHUG




1 11 77 77 90 74/36 91 27 26 28 2A 2! 72 60 6! 7 4 97/12 70 72 9 9 99 39 41 12 l9 10/20 19 40/22 10 11 99/
1 10190/97/90/'51 66 06 OD 56 09 OD 60 61 70 99 96 70117 12 29 23 22 29 20 49 62 36/19 24 07/10 19 p 71//
1 271/97192/61 66 96 00 07 53 00 60 61 73 93 36 77/17 12 30 23 23 24 21 49 03 96 120 34 93/16 13 9 71/
1 2.'1109140 06 47 46 40 42 40 74 60 74 19 22 6 / / 3 9 9 1 2 2 0 00 49 10/?9 39 09/:.0 12 1 19//
	
3	 /
1 901146 61 71 61 01 40 02 60 09 71 29 32 70110 6 23 17 17 17 10 41 09 29/16 27 90
1 61049090979306/767076/7279; 1










1 111 9606 90.96/90/76 01 00103 00 70100 41 64 09 73 04 90 62 04 701 '51 99 20/19 10 0 27//
1 171 90/ 90/9^/9^J/7 679 BO/77 74 /0/ 7b 3Z 90 46 44 /6 49 A9 tlA 77/02 00 9^I:0 97 14 6//
1 341/90 /9%/94/70 70 tl^/73 70 40/L 02 00 46 46 46 00 00 03 70102 00 39 167 37 14 7//
1	 271//90/90/77 00 00/71 74 4176 31 97 40 46 46 49 49 04 70 1 '52 70 3
/
6/71 36 10 6//
1 201/
/
40/72 76 71170 77 00/76 34 00 47 47 47 01 70 01 71/'54 04 
/
40/70 32 10 1//
	
1 711/70
	 74 0S/70 16 76/77 49 73 62 62 63 60 66 93 00/49 02 30/.69 96 20 1^//
1 101 90/90146 02 7 ,1/20 19 0 D 0 0 0 t0 49 20141 21 0/70 10 20 
01/
1 301/961'50 66 96/10 9 10 3 3 4 1 2 16 71 20156 30 10/26 0 94 11//
1 131/64 72 72/ /3 9 30 71 21 22 29 30 60 4?/46 19 1/23 0 27 17
r
//
1 8)	 39 06 60 60 60 61 70 61 09 
/
60/66 40 36/ /0 23 27 7,1
1 241/76/40 0R 72 62 62 63 73 64 63 66	
/	 /
/72 	A9 30/ /0 29 01 70//
1 261127 44 03 40 40 40 04 60 9t: 40116 24 3'1!/0 40 39 D0/
1 :1 94 91 97 97 97 09 0U/r3 001 0 224 10/0 33 60 2,1/
101 90 90 70 90 9
I
0/6A 00/17 22 20110 1 30 00//
90103 96/70 39 26/ / 1 13 31 4011 4) 90 90 90/90/	 /
1 101 %/ 99/900A'3146 990/20 27 2 ,1/ /
	
9	 3 12 36 46//
1 321199/90/90/76 901@0 27 211 / 2 12 37 44//
1 291/90/90/76 90120 27 2 ,1/ / 3 1/ 30 A0//
1 91)/7/74 00/74 33 27/ / 0 0 Zt 961/
1 DI/01 06/ /7 7 3/ /2 D 30 40/1















1 lAl	 79 76/ /6 21 47 0t//
	PCLAI	 36	 Z6	 to
	
_	 OV00	 4}/	 2Q
1 191 90/./22 36 it 61/	 p6;6	 Z4	 7






1 121 -;6 21 3^/	 MOV^	 l5	 16	 to
../	 R64/ttt7! 	 24	 Z0
1 161 07/76/	
CH4	 222p 	37	 lO









































ORIGINAL PP ci: Ps
OF POOR C36. AI
.I'¢ `t
Yolo County - November 12, 1977 - Field
TREE PRINTED OVER ADDOLVTF. CORRELATION MATRIX
CLU
VANII




1	 11 94/70 70 69142 29 65/53 71 51
	
59 50 59 61	 33 39 37 40 44 60	 4	 I	 2	 1	 3	 4	 9 -------/2 26 47 "U 26	 1/101
PV17 t 22)/93 93 05/39 25 47/26 43 20 29 29 29 32
	 l	 15 10 31 30 46 24 26 26 26 27 20 36 27 1	 62 49 44 29//11//
ND7 1	 101 99/9/33





P75 1	 27)/92/]3 20 31,  15	 6	 0	 0	 0	 4 26	 5 t7 IA	 14 30 41
	
47 46 47	 46 42 54 44 24 66 61	 53 49//4//
TV17 t	 351125	 It	 191 4	 5 15	 7	 0	 O	 3 73 t6 22	 3	 7 22 44 52 50 51	 49 46 56 49 30 67 64 56 50/10//
/MYVI 1	 16)	 90/79/14 33	 14	 17	 17	 10 30	 10 36 33 33
	 12	 4 34	 4 21	 21	 23	 11	 41 23 24 21	 2	 4 40/271/	 / /	 /
YVI 1	 361/79/21	 27 22	 10	 17	 19 35	 l0 72 53 59	 15 2J
	 5 21	 6	 6	 6	 l4	 10	 h 0 16 31 33 50/26//
R45 1	 231/35 74 65 66 63 66 76 60 01
	 76 71 39 55 15 41 27 27 26 36 10 26 32 3 27 2" 66133//
CN4 l	 21 07 05 91
	 91 90 01 06/33 53 30 53 5^/AO 52 52 57 52 33 65 53 03
	
0 l0 1131/191
CH5 l	 31 93 97 97 9796/90/75 77 64 , 56 60/40 57 49 50 40 54 49 50 74 	 1 27 21/56/31//
CH6 4	 41 90 90 90190194104 09 76 74 75167 DO 77 75 75 77 75 77 91 33 56 51/651291
M001 1	 131 99199190/94/79 03 60 63 70/56 70 65 65 64 60 66 66 06 19 42 36/60/:91/
0901 1	 321/99/90/96/70 133 60 66 70/56 70 65 65 64 60 67 66 06
	 19 42 36156126
Sot t 29)/9P:94/79 03 60 S6 70156 71 65 65 64 60 67 66 06 19 43 37/60/30//
9N91 + 31)/92/06 70 79 70 75/36 73 b6 66 66 70 62 67 O3 25 49 44/66/32//
CH7 1	 51/76 01	 56 40 51150 75 67 60 66 70 72 60 03 30 53 44 76/3 ,11
-/	 /	 /	 /
ELAS 1	 9)	 95/04/60 76/h7 03 75 75 74 02 59 71 71 	 46 66 63176/34/
R64 4	 24)191/75 77/71	 09 BI	 01	 01	 05 %B 00 70 56 75 731001341
MNS1 4	 141107 06/64 74 70 69 71	 72 53 73 67 52 66 70133/25/
NSI 1	 191	 93177 71	 76 75 70 74 60 JO 01	 50 57 63/23/131
M76 69 60 69 71	 54 67 74 32 4J 4(3/20120/
CLAI 1	 6) 92 97 97 97 96/89 92/04/76 79 79/45/17/
030 (	 Ill 97 90 97 90/09 95/06/79 09 06/74/271
___^_^__/ 	 /	 /
NO& l	 171	 99/99/90/92 97/08/00 87 05160/22/
TV16
//
l	 34)/99/98/92 961130/79 06 04/61/R4/
R65 1	 251/97/93 98/09/82 BO 87/59/1131
VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF	 11EItS DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY
OLA1 t 20)/07 92/86/74 03 02/65/271 	 NAME
	
NO	 OF CLVSTEr	 IN CLUSTER WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
AVI	 1	 12 33 17
CRABS
PV 17	 22	 1





16 ^ 99 92












231 0 31	 77






--/	 /	 /	 CH6	 4	 31 3 98 27
CVI 1	 10)	 96 96/ 13	 b/	 n50f	 IS	 29






__ --/	 /	 /	 SOI	 29	 4




















R74 1	 261/34/	 R76	 29	 2 13 70 50
/	 CLAIb	 30





LAI 1	 12)/	 ND6	 17	 20 4 98.33


























13	 30 2 98 91
SOVI
	
30	 2 25 62	 It










Yolo County - January 23, 1978 - field






AVI	 1 1) 99/47 40/ •17/97 91 94 91 90 V0 q 3 79 99 93 Y] 73/90 97/W /00 00/01/60 74/01 93 90 47173 6 44/30 6 A/
PV17	 1 271/90 97/9/91 90 94 91 90 99 93 99 94 93 92 90/76 q^.04/01 00/70/b4 70/93 90 07 40/24 7 4/37 B 0// /
	
/	 / 	 /N07	 1 101 99/98/94 94 13 90 94 94 92 96 96 90 94 90/90 91/0? /70 03/00/67 00/41 43 40 39/23 0 43/4/ 0 2/
TY17	 1 301/9/94 94 93 90 94 93 92 96 96 90 90 90/90 90107/70 00107168 70/42 44 46 30123 3 40/42 1 1/
R75	 1 2/)/92 93 91 00 92 92 90 94 93 92 91 96/09 97107172 00/07164 00/39 41 43 37/Q1 7 44/49 2 0//
CLAI	 1 61 90/96 90 90 93 93 96 9C, 98 90 9/03 00/07/02 90/00/04 9/91 07 99 4/41 ZZ 1^/ZO 3 17//
CLAI	 1 201/93 91 91 90 90 94 96 96 96 90/00 7 0 /7; /76 00/00/04 90142 40 46 3 0 /33 16 21/29 13 10//
GRABS
	 1 9) 99198 98 70196 97 97 96/93/92 00/00/93
 97 . 73/70 73/60
 70 71 60/47 23 16/25 t2 0//
PV16	 • 211/99 96 94/96 96 97 96/70/09 00/97/94 90/71170 67169 71 73 71/07 32 6/30 21 B/
OVI	 1 101 99,-"?U 98 97 97/96192 91/93/91 94/76/70 60/67 60 67 66/91 21 17139 Zl 14/
MOVE
	 1 131/79/90 97 96 76/96/93 92/94/71 93/74/67 60/64 66 60 47/90 19 19/40 24 17/





OVSD	 1 111 99 99 90/97/09 97/92/06 91/00169 71/94 99 00 97/47 10 21/40 10 10//
LAI	 1 171 99 99/97/00 07/80100 90/0170 7;/03 00 07 94144 19 20 134 9 
0//
N06	 ( 171 99/97/00 06!00/00 93/04/77 77/53 09 06 00/40 24 10/09 9 3/,
t.,.. , 	 _..^, ..__.
TVIb	 1 34)/9/00 00/00/00 90/00/77 76/93 00 97 00/413 20 14/70 10 0//
1149	 1 20{/03 07/68!63 90/US/73 70!49 01 03 07/40 20 19/42 4 0//
CH7	 1 91 91/02106 04161/07 09/60 70 71 61/24 0 42120 20 10//
R74	 1 261/91/70 74/72/39 01/46 47 00 03/31 9 43/60 32 371//
R64	 l 241100 03/64/47 47/61 62 60 70167 30 4107 40 44//
CH6	 1 4) 96146/67 47/00 B9 90 00/66 42 0/13 37 14/
SYVI	 t 33)/63/03 67/77 78 79 74/559 42 9/12 10 4//
CH;	 1 31/64 00/ 1 4 6 9/16 1 37/06 23 71
MYVI	 1 16) 06/49 01 00 34/30 39 6/10 36 09/
R45	 l 231117 20 20 3/ O 1 31/ 7 00 01/
/	 /	 /




	 NUMOE'1 OF • TEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY/NAME	 NO	 OF CLUSTER
	 IN LUSTER






R	 99 93!	 113	 30SDI	 1 291/93107 40 19/19 47 8/
	





SNSI	 1 31)/79 00 30/6 67 38/ /
	CLAI	 26	 25	 12	 90 01
------
CRABS
	 9	 20	 10	 96 48






/	 HCVI	 l3	 10	 3	 99 713Z
NSI	 l 19) 90/ /8 26 
0//	
OVSO	 110	 34	 s	 99 13LAI
	 12	 34	 3 99ND6
	 17	 DOR76	 1 281/73 26 6/	 TVI6	 34	
3q	 99 90
_____ _ 	 R67
	 20	 9	 97 31
CH7 1 	 1^ 93 69CH4	 ( 2) 40 72/ /
	R74
	 26	 21	 19	 89 011164	 24
^-/	 CHb
	 4	
1	 20	 87 20




	 3	 1	 23	 77 10
YVI	 4 36)//	 R491	 23	 `1	 29	 86 9970 Z4
5561	 3'	
31	 4	 92 40







28	 `9	 04 43
1451	 19	 28	 3	 75 11
R76











Yolo County February 28, 1978 - Field




1 11 99/97/09 90 96 94 97 97 96/93 9J ')] 90 90 93 93 91 90/B4 91/70/61 02 69/73 76 77 72/26 23 54/26 14 20/
PV17	 1 221190/90 90 96 94 97 97 96194 92 94 O9 09 94 92 91 94104 90/70161 01 67/77 77 79 74/23 23 34/24 13 20//
CH7	 1 31/92 09 '14 92 94 93 93/07 04 137 BO 00 S6 04 03 00/00 071]]/36 71 37/03 OS 07 00/22 27 54/13 5 20/
CH6	 1 41 97 93 95 90/03 03 85 at 01 79 7B 04 00/03 70/]0/60 70 50/93 93 94 90/33 10 19/ 7 2 19/
OYVI	 1 33)/90 90 95 95 9]/92 07 90 00 07 04 03 09 04/00 74/62/01 02 69/07 00 86 06/53 16 l6/ / 5 20 5//
	
//	 //	 // %	 //	 //	 //
GRABS	 1 9) 99/90 90 90/93 92 95 91 91 91 90 92 91/04 00/60/74 04 71/03 04 05 00/43 0 30/15 17 12/
of
PV16	 1 211199 90 99194 93 95 92 92 90 90 93 09100 04169/72 02 67/02 03 OR 05/52 0 25/21 12 19//
OVI
	
1 101 99/99/'+ 5 95 96 94 93 93 92 94 92/91 09172166 02 66/79 00 01 02/47 0 34129 0 23/
MOVI	 1 131/99/94 9] 96 92 92 93 92 93 92/91 90/71/64 00 64/00 80 02 03146 2 37129 5 201/	 /
BOVI	 1 301/94 93 96 93 93 92 91 93 91/92 09/7/65 DO 64/79 00 01 09/51 2 31/31 5 291/
CLAI	 1 6) 95 90 97 97 97 96/96 9]/79 00/04/70 94 09/66 67 68 64/34 3 39/22 34 7/
//	 // //	 //	 //	 //	 //
over	 f 111 `99/70 90/98 90/93 94/'70 90/07/61 07 71/59 60 62 6d/46 1 30/47 11 29/
of
LAI	 l 12)/99 99/98 90193 94/06 86/06169 90 76/64 65 66 67/41 2 39/36 20 ID/
ND6	 1 17) 99/97 90196 90 /03 0 0/90/71 92 70/57 30 60 60/46 5 31/39 24 17/
/
TVtb	 1 341/97 90/94 91/04 02/90/70 91 70/56 57 59 61146 6 31/40 23 17/
	
"
	 . —' i1.i	 i
of
ND7	 1 10) 99/95 97/B4 80109164 91 77/54 57 09 50130 13 49/40 24 19/
of
7V17	 1 35)/93 94/83 06/90/64 90 77/04 53 57 57/31 11 40/41 23 18//
P69	 ( 251 97106 89/84/69 92 00/62 63 64 66/44 2 32/3 13 20 171
R75
	 1 271/OJ 00/03/61 70 79/60 61 62 60/26 19 51!35 27 1B/
R64	 1 24) 94167136 62 40/63 63 66 79 1 62 4 26159 23 61/
//
R74	 1 26)/69/29 63 44/09 b0 62 69/34 2b 59/57 10 56/
CHS	 f 31/57 87 79/18 14 21 25.29 0 35/53 73 12/
MYVI	 1 161 B3 06/60 61 60 48/31 71 3/29 b7 49/
OLAI	 l 20) 96/49 30 5f 44/26 2 31/16 38 I5//
R40	 t 271138 39 79 26/ 9 1 20/ 2 77 39/
MSBI	 1 15) 99/99/93/39 5 14/22 0 6'
/
/	 VARIABLE
	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS
	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY9501	 1 72	 NAME	 NO1/99/93/39 3 14/21 O 5 AVI
	
OF CLUSTER
	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CW
	 FORMED
	
Pv17	 22	 36	 35	 ^
23 8
3 BO2	 99 95SDI	 ( 291/97/41 4 10/10 1 9// 	 CH6
	 4	 3p	 3	 97 84
	
SYVI	 33 4 	 72	 97 69SN51	 ( 311/64 20 1/ / 6 23 30//	 CRABS	 21	 3q	 3	 90 95
	
_ _____/	 /	 OVI
	 10	 30	 3	 99 33





	 6	 27	 19	 99 1595 00NSI	 f 191 91/ S 1	 0/	 LAIR	 12	 ?1	 6	 90 ,27
	
ND6
	 17	 342	 99 16
R76	 ( 201/21 B it/	 N076	 34	 14	 98 96le
-- - - - ---
	 TV17	 35	 Jy99 67
CH4	 1 2) 44 81/	 R6S	 5	 27	 97 2
	
R75
	 27	 9	 97. ]0
	R6 4 24	 a6	 1	 90 78
ELAI	 ( B1 82/	 CH5
	 ^3	 j	 2 1^	 83 73
	
MYVI
	 16	 27	 23	 75 60
VVI	 ( 36)/	 R411	 23	 23	 2	 96 311	 23
	
MS01
	 IS	 ^1	 B
	
SSBI	 32	 15	 A	 94.04
	
Sol
	 4	 Ip	 99 98
	
SNSI
	 j{	 1	 3	 99 92
	
MN51	 14	 218	 `9	 67 23
	
NSI
	 19	 28	 3	 68 17
	
R76
	 2B{	 ^	 91 89
	
CH4	 J1	 32	 ^7 43
	
ELAI
	 B	 36	 3	 62 87
	
VVI
	 36	 1	 J^	 02 0623 00
82
OV^6CI^{^AL P 
ACr` ^ ^ 5OF POOH
Yolo County - March 27, 1978 - Field
IRLn PRN160 OVER ABUULUIE CORRPLAT ON MATRIX
CLU'j	^4 BY AVERAGE DISTANCE METHl^0
NAME	 NO
....................................................................... 70169 7	 ...0...060 ... ...........-/
AV[	 1 11 99/97/97 90 97 97 96/97 96 90 9714 97 96 94 96/90 90/00 91/00 0'. 76 73109 70 7Z 68/43 6 69/47 23 29/
06 70 77/71 70143	 6 64/45 23 2O//1 221/90/97 93 97 98 99/76 96 -'7	 94 94 96 90 93 90/9 0 90/ 9 9 ,1/78 72 74
/1	 01196 94 96 96 91 92 77 97 90 09 130 90/09 94/93 92160 70 60 69/01 2 03 79/40 3 	 64 I2 3,1/0	 ,1/90/91
1	 91 99/99 99 99/96 96 97 90 94 94 93 94 90/92 9 ,1/90 90/74 07 70 01/00 81 02 60/0946/0613	 23 29/1
60100 02 83 02160 11 211199 99 99/90 96 96 90 94 92 91 94 9 990/73 00/1194 ,1/96 72 22 40/30 19 291
f	 101 99/99/96 97 97 96 93 90 94 94 93/90 99194 96/76 86 72 70177 70 79 79/0.0 13 48/'/10	 10 30/1
49/461	 131!99/90 97 97 90 94 94 93 94 90/90 90190 96/78 04 71 74/77 78 00 80/60 12 16 30/1
1	 301/90 97 97 90 93 94 93 94 92.96 94/90 97/70 154 70 70/70 79 80 0l6 40/46 10,1/ 3 30/1
11	 6. 97 49 98 90 90 97/9797/06 09.'80 90/07 90 07 09/44 60 66 60/40	 4 00/4 3 41	 101
30/190199 94/92 90/06 91/07 90 70 7;/63 64 66 66/04 B 30 106 261	 111	 99/99 99/98
1	 121/99 99/99 90/91 90/90 90/07 52186 92 131 79/64 66 67 66/70 6 0 0 130 31 20/1
1	 171	 99/98 90/96 94/09 91/09 94 03 80/60 61 63 60/33 13 49/02 30 20/189/04
1	 341190 90/90 93/88 91/B9 93 93 061,1109 62 601'03	 13 49/02 34 20/100 104
90181 07190 94 04 76/66 00 79 09140 4 60104 37 20//l	 101	 99/96 99107
061911 301/94 94106 90/00 92 62 70104 S6 37 00140 3 63/00 30 21//
1 201 90!88 89194 9L/86 90 67 '9ltl 63 64 601'1!1 11 40/48 42 18/1
f	 271106 91101
	 87/06 94 06 70/550 60 111 08100	 3 69/49 42 191/
1 241	 90/90 89/69 73 00 00/72 73 73 01170 17 40160
	 3 0711/ / /
1	 261100 04174 73 60 04/66 66 69 70/47 9 63/62 3 32/1
1	 41 99/03 72 37 74/92 93 94 90171 29 29/23	 4 30//
1	 331/66 83 71
	
80100 B6 87 80160 30 31,23 22 2011
l	 31	 91	 157/60/20 21 23 23/26 6 06167 33 911
1 201 97/80/47 49 30 44136 7 48137 63 61
1	 231100/33 33 30 27/19 2 40/20 00 27/1/
1	 161160 62 61
	
33/46 36 l0/ / 0 63 30/1
1	 131	 99/99/96/6/6
 3 32 14/ 7 ll 201
VARIABLE OTHER BOUNDARY NUMBER OF ITEMS DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY1 321/99/96/63 32 14/ 6 9 24/ NAME NO OF CLUSTER IN CLUSTER WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
AVI 1 36 33 30. 92
!	 291/96/66 31
	









/	 // // GRABS
9 30 0 99 30











MG VI 13 10 2 99 94
1	 141	 80/35/28 23 AB// SGVI 30 1 8
96 70











LAI 12 I1 2 99 601	 191178114	 6	 1/ N06 17 34 ^ 99 94














R65 23 27 90 00










1	 O1	 72/1 CH6 4 33 2 97 92SYVI 33 1 21 90 36/
1	 361/1
CHO 3 16 4 81 B6
04RR4S1 23 23 3 S9
MYVI 16 l 20 79 32
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Yolo County - May 2, 1978 - Field
TREE Pfl 1 N TCD UVE0 A"'(1 UIL CORRELATION MAT141X




AVI	 1 11 99193 92 90/95 93 90 91 95 (17 05/07 114 92 92 09171 03130 67/ 2 4 57 63/52 69 70 9 10 12 13 25 9 70/
1 22)/93 90 93144 91 00 00 93 SS 03/07 06 92 93 90/71 02124 611 4 5 57 60/51 72 03 16 ID 19 20 2b 10 371
1 10) 90/90/94 90 94 93 95 92 91/76 75 06 04 02/69 00/4) 04 / 1 11 2 54 70/32 56 311 lb 14 13 9 19 5 41/1
1 271/9192 92 91 90 93 93 91
	
1
/74 72 03 O1 79/67 00/45 00/14
	3 D2 75/00 54 56 15 14 19 9 17 4 40/1
1 351194 94 93 94 94 OU 09176 75 06 OS 00160 00/40 04 3 1 53 49/32 Db 	 50 16 14 12 8 :0 6 41/1
-______--_---------/
	
/	 /	 /	 /	 /4 61 94 96 96 97 94/9-3/91 09 93 91 90/67 40/22 72/14 21 76 79/34 77 60 8 10 11 12 3 % 29 10/
1 111 90 90/90/93/09/84 67 94 93 93/434 00140 711/10 9 56 60/40 60 60 2 1 0 11 47 30 1111
l 171 99/90/99/9 9 /06 00 93 91 90/ 70 70139 791 12 4 67 70/40 73 Db 1 0 1 9 47 37 011
1 341190/9;/99/06 Be 93 91 90/77 73/40 00/ 10 4 67 71/40 72 D6 2 0 0 9 47 37 911
1 121/9;/90/09 09 95 94 93	
/
/77 70/35 79 / / 0 4 65 70/'153 74 bb 4 b 8 14 42 30 17/1
1251/99/134 DS 90 00 09/76 71137 79 0 6 bb 73/4771 D4 1 0 1 9 46 00 9/1
4 20)/00 70 02 79 79/15 33/26 01/33 31 70 90/77 67 47 B 6 5 6 27 30 13/1
1 9) 90/9D 9D-95/7059/14 	 41/12 
11
2 21 79 59/113 95 84 47 40 49 SO 54 50 9/1
1 21)/9	 17 97 	 99/706 014 4 /!3 9 74 53/0493 79 44 46 47 33 66 50 19/1
1	 10) 99/94/0-3 76/23 54117 	 1 bD 54/73 06 7 	 20 30 3t 40 59 44 2/1
f 131/99/06 79/22 73/22 5 61 49/74 03 00 31 32 04 43 D9 42 4/1
f 301/08 76/23 53/23 6 02 44170 86 76 30 32 34 44 63 48 21
1 241 06133 49156 DI 22 16156 D9 55 12 13 t6 39 73 41 0/
C 261165 61143 49 7 22/31 37 69 !O 9 6 9 30 6 44/1
f 21 71134 60 34 3/30 26 19 74 74 71 46 10 21 34/
C 31/19 ^3 30 70/12 99 0 60 39 38 DO 6 2 361
( 81 85/49 70/26 2 16 19 10 21 47 52 t4 13/
! 361/71 62113 30 9 23 24 21 7 31 11 6/1
f 16) 82/60 83 48 36 38 37 25 31 56 23/
( 231/16 30 27 13 13 14 27 3 I5 Of
__ ------------------- 1f 41 92 /111/85 06 87 9i/r? 66 37/	 VARIABLE
	






NO	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED






ND7	 ^8	 73	 3	 96.1
h9
	
R75	 7	 18	 2	 98 7f 5S/63 64 65 61/28 14 22/ 	 TV17	 35	 1	 5	 93 48
	
/ 	 CLA)	 6	 ^O	 7	 93 62




4	 11	 3	 9S 67
( 3.	 LAI	 2	 11	 4	 98 27
	
)/99/93/43 SO A3/
	 R65	 25	 6	 6
	
OLAI	 20	 1	 12	 91 91
	
(291/94/43 50 43/1	 CRABS	 9	 30	 5	 96 50
/	 /	 PVI6
	
21	 9	 911 71
/	 /	 CVI
	
10	 30	 3	 99 68
( 311/68 62 53/	 MCVI	 13	 10	 94 77/	 SCVI	 30	 1	 17	 S6 95
_	 __1	 R64	 24	 2b	 2	 06 61
( 14) 80/70/	 R74	 26	 1	 1.	 74 03
	
CHI	 2	 3	 ^	 71 U9
/ /	 CHO	 3	 1	 21	 50 1;O
( 19)/137/1	 ELAI	 S	 23	 4	 b3 43/	 YVI
	
36	 0	 2	 0: b5
/	 MYVI	 16	 223	 432 10




4	 28	 10	 47 63
	
SYVI	 33	 4	 2	 92 63
	




15	 31	 4	 S13 58
	
5501	 32	 15	 ^	 99 98
	
SD 1	 29	 15	 3	 9^7 93
	
INS)	 31	 4	 7	 7/` 39
MN51	 14	 20	 3	 79 02
	
NSI	 19	 14	 ^	 Be SO
	






































Yolo County - May 11, 1878 - Field
TREIPR NI L.D OVIR AlibOIUTE COIIRE{ATION MATRIX
CLV-A" ABLE
NAME	
AVL NA" D16TANLL MLIHOD
	 NO
1 11 9/90 9U 97/97 97 96 94
 94 93 9/011 p4 74 92 90/71 0 7 1 0/170 79 20167 04 06 00 09 09 12 30/16 77 1 0;/
1 221196 96 90/96 96 99 92 92 92 90/09 06 94 4 97/72 07/60/60 76 26/61 70 40 47 47 47 3 47!20 6 II 371/
1 101 90/9197 97 97 96 99 99 9 0 /03 81 92 09 00/60 00197/73 04 37/73 09 69 64 64 63 22 19/ /9 9 9 0^//
f 391/90/97 97 96 99 99 94 94/02 00 92 09 00/67 04149173 04 31/79 90 67 66 64 69 24 17/10 11 10 601//	 /	 /	 / /
	
/	 /	 /
1 271/97 97 96 96
 9 6 90/00 02 92 09
 0 /69 00/90/72 04 30/72 0  63 62
 61 60 19 21/ /0 7 7 06//
1 61 99/90 90 90 97/90/92 91 76 94 94/ 1 79/67/81 B6 30/61 03 02 01 00 01 4 29/10 3 7 431
//	 // //	 //	 // //	 //	 //	 //
1 12)/99 99 99 90!97/92 91 97 99 90 /79 0 0/66/70 03 3 11 /69 04 04 92 02 00 0 26/17 0 10 411/
{ 111 99 9990/96/09 91 90 96 96/01 06/63179 70 22/70 94 00 04 03 49 6 20/29 14 11 401/
1 171 9%/9/90/91 91 97 94 90/70 7167/00 Z4 30/66 04 94 J3 93 00 0 20116 14 10 301/
1 341/911/90191 91 97 94 90179 70/6/01 04 30/66 00 00 04 03 01 6 20/16 14 10 34//
' 29)/90/90 91 96 93 94/76 7/67/79 04 311/64 U3 93 01 01 40 4 22/14 13 10 30//
1 20)/Oi 07 92 OU 09/64 7 11 /6 0 /07 92 4 ;/61 06 07 06 36 07 it 10
	
/
/ / 0 4 10 37//
1 9) 90190 99 9%!73
 60/0/7073 37/33 00 10 17 17 17 31 00/21 20 29 171
4 21)/96 96 97/01 71/09/74 67 24/30 00 10 17 17 14 32 49/31 30 30 91/
/	 / /
	 /	 /	 /
1 101 99 79/09 04/74/71
 72 19/09 73 39 30 37 34 11 39/33 24 19 30//
( 13) 9 /00 00/76/69 60 10/00 67 32 30 30 29 19 47/39 20 19 29//
1 301/00 84/77/66 66 12/96 60 33 32 31 26 10 42/40 33 24 241/
-./ /
	 /
T41 07/00/29 Z9 72/99 40 20 20 l0 0 80 42172 04 29 12/
1 261/36130 44 20/76 68 47 47 40 37 7 37/03 0 20 701
1 331160 91 341 6 22 ZO 22 22 20 64 61/ 1 9 90 90 24/
1 16) 94/00/20 70 43 41 42 00 7 2132 2 32 131
//
1 231/70/47 03 62 61 62 69 29 0/30 22 6 40/
f 36)/12 36 24 23 29 42 17 12/76 41 10 11//
1	 2) -1 86 00 OB B7 77/62 30/27 0 22 99/
( 3) 90 89 89 07/07 24/ 9 20 10 00/
( 19) 99/99/97/06 06/16 40 30 64/
	
VARI ABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY 	 NUMBER OF ITEMS
	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITYN( 321/99/97/86 06/16 40 31 64/ NAME
	 NO	 OF CLUSTER 	 1N CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
AVI	 1	 20	 30	 28.17
f 29)/97/07 97/1L1 41 30 64//
	
PV17	 22	 1	 2	 99 48
/	 /	 !	 ND7	 18	 27	 3	 99 17TV17	 30	 10	 2	 99 77
1 311/07 94/30 99 37 68/ 	 R70	 Z7	 1	 0	 97 02!	 /	 CLAY	 b	 20	 7	 97 00LAI	 12	 6	 .2	 99 07
1 4) 77/30 63 00 09/'	 OVSO	 31	 20	 4	 98 09
/	 /	 ND6	 17	 29	 3	 99.16/	 /	 TV16	 34	 17	 2	 99 96
1 0)/39 20 2 4/	 R60	 0	 6	 6	 90 70/	 OLA	 ZO	 1	 12	 99 63
_______	 GRABS
	 30	 0	 96 03
l BI 62 16 II//	 PVI6	 Z11
	
9	 2	 90 67/	 OV1	 10	 30	 3	 99 4B
	
MCVI13	 31	 2	 99 66
l 14) 84 70/	 6GV1	 30	 1	 17	 91 39/	 R64	 24	 26	 2	 87 63R74	 26	 1	 19	 70 64
1 19)_64/
	





























































Yolo County	 May 12, 1978 - Field
TRFE PR NTEU 0yER AR{{71OWTE CORRF.L ATtON MATRIX
CLV17TER ^NO OY AVERA(; D)STANCE METH U0
NAMEARIkOL
1 II 0/99 99 X0/90 94 96 q7 90 9: 94 94 99 9^/p9 07/79 00/77 0^/DO/69 OD 60 59 DO 39 18/99/4? 28/ 0 l7 67//
1 221197 97 76/97 92 94 96 49 99 90 94 94 92/9i 00/74 00/71 7/68/69 79 D2 31 70 DI 6/42/4 /9 22/ / 7 10 6611
( !O1 90/99/90 96 97 90 96 96 96 94 92 92/06 08/74 00/74 06/7 6/74 09 67 66 66 63 2 8/ 29,40 22/ /6 14 6 3,
1 951190/97 96 96 97 96 96 95 97 +l 90106 84/72 08/7D 04 /58/ 7 D 90 69 60 67 67 22/2 2/'0	 28//0 14 66/1
( 271/97 96 96 97 96 95 97 99 92 91/06 05/70 90/72 63IDD173 B7 64 47 69 62 20126/99 20/ 319 441
/ 61 90/97 99 9D 9U 97/97 95 94/97 92/74 04/02 176/60/65 04 57 56 35 DD 9/70/AO 29/ /2 0 541//I/	 / / / /	 / / / /	 / 11	 / /1 201/46 90 90 90 90/94 91 9/90 90/70 70105 90/68/67 00 62 61 61 61 16/18/79 78/ 4 7 40/
f 111 99 99 99/90/90 97 97/90 92/07 90/72 77/64175 06 61 60 59 54 11/24/55 11113 6 40//
1 121 99 90/90/90 96 96/92 97/79 00170 02160/70 06 59 Dp 30 35 18120/47 211 9 7 DI/
1 17) 99/99/90 95 96/91 97101 03/79 02/67172 07 61 60 59 56 11/21/48 19,0 1: 11 44/
1 741/90/90 90 96/91 97/00 05/79 0:/67172 07 61 60 59 56 11/20/40 20,10 12 44/
f 231/97 95 96/91 92/02 07/76 81/66171 03 50 57 57 57 91 12747 17/15 10 44//
1 lo) -;;-9-9- 1-91 3 90/07 00/72 78/77166 70 49 410 47 42 8108109 10/22 12 42/
1 1J199/97 97/60 90/67 60/73/67 77 42 41 40 70 10/48/62 5/05 11 401//	 /	 /	 / /	 /	 /	 /
1 701/94 97/90 09160 67179/65 74 44 43 42 76 0/77/63 3/70 	 10 75//J
1 91 -;0;
9"
1 9 /74 7D/79 7! 801/1 67 27 23 25 26 24/03144 =9117 15 70//r
f 211100 79174 69r 07/49 65 00 20 20 24 20/46/36 10/77 27 2S/
/	 / /
f 241 90/77 34/D7169 09 76 55 37 19 15/70/07 771:7 i4 19//
f 261/90 51/44/70 74 DA DO 02 44 10/7:!169 201 1 2 16 D^`///
( 16) 90/60/74 71 46 45 45 04 1(j/10/ 3 72 1 0 10 20/
( 20)/D2/40 01 62 61 61 70 70/ 6/ /0 67127 6 37//
1 77)/ / 1 25 1.4 15 13 14 60/64/03 20/79 44 61/
( 21 B9 09 09 B0 70/b1/71/D7 21/ 9 B 50/
C 7) 91 91 90 89/58/20/70 27/10 8 59/
/ / /	 /
f 15) 99/99/96/B4/52/14 17/22 21 501
/
f 72)/99/96/85/52/IA 12/27 Z1 :B//	 HHFN CWG;E9bF FORMED/ 	 /	 /	 /	 VARIAOLE	 OTHER OOVI^DARY	
NUMDER OF ITEMS	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY
NO
	
OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER/ / / /	 /	 / INANE	
.^6	 75	 99,571 '9)/97/O6/D3/I2 14/24 22 38/	 AVI	 1	 1	 2	 99 00/ / /	 /	 /	 PV17	 22	 27	 7	 99 72/	 /	 ND7	 10	 IS	 2	 98.001 711/87/40/ 6 74/47 73 66/	 TV17	 35	 t	 5	 96/ /	 /	 I	 R75	 26	 70	 10	 98.60
( 41/75/22 18/4D 41 49//	
C BO	 ?01	 ^5	 5	 99	 50
	
3. 	 99 96LA
1 5)/24 2//2 15 18//	
06	 74	 11	 2	 90 22
R65	 25	 6	 a	 99 56
f BI 66/66 20 I/ /
	OVI	 t0	 3099 60
SOVI	 70	 3O	
15 	 98 25
r 3 61/54 9 22/	 DRAOS	 9	 21	 t7	 91.72
	
/	 PV16	 21	 1	 90 40
	
-/	 R64	 24	 26	 2	 B2 98
C 14) 86/70/	 R74	 26	 1	 19
	 94 'tw
/ /	 MYVI	 23	
`1	 2^	 bD 66/ /	 R45
( 19)/02/
	
SYVI	 33	 q	 7	 97 20
//	 CH5	 3	 71	 99 99f 201/	 MSDI	 15	 l7	 99 97
000 1	.9	 15	 b	 07 t79
SNSI	 314	 2	 29	 3l 2:
CNb	 1	 30	 66 87
ELAI	 5	 7h	 72	 71 30	8 	 t	 76 92,VI
	
36	
,0	 3	 B6 22MN91 t4







































Yol© County May 20, 1978 - Field
TREE PRINTED OVER AOOOLUTE CVn11F 1,,ATION MATRIX
NAME




t 11 99/79/99 90/97 96 9? 92 9? 79 93 94 91 00 09 03/61/34 51 70/72 92 79 78 78 7tl 41/77 81 45/17 A 58/ 7//
1 351/97/99 90/97 76 92 92 92 90 73 9A 91 00 90 00/67/134 51 70/72 92 70 70 70 77 40177 BI 413117 4 50110//
1 221199 90197 95 91 91 91 92 72 97 91 00 90 0 0 /60/54 51 000/69 09 74 74 74 74 96/75 79 4 110 6 60/1/ 7//
1/97 96 73 99 99 94 99 94 91 Be 90 00/67/69 51 77!70 907 6 15 75 75 97/76 8140/ 6 4 50/10/
1 2 71/97 96 79 97 99 94 92 94 91 00 90 OV60/51 52 77/ 69 09 74 74 4 74 96/76 01 44/16 2 57/10//
( 61	 9,,/77 77 97 9U/96 96 99 90/96 70/70/34 139 77/67 91 71 79 79 79 97/87 06 5 7 / 6 19 47/ 0/
1 121190 90 90 97197 90 96 90/95 90/70/62 61 70/70 90 72 72 71 60 27100 60 40/ / 2 10 90//0//
1 17) 79/77/97/90 99 96 97/46 9;/79/65 65 70/70 09 70 69 69 64 27/02 79 47/19 31 20//0//
1 941/9%/90/98 99 76 97/96 77/77/65 65 70170 09 71 70 70 613 70102 79 47/11 9 91 201 7/
1 201/9 7/90 90 96 94/96 99179/63 65 77/68 00 69 60 68 69 20/01 79 40/19 00 20/
/0//
t 201/96 96 	 99 90/9/6 90/79,54 55 60/6	 /5 90 	 71 70 71 69 26/07 06 57/4 27 27//7//
f l01 77/97 77/95 97/77/74 79 79174 06 67 67 66 59 17/74 70 27110 29 27//7//
t 111/99 90/94 96/7 0/72 72 79175 00 70 69 69 62 20/74 72 90/15 26 90//0//
1 191 99/94 96176/70 70 09179 02 62 61 61 52 10/68 64 21/22 20 27/14//
1 901199 77177100 00 00/74 01 62 61 60 51 9160 69 17169 36 17//U//
1 91 97/89/57 57 64/51 79 55 54 54 34 5/05 01 50/ / 9 31 25117//:
1 211/0/70 71 67159 77 53 52 52 46 0/77 70 9 0/29 45 17/17/
t 991196 49 95110 49 t0 17 17 10 92/77 65 46/69 60 12/24//
1 01 75/70174 49 37 37 913 14 0117 7 30/60 40 3//7//
/
1 241/79169 43 29 28 26 5 19/14 6 40/67 45 0/14//
1 261/70 69 53 53 32 40 16125 90 16/10 12 30130/
1 2) 02 85 05 04 67/36/99 96 10/14 3 92/92/
/
1 3) 94 99 94 90/62/79 02 47114 5 43/29/
1 IS) 99/99/93/89/62 60 97/26 12 40/47/
1 92)/99/95/09/61 67 37/26 12 40/40/
1 29)/76/04/62 69 99/27 17 40148/
VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY
	 NUMBER OF ITEMS
	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITYt 911/06/71 00 60/49 24 50/41/ NAME 	 NO	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
7VI7	 35	 j	 ^^	 110 70
t 41/90 49 90/59 47 50/60/	 ND71 7	 28	 272
	 99 09
__/	 / /	 R70
	 71
	 5
1 99 26 161 96/89/17 26 27/10/	 CLA I
	 6I 12	 21	
12	 95 002	 90 66N06
	 17	 20	 4	 99 031 271/06/96 5 40/101	 TV16	 94	 17	 2	 79 9720	 17	 3	 99 34R63// //	 OLAI	 20 90 011 961/56 4 29/10/
	 OV00
	 11	 1p	 4	 99 14M	 99 76
1 14) 80/77//;//	 ORAUtl
	
39	 21	 10	 96 677 609v 16	 2 1	 1	 17	 92 3.t 191 /BJ/20//	
ELAI	
36	







/	 H	 3 31 7	 76 38
















































Yolo County - May 29, 1978 - Field
TREE FR NTfD DVER AG'^OL NtE CLROII AT ION MAYA II
NAMEVAI4DLF
I1A	




1 1) 97/9!99 97/97 93 V3 Y3 9d 9D 92 93 90 90/ 74 790.7 0 /00 67 06177 07 74 74 74 76 06 96/13 ?6/Itl 0 70/
1 30)/99/49 90/47 94 94 94 92 9D 93 97 V6 94/76 01176 02100 67 00/71 06 72 72 72 74 54 74/10 30!10 7 69//
f 221/90 90/90 91 93 97 93 95 93 94 97 9 0/00 00/7D 00/00 60 06/64 79 64 63 63 66 44 .120:6 91/10 9 611/
f 101 99/90 4D 94 95 9D 90 93 93 96 90/77 01/7D 02/79 69 Ob/69 04 70 69 69 72 DI 10!'!20 90/16 6 60//
I	 J	 I	 !	 I	 J	 J	 I
1 271/97 94 94 90 95 94 92 93 96 90/77 0174 00/70 70 116/67 01 67 67 67 69 40 2 0122 30/10 6 67//
( 6) 90 q0 90 97 /97 96 96 9p /q6 /06 90/63 06/01 69 00/61 79 62 61 61 64 AO 24/30 09/ 6 9 50/
1 17) ";;;9 %/9g0 97 97 90/46/04 90 /04 04/03 74 77/61 713 61 60 60 62 30 27/39 361 /0 24 40//
1 741/9/97/90 97 97 9 /4 0 /76 97/04 04/04 /4 76/61 70 61 60 61 62 30 ?7/ 79 76/ 0 24 40/
1 .701/99/91 96 95 90/43/67 97/06 00179 69 74/79 70 61 60 60 67 30 27/79 42/ / 3 23 44/1
1 20)/47 97 96 90/96106 90/02 0/02 73 70/60 76 39 00 09 60 37 20/39 3 0/ 7 22 441
1 101 99/i9/99/9D/04 91/77 70/09 79 0 +66 00 bA 63 63 64 41 20/72 26/ 0 9 17 4011
! J J 1	 J	 /	 J	 //	 J	
1
1 301/49/90/94/04 90/74 7 13/92 04 00164 76 60 O9 09 59 36 20/90 20/17 d2 40//
+ 131/90/94/07 90/77 70/91 03 00/79 12 55 D4 54 04 31 17140 22/13 10 46//
1 111/9 16/03 90/77 79100 79 04/66 00 63 63 63 64 41 27/32 26/ / 7 10 50//
!	 J	 !	 !	 J	 I	 !
1 121/01 06/77 (11/79 72 00162 77 62 61 61 63 41 76/'/J1 32/ / 0 It D21/
1 9) 97/03 70/67 09 00/16 41 17 14 16 21 7 19/77 07/12 75 20/!
/	 /
1 211/01 70/00 72 64/32 02 30 27 29 33 4 3/60 47120 42 201/
1 161 96/40 70 70/34 63 40 44 40 53 27 27/01 70/10 35 201/
!	 J	 /	 J	 J
1 231/49 213 47/42 70 54 57 04 62 30 20/70 70/27 10 43/
1 13) 93/07/60 67 54 D4 D3 49 32 23/23 9/37 19 36/
t 24)/06/06 02 41 41 40 33 20 12122 ?0/40 22 2D/
!	 I
1 26)/72 71 62 62 61 59 46 231 / 0 17/ !2 23 7111/	 !	 J
-------------/
	 /	 /
1 2) 97 97 47 97 93/91/03/46 201 0 IS 60/
1 3) 9b 96 96 96107/76123 13/10 0 b3/
t SDI 99!99/907 96707! 46 3/23 19 671
t 32 '99190/ 9 b/ 90/46 2/23 20 b3J
// // I/ //	 //	 /	 VARIABLE	 OTHER BOUNDARY	 NUMBER OF ITEMS
	 DISTANCE OR SIMILARITY
	
( 29).79/96/00/46 1/24 19 63 NA
	
1E	 NO	 OF CLUSTER	 IN CLUSTER 	 WHEN CLUSTER FORMED
	
TV17	 „7+	 2I	 29 192	 99 15




l 41/92/66 4135 33 62//	 "At
	
17	 ^5	 to	 9V 50
	
IVS6	 34	 17	 2	 99 96
S 51/64 12/ /9 3 20/1	 R65I	 20	 16	 3	 99 57
__// 	 OV1
	 30	 11	 41	 90 96( 731 57134 59 33/	 MOVI





_ __	 97 40
00 D9( 141 00/70/	 R4ji	 23	 21	 19	 96 02
	
EL 	 0	 2b	 3	 06 Be1 191/75/	 R74	 26	 2?	 74 I:
	
//	 CH4	 ^	 5	 0














































®F PCB()R QUA@-^ Of
Yolo County - June 16, 1978 - Field




	 1 1) 99/99/90 47/97106 91 07 00 91 Ob 06 07 06/07107 93 00 00 OB 00 00 66/50152 59147/00 62 0/73 30 76 39/
	
/ /	 / /
	 / /
	 / /	 / /
	 /	 /
	
/ /	 / /
	
/ /
	 / /	 / /	 /	 /1 70)/9//99 90/9 7 /06 91 DO 06 92 00 UO 00 00/060/04 90 80 80 08 00 77 4^/07/ OD 0/130/58 60 0/02 77 76 76/
/	 / /	 / /	 / /	 / /	 /	 /
1 221190 97/97106 91 00 00 91 06 06 136 86/00/01 07 01 01 61 81 72 06/1 30/50 6/46/76 	 61 0192 39 76 31/
1 01 99/97/06
 90 07 85 93 09 08 09 09/00107 90 04 04 04 04 76 61/79/5766 ,11 561506 	 630/1 70 75 241/
1 271/96/09 90 al, 64 97 09 89 09 90/00/07 09 03 a3 87 07 70 61/59/5	 /561/59/08/	66 1/90 34 74 97/
1 61/90 96 97 92 96 94 94 95 94/02170 07 78 78 70 70 67 07/66170 75100/60 60 3/18 19 62 17//
.....................90....
1 01 q7 90 90/96 97 97	 9/07/79 70 70 70 69 64 55 06/0'0/6L 01/45/66 00 26/16 1 42 12//
1 101 90 90/90 97 97 96 96/06/UO 03 75 74 74 70 60 0717/71 07/67160 04 11/ /7 0 46 111/
1 {3) 96/ 97 90 95 90 96/066/7 4 75 66 66 65 61 00 46/0/74 06/46/02 	40 10/14 2 42 6//
1	 701/97 95 96 94 94102/7677 60 60 67 62 52 50/0'6/72 07/66/'/!7 40 19/19 0 37 7//
1 111 90 90 97 90/0/79 07 75 70 74 71 61 07/70/70 02/06/61 57 0/ /4 2 40 121/
1 171 94/9%/9%/!7/72 00 70 b9 69 67 00 06/70/77 07/56/71 6b 7/ /0 9 30 0//
1 74)/99/99/77/72 00 70 69 67 67 55 56177/77 07107/71 65 7/ /9 10 37 0//
1 201/79/71/71 00 70 70 70 60 06 06/60/7 /7 00106174 70 0/ /4 0 39 0//
1 251/74/72 00 70 69 69 67 55 56/72176 00/00/70 67 7/ /6 B 79 11/t
1 261/05 79 76 76 76 71 60 521674 49169117 22 47/14 41 77 47//
1 21 95 4T 97 96 92 90/0167/16 76/4/72 06 30/19 74 47 67/
1 31 913 90 90 97/93/065/52/01 44/47/06 60 4170 32 69 56/
1 15) 99/99/906/97/92/46/15 29/44/47 52 10/75 40 72 60/
1 321199190/97/ g2/46114 29/44145 51 10/75 41 72 691
1 291/99/90/92/40/10 29/44146 52 9176 41 72 691
1 71)/90/90/04/1 13 25147/52 60 2147 46 76 60/
41/92/30/ 1 10/79/77 40 7/49 52 76 791
( 51/34/1 16/36/47 45 7/20 10 45 67/
l 241/48 71/401 0 2 61/40 10 17 5/





	 NO	 DF CLUSTER
	 IN CLUOTBfl
	
21STANCE OR SIMILARITY1 211/74/64 40 6140 47 0 44 AVI




6 0 33 I6/	 /RID7	 j8	 27	 a	 99 4
	
_______	 {	 99 116
1 161 9q /69/17 10 17 21/ /	ELAI





	 //	 MGVI	 13	 aq	 90 9!1 23)/72/42 6 37 41	 OCV(
OV013	 11	 0	 4	 90 41325
l 361/42 6 4 36/ /	TVV16



































MNOI 1	 141	 04 76/0///
26 1CH4 1 
,
0
N81 (	 19)	 87/73//
8607 31t72
R76 1	 201/69/ / ONVt 31 19 3






1MYVI Ib 36 20
VV! 76 16
N51 14 33 34






GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF VEGETATION INDICES
Part 1. Graphical representation of response surfaces and equivalent clas-
ses associated with VIs involving two MSS channels.
Graphs for the square root of ND6 and ND7 are included in this
appendix. They probably have been studied by other investigators;
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GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF VEGETATION INDICES
Part 2.	 Generalized representation of VIs involving more than two MSS
channels.
Representation in 3 dimension of vegetative indices involving more than two
MSS channels is not possible. However, insight into this behavior is ob-
tained by studying their range as a function of two MSS channels. In these
graphs, the VI's range is represented on the vertical axis for fixed two —
dimensional subsets of the MSS data. Care should be used in interpretating
these graphs, and consideration should be given to the high correlations
that are known to exist between (CH4 and CH5) and (CH6 and CH7). Even with
these limitations, these graphs show the close relationship between the
soil brightness components and greenness components of the Kauth—Thomas and
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It is well known that two quantities may be functionally related and
yet have zero linear correlation. This possibility was studied by graphing
VIc over time. All VIc were revcaled to range from 0 to 100 to facilitate
interpretations.
This analysis revealed that some VIa were more closely related than
their bivariate correlations had indicated. In some canon, the relation-
ships appear to be close but nonlinear; in others, the correlations break
down outside the period of spring greenup to harvest.
The graphs preannted in thin appe nd:.-- are for the four ai.tea with.rr
good acquisition histories (Yolo, Finney, Keith, and Grant counties). The
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